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ABSTRACT
Acoustic sensing has attracted significant attention from both academia and industry
due to its ubiquity. Since smartphones and many IoT devices are already equipped with
microphones and speakers, it requires nearly zero additional deployment cost. Acoustic
sensing is also versatile. For example, it can detect obstacles for distracted pedestrians
(BumpAlert), remember indoor locations through recorded echoes (EchoTag), and also
understand the touch force applied to mobile devices (ForcePhone).
In this dissertation, we first propose three acoustic sensing applications, BumpAlert,
EchoTag, and ForcePhone, and then introduce a cross-platform sensing framework called
LibAS. LibAS is designed to facilitate the development of acoustic sensing applications.
For example, LibAS can let developers prototype and validate their sensing ideas and apps
on commercial devices without the detailed knowledge of platform-dependent program-
ming. LibAS is shown to require less than 30 lines of code in Matlab to implement the
prototype of ForcePhone on Android/iOS/Tizen/Linux devices.
xiv
CHAPTER I
Introduction
Sensing with inaudible sounds, also known as acoustic sensing, has drawn considerable
attention from both academia and industry. Research has shown that it can identify hu-
man movements [58,62,63,79,93,124], augment device interactions [56,81,92,100,132],
or provide context-aware computation [88, 109, 116, 116]. With the support of acoustic
sensing, useful functions can be implemented to enhance the capability of users to inter-
act with their devices. Since most mobile devices already have microphones and speakers
installed, acoustic sensing applications are backward compatible and incur only minimal
cost to deploy. We first introduce three practical acoustic sensing applications that have
been implemented over different platforms. We then extract the core components from
the experience of building these three applications to design a general framework for the
development of future acoustic sensing applications.
1.1 Acoustic Sensing
While “acoustic sensing” often refers to a general concept of applications based on
sounds, in this dissertation, it refers to active acoustic sensing. As shown in Fig. 1.1, active
acoustic sensing utilizes the sound generated by the sensing device and then builds appli-
cations by processing the reception of this generated sound. In contrast, passive acoustic
sensing only utilizes background/environment sounds. Sometimes, a mixture of active and
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Figure 1.1: Active acoustic sensing. Sounds sent from the device speakers are picked up
by the device microphones and analyzed to provide various functions.
passive acoustic sensing might be used. For example, we also utilize the background sounds
as a reference to remove unwanted interference in our active acoustic sensing projects. In
this thesis, we focus on active acoustic sensing because its capability to actively control
different sensing signals can provide a wider spectrum to support various applications. For
example, the passively recorded background noise (e.g., noise caused by heating or air
conditioning systems) might always be identical in the same room, but the actively played
sound and its echo in the same room will vary with location.
1.2 Thesis Statement
Acoustic sensing enables backward-compatible and cross-platform ap-
plications on off-the-shelf hardware, thus introducing new sensing tech-
nology to users with minimal deployment cost.
We have implemented three such acoustic sensing applications. As shown in Fig. 1.1,
BumpAlert [9, 120] identifies obstacles in front of distracted pedestrians through acoustic
2
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Figure 1.2: Dedicated sensor solutions. Adding dedicated sensors can easily realize novel
sensing applications, but also incurs several deployment issues.
signals reflected by nearby objects. EchoTag [118] remembers a device’s locations by lis-
tening to and analyzing environmental echoes. A location-based service can be triggered
automatically when the phone is placed back at the pre-defined echo tag. ForcePhone [14,
119] creates a touch-force sensing interface based only on structure-borne propagated
sounds, thus enriching human-computer interactions with minimal deployment cost.
1.3 Why Not Dedicated Sensors?
Adding dedicated sensors is the most straightforward way to build new sensing applica-
tions. For example, as shown in Fig. 1.2, an augmented sonar case can easily detect nearby
obstacles, an NFC/RFID tag can remember tagged locations, and a proprietary Apple 3D
Touch sensor can accurately estimate touch force. In general, these specially-designed
sensors can achieve better system performance, like higher detection accuracy and fewer
estimation errors. However, dedicated sensors also raise several practical issues in design-
ing/deploying novel sensing applications:
• Hardware cost. Innovative new sensors are usually considered expensive. For ex-
ample, Apple’s 3D Touch Sensors (a thin layer connected by numerous force sensors
underneath the screen) is estimated to cost around $7 to $9 in the iPhone7, which
represents an 18% additional display cost [6]. This cost is estimated to be doubled in
the new iPhone 8 due to design conflicts with the new OLED display [7].
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• Backward-compatibility. Since most mobile devices are unable to add new hard-
ware after they are manufactured, new dedicated sensors are usually only available
in the latest flagship devices. Thus, it requires a relatively long time before users
experience the novel sensing functions, which might reduce the chance to penetrate/-
dominate the market.
• Fragmented developing ecosystems. The lack of new dedicated sensors on the
devices that people already does not only delay the deployment of new sensing func-
tions, but also fragments the market and incurs additional maintenance costs. For
example, consider the fact that only some iPhones (and nearly 0% Android devices)
have the force-sensing capability. How should app developers design a unified user
interface by integrating the touch force?
Thus, this dissertation aims to answer the following three key questions:
1. Is it possible to build functionally equivalent novel sensing applications without
adding new hardware?
2. How reliable would applications based on only acoustic signals and built-in sensors
be, and what are their limits?
3. Could we have a framework to facilitate the development of such acoustic sensing
applications?
1.4 Why Acoustic?
Other alternative signals could also be used to realize similar sensing functions. For
example, WiFi (2.4GHz) signals have been widely studied to support various gesture de-
tection or environment sensing systems [33,34,104,128,130]. Radio signals, like WiFi, are
also more reliable and have less interference than acoustic signals due to their wider band-
width and higher carrier frequency. Even though the WiFi chips have already been installed
on many devices, these novel WiFi sensing systems are currently available only on special
platforms, such as USRP [12], WARP [73], or even customized antenna systems [34]. Con-
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Figure 1.3: Potentially supported devices. Many devices already have microphones/s-
peakers installed, which might support acoustic sensing applications with minimal deploy-
ment cost.
sumer devices usually cannot support such WiFi sensing systems due to the lack of API to
access/manipulate low-level signals from WiFi chips and also due to the lack of necessary
computation resources to process wide-band WiFi signals in real time. To the best of our
knowledge, only a few systems utilizing high-level information, such as received signal
strength indication (RSSI) or channel state information (CSI), can be ported in commercial
devices with a modified firmware [60]. Some sensing systems might not be integrated into
handheld or IoT devices even in the near future due to the required displacement between
sensing antennas [34].
On the other hand, sound is a natural interface for human conversations. Thus, devices
like laptops, smartphones, watches, cams, and many IoT devices already have microphones
and speakers. Moreover, real-time and low-level audio APIs are available for most op-
erating systems, including Linux, Android, iOS, and Tizen, in order to support existing
applications like VoIP, music streaming, or voice recognition. Fig. 1.3 shows the poten-
tial devices/platforms to which we might apply acoustic sensing applications easily. This
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property enables the augmentation of new sensing technology by repurposing the built-in
microphones and speakers, thus significantly reducing the deployment cost.
1.5 Challenges
Building sensing applications based on acoustic signals is challenging because built-
in microphones/speakers are not designed for these purposes. Most microphones and
speakers are usually optimized to send/receive high fidelity sounds only in the human-
speakable/hearable range. For example, the frequency responses of microphones are not
flat over all frequencies and the received signal strength at 20kHz can be even 30dB weaker
than the sounds of 500Hz [81]. Imperfect hardware design also causes frequency leakage,
thus making a noticeable noise at the start and end of supposedly “inaudible” signals. Many
of these issues in our acoustic sensing applications are mitigated by utilizing signal process-
ing techniques, integrating other built-in sensors, or tuning the device setting. Note that the
solutions to these issues are usually platform-dependent, so realizing “ubiquitous” acoustic
sensing applications on different platforms is even more challenging.
1.6 Contributions
In this dissertation, we propose the following three acoustic sensing applications which
not only solve users’ unmet needs but also help us understand the practicality of building
novel applications based on sounds. Based on our experience of building these three appli-
cations, we propose a novel framework called LibAS which facilitates the prototyping and
deploying of acoustic sensing designs on different platforms.
1.6.1 BumpAlert: Improving the safety of pedestrians only by use of smartphones
With the increasing emergency room visits of distracted pedestrians, BumpAlert is de-
signed to reduce the risk of collision with dangerous objects when users walk around while
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using smartphones. Specifically, BumpAlert utilizes the phone’s built-in microphones/s-
peakers to build a sonar-like system for detecting nearby obstacles. Since the built-in micro-
phones/speakers are omni-directional, BumpAlert integrates the inertial sensors and also
the camera, if necessary, to further improve the detection accuracy. In our measurements,
BumpAlert enables smartphones to identify various objects 1–4m in front of users with
higher than 90% accuracy and minimal false positives.
1.6.2 EchoTag: Remembering the tagged location by using environmental echoes
Unlike BumpAlertwhich aims to identify obstacles several meters away from the users,
EchoTag listens to the echoes from the contacted surface and close-by objects to remem-
ber the phone’s locations without any pre-installed infrastructure. Based on the profile of
echoes reflected by cups, monitors, or tables, EchoTag can remember the tagged location
accurately over time and then turn on specific functions/applications based on the tagged
locations. For example, phone calls can be automatically turned off when the phone is
placed at a tag near the bed or the user’s behavior of taking medicine can be monitored by
setting a tag near the medicine cabinet.
1.6.3 ForcePhone: Estimating touch force by structure-borne sounds
Unlike sensing through the reflected sounds, ForcePhone provides a force-sensing in-
terface by listening to the sounds sent through the device body. We have utilized ForcePhone
to build several high-level user interfaces, such as a hard-pressed option menu or a squeez-
able go-back navigation, which was previously built by adding proprietary sensors like
Apple 3D Touch [5] or HTC squeezable frame [15]. We have shown that participants in
our user study can easily accomplish simple tasks such as triggering the hidden option
menu by applying touch force with ForcePhone.
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1.7 A Cross-Platform Sensing Framework for Acoustic Sensing
During our development of acoustic sensing projects, we foundmany platform-dependent
issues that are not directly related to the sensing algorithms but play a critical role in their
deployment in real devices. For example, in Android, Automatic Gain Control (AGC) of-
ten prevents microphone from receiving stable acoustic responses and making the signal
easily saturated. We could not turn off this AGC directly by using the default AGC API [1]
in most devices (e.g., “false” is returned, indicating which is not implemented by the phone
manufacturers). According to our experimental results, AGC should be disabled by tuning
an argument named AudioSource to the recording API. iOS also has the similar hidden but
crucial audio development settings. For instance, we need to change specific AudioSession
settings to allow iOS devices to record and play audio at the same time.
Besides the aforementioned tweaks, different platforms also need different program-
ming languages (e.g., Obj-C, Java, C) and programming paradigms (e.g., dedicated threads
or callbacks for handling low-level audio ring buffers) to record audio in real time. These
platform-dependent implementation details can be a roadblock for most researchers/engi-
neers in developing acoustic sensing applications. In particular, this might happen to some-
one who is familiar with designing new computer-human interfaces or sensing functions but
does not have experience in handling real-time acoustic sensing signals in commercial de-
vices. For example, questions we often received about acoustic sensing include “why is the
audio not recorded in real time?”, “why is my 22kHz sensing sound audible?”, or “how
can I debug my sensing algorithm on Android?”. Thus, we extract/assemble the essential
components and tools used in our implemented projects to build LibAS [17], which is an
open-source framework to facilitate acoustic sensing developments.
LibAS has two major key features. First, it is cross-platform, i.e., Linux, iOS, Android,
and Tizen. So, it can easily prototype and deploy the acoustic sensing applications on off-
the-shelf smartphones, wearables, or IoT devices. Second, it has a remote testing mode
that allows developers to focus on the design of key components like the sensing signals
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and the processing of each received signal in Matlab. Specifically, developers can install
our pre-built developing apps (called LibAS DevApp [20, 21]), which will receive sensing
configurations and stream the sensed signals to a remote Matlab server in real time. In this
“remote” mode, developers can quickly prototype their applications on real devices with
zero knowledge of platform-dependent programming details.
Once developers are satisfied with the outcome/performance of their applications in re-
mote mode, they can move the core processing logic (currently being handled in a Matlab
callback function) to C/C++ for building standalone applications. Since LibAS provides
a unified wrapper to connect this C/C++ callback function over platforms, developers can
easily swap their sensing apps from remote mode to standalone mode. It is also possible to
validate the C/C++ callback design in the Matlab remote mode by connecting our Matlab
MEX wrapper [8]. Anytime developers find a bug or decide to add a new sensing function,
they can easily swap back to the remote mode and enjoy the development with Matlab’s
strong analysis/visualization support. We choose this design pattern because we find it
extremely difficult to manipulate and test acoustic signals directly on handheld devices,
especially with system programming languages, like Java or Obj-C. This design choice is
akin to the well-known WARP wireless testbeds [73], where the signal processing algo-
rithm can be validated in a remote Matlab mode before it is integrated into the final FPGA
implementation.
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CHAPTER II
BumpAlert
2.1 Introduction
The risk of injury is reported to increase significantly when pedestrians are distracted by
their use of smartphones while walking, i.e., distracted walking. Pedestrians are reported to
notice 50% less environmental changes when they text on their phone while walking [85].
According to the number of emergency room visits reported in the United States in 2010,
the rate of accidents due to pedestrians’ smartphone uses has grown 10x in 5 years [95].
This accident rate is likely to be increasing rapidly with the increase of distracted smart-
phone users. Such accidents can also be severe; for example, people may walk distracted
into the middle of the road and get knocked down by an oncoming car, or may bump into
electric poles/trees causing head injuries. Recognizing this growing risk of cellphone users,
in Chongqing, a sprawling city in central China, authorities have even set up a “cellphone
lane” where people focusing on their phones can stroll without running into anyone or ob-
ject not holding/using a phone [10]. Also, Taiwan government is about to establish a law
to fine distracted pedestrians $10 to reduce the accident rate [13].
Reducing this risk by using the phone itself without requiring any additional sensors or
infrastructural support has been drawing significant attention from both research and indus-
try communities, but has not yet produced a complete solution. Some systems can identify
cars by building an image classifier with the images of frontal cars, but cannot detect any
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object beyond the cars [126]. Some others focus on preventing people from losing steps
when they walk through the transitions between pathway and road [70]. While existing
approaches address various specific aspects, their reliance on strong assumptions, like the
shape or color of objects, prevent them from detecting general obstacles in the user’s path.
To fill this gap, we propose BumpAlert, which addresses an important but unexplored prob-
lem: “can commodity phones determine if the user is walking toward (dangerous) obstacles
without assuming any prior knowledge of the objects?” Guaranteeing the elimination of all
dangerous incidents is the ultimate goal of all safety systems but very hard, if not impossi-
ble, to achieve. Like most existing approaches, BumpAlert is an add-on phone function to
enhance the safety of distracted pedestrians that aims to reduce the accident rate as much
as possible at reasonable cost/overhead.
It is challenging to detect obstacles by utilizing only the built-in sensors in commod-
ity phones. To achieve high detection accuracy at low computation and energy costs, we
exploit several phone sensors. BumpAlert uses the phone’s speakers and microphones
to estimate the distance between the user and nearby objects, and also uses the phone’s
rear camera to validate the detected objects, only when necessary. Several novel algo-
rithms are developed and implemented by exploiting these sensor inputs. For example, the
false detections caused by omnidirectional phone speakers/microphones are removed by
a novel motion filter that tracks the user’s trajectory using inertial sensors. Also, the dis-
tances to obstacles can be estimated by a single camera without depth perception since the
phone’s height has already been determined by the BumpAlert’s acoustic detector. This
paper makes several contributions in that BumpAlert
• is the first phone-based app to “actively” monitor the environment and alert distracted
walkers in real time;
• relies only on sensors available in commodity smartphones, without requiring any
specialized sensors;
• doesn’t rely on any a priori knowledge of obstacles, thus offering a generic solution
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applicable to a broad range of situations/environments; and
• consumes only a small fraction of resources, thus unaffecting users’ experience in
using their phones.
BumpAlert is implemented on the Android platform as an app using the OpenCV li-
brary and the Java Native Interface. Our evaluation results demonstrate its capability to
detect objects with higher than 95% accuracy in typical outdoor/indoor environments and
consume around 8% of battery power per hour while running as a mobile app.
We have evaluated BumpAlert with participants in a controlled environment. Al-
though BumpAlert does not guarantee safety for all possible dangerous scenarios that
distracted walkers might encounter, our user study shows that 71% of the participants
agree that BumpAlert’s detection accuracy is useful and 86% of them are willing to ac-
cept BumpAlert’s energy cost for detecting dangerous obstacles with a high probability. A
user-interface study based onMicrosoft Kinect [65] also corroborates that a system display-
ing frontal obstacles can make distracted walkers feel safer and more confident. Moreover,
43% of the participants in this study have experienced bumping into objects during dis-
tracted walking, and 86% of them have heard others collided with obstacles. These results
are consistent with studies done by others indicating the real danger of distracted walking.
A demo video of BumpAlert can be found from [9].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 summarizes the re-
lated work in accident prevention systems. Section 2.3 gives an overview of BumpAlert
and Section 2.4 describes the implementation details. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 provide our
experimental evaluation and user study, respectively. The paper concludes with Section
2.9.
2.2 Related Work
Obstacle detection and avoidance have been an active area of research [40,91,101,114]
in the field of intelligent vehicles and robotics. Of particular interest is the active safety
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systems deployed in automobiles to protect pedestrians. However, most of these systems
require expensive devices such as RADAR, LIDAR, SONAR, and multiple cameras for
detection of pedestrians and prediction of their movement. These solutions are not easily
wearable by people as they are usually heavy or require advanced sensors, but they can
be used as a basis for signal processing, especially for camera imaging and SONAR pro-
cessing. Note some robots might use cheap sensors to detect obstacles, but these sensors
are still specially designed for this purpose. For example, sonar sensors in robots are di-
rectional while phone speaker/microphone are not. Another direction of study focuses on
detection of pedestrian(s) with the help of infrastructure, such as pre-deployed cameras at
intersections [123]. However, the same cannot be assumed in mobile phone environments.
Instead of using advanced/expensive sensors, one can find and exploit various built-in
sensors of smartphones. These include accelerometers which sense the phone’s movement,
gyroscopes which detect the phone’s orientation, cameras and microphones which capture
images and record sound in the surrounding environment. These sensors have prompted the
development of various apps, such as indoor phone localization [86, 116], context-aware
computing [96, 118], and human–computer interfaces [119,124].
Although there exist a myriad of apps that exploit sensors to perform various functions
on the phone, little has been done on distracted walkers’ safety, despite its rapidly growing
importance. A passive approach using the phone’s rear camera was proposed in [2, 29] to
take and display the frontal image as the background of apps. Since it is a passive solution,
the user still has to be responsible for identifying and avoiding the obstacles shown on the
screen of his phone. However, users usually focus on the task (e.g., playing a game) at hand
and may not pay attention to the changes in the background of the app they are running.
Moreover, there are also apps, such as games, that do not allow the change of background.
There are also other mobile apps that sense environments and provide active feedbacks.
WalkSafe [126] is able to identify the frontal view of an (approaching) vehicle by using
the phone’s rear camera when pedestrians are making telephone calls while crossing the
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Figure 2.1: System blocks of BumpAlert. Multiple sensing components are utilized to
optimize the detection performance.
road/street. LookUp [70] monitors the road transitions, such as the height change from a
sidewalk to a street, by connecting inertial sensors mounted in shoes. Both apps target the
scenarios parallel to BumpAlert, and it is possible to integrate BumpAlert with them to
enhance pedestrians’ safety. CrashAlert [65] targets the same scenario as ours, detecting
obstacles when users are distracted walking. However, it mainly focuses on the design
of walking user interface (WUI). The functionality of obstacle detection in CrashAlert is
delegated to Microsoft Kinect, which is not available in commodity phones. In this pa-
per, we explore how to detect and avoid objects in front of a distracted walker by using
only the phone’s built-in sensors and building and evaluating a mobile application called
BumpAlert. Even though BumpAlert is unable to detect all dangerous situations (see Sec-
tion 2.7), it has been shown to be able to detect most dangerous objects for distracted
pedestrians, ranging from glass doors, sign boards, to a small parapet wall.
2.3 BumpAlert
As shown in Fig. 2.1, BumpAlert consists of four main components that interact with
each other: (1) acoustic detector that uses sound to estimate the distances between the
user and nearby objects; (2) visual detector that determines the presence of dangerous
objects using the rear camera; (3) motion estimator that determines the user’s walking
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Algorithm 1 Acoustic Detection
Input: acoustic signal array at the n-th detection: Sn,
peak window: winpeak, walking speed: w, threshold coefficient: a
Output: detection result: Dsucc
1: S matched filter(bandpass filter(Sn))
2: noise estimate noise(S) & thr a(noisemean+noisestd)
3: Pn,Dn f & peakMax, peakO f f set 0
4: for i from winpeak/2 to len(S) winpeak/2 1 do
5: isPeak True
6: for j from i winpeak/2 to i+winpeak/2 do
7: if S[ j]> S[i] then
8: isPeak False
9: break
10: if isPeak and S[i]> thr then
11: Pn Pn[ i
12: if S[i]> peakMax then
13: peakO f f set i
14: peakMax S[i]
15: for p 2 Pn do
16: d = speedsound(p  peakO f f set)/(2ratesample)
17: Dn Dn[d
18: Dsucc motion filter(Dn,Dn 1, . . . ,Dn d ,d ,w)
19: return Dsucc
speed; and (4) fusion algorithm that combines information from all the other components
and generates an alert for the user when a dangerous object is detected nearby.
2.3.1 Acoustic Detector
The acoustic detector borrows ideas from sonar sensors for object detection. The
speaker sends 10 periods of a sine wave at a frequency of 11,025Hz and picks up its re-
flections through the phone’s microphones. In order to make BumpAlert compatible with
most commodity smartphones, the signal sent is sampled at 44.1kHz and two consecu-
tive signals are transmitted with a 100ms separation to differentiate their reflections at the
microphones/receivers. Note that this setting is designed to be widely supported by com-
modity phones and can be adopted widely as phone hardware improves. For example,
Section 2.8 describes the extended setting designed for Galaxy Note4, which can provide
reasonably good detection accuracy with inaudible sound.
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Figure 2.2: Example measurement of acoustic detection. Peaks of signals passing the
matched filter indicate the reception of reflections from objects. The first and strongest
peak represents the sound directly transmitted from phone speakers.
To identify the signals reflected from objects, the recorded signal is first passed through
a bandpass FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filter and then through the corresponding matched
filter as shown in Algorithm 1. At the n-th record, the highest-amplitude samples within
a moving window are marked as peaks, Pn, if the signal’s amplitude exceeds a thresh-
old, thr. Due to the automatic gain control (AGC) in microphones and the different lev-
els of environmental noise, thr is adjusted to the received noise level. The noise is ob-
served from 600 samples before the sent signal is received, with the threshold set to a
(mean(noise)+std(noise)) where a is set to 4 in BumpAlert. The width of the moving
window, winpeak, is set to 40 samples, which is equal to the number of samples in the trans-
mitted signal. The maximum resolution that can be discerned with these chosen parameters
is about 15cm, which is equal to the product of the signal’s duration and the speed of sound,
so objects within 15cm of each other will be classified as a single object. Fig. 2.2 shows an
instance of acoustic detection. The first peak indicates the sound sent out of the speaker,
while the second peak is the reflection from the human body 28cm away, and the third peak
is the reflection from the floor 142cm below the speaker. According to the ground truth,
the error is less than 5cm in this case.
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(a) Walking towards a wall (b) Walking away from a wall (c) Walking towards a wall in an aisle
Figure 2.3: Distances to objects estimated by acoustic/visual detectors when a user
walks toward/from a wall. A user is guided to walk towards (away) a wall from a location
10m away (1m behind). The circles and crosses represent the estimated distances to objects
(including the wall) detected by our acoustic/visual detectors. The dotted lines represent
the real distance to the target wall, which is collected via timestamped traces when users
walk through pre-installed tags on the ground.
The signal used should be lower than a half of the sampling frequency for its accurate
recovery. Ideally, a higher frequency is preferred because the sound of such a frequency
will be less audible (hence less annoying) to the user, but the sent and reflected signals also
degrade more at higher frequencies. On the other hand, decreasing the signal frequency
will increase the time necessary to send a sufficient number of periods of the signal, which
will lower the detection resolution. Note that there is no need to use a lower frequency
signal. A lower frequency signal might incur less decay during its propagation, and can
thus receive the reflections from farther-away objects. However, it also increases the time
to wait for all reflections before sending the next sensing signal. There are also more en-
vironmental noises in the lower frequency band. According to our experimental results,
the signal frequency of 11025Hz suffices to capture reflections within 2–4m, and reflec-
tions from objects more than 10m away are too weak to be detected for most devices we
tested. This is what BumpAlert needs, enabling detection of nearby obstacles, and ensuring
that all significant reflections are received within 100ms. Note that the current design of
BumpAlert does not cope with the interference caused by multiple nearby devices. How-
ever, this problem can be avoided by utilizing existing multiple wireless access protocols.
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For example, different devices can emit different frequencies of sound (FDMA) or differ-
ent kinds of sound (CDMA) to ensure the emitted signals to have minimal correlation with
each other. Testing such advanced settings is part of our future work.
The distance between the user and each object is computed as 1/2 the traveling time of
the signal reflected from the object⇥the speed of sound (331m/s). The performance of this
scheme depends strongly on the ability to accurately record the time when signals are sent
and their reflections are received. Errors of a few milliseconds will cause an estimation
error of several meters due to the high speed of sound. Thus, any error between times-
tamps caused by non-real-time phone operating systems is unacceptable. We circumvent
this problem by recording the time when the (reflected) signal is sent (received) and then
computing the time difference between the sent and the reflected signals in terms of the
number of consecutive samples [100]. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the signal identified with the
largest magnitude, peakMax, is regarded as the sent signal, i.e., the signal directly going
to the microphone. In Algorithm 1, this is used as the reference, peakO f f set, for comput-
ing the time difference between the sent and the reflected signals. As the detection results
shown in Fig. 2.3(a), when a user walks toward a wall (obstacle) from a 10m-away position,
our acoustic detector is able to identify the reflection (as the diagonal green hollow circles)
from the wall when the users are 5m away (as marked with the dotted line) at time 5. In
this figure, the constantly appearing objects (two prominent vertical green hollow circles)
estimated to be 30cm and 150cm away are, respectively, the human body and the floor.
One limitation of acoustic detection is that phone speakers and microphones are omni-
directional, and hence the direction of the obstacle cannot be resolved. Another related
problem is reception of multi-path reflections. The signal received by a microphone is ac-
tually a combination of the sent signal and multiple reflections of the same signal. Thus, an
object actually 50cm away may cause a false detection as 150cm away due to multi-path re-
flections as shown in Fig. 2.4(a). This effect is severe, especially in an indoor environment
where objects like walls and pillars cause multi-path reflections.
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Figure 2.4: Assumed holding posture and its effect on detections. A wrong acoustic de-
tection with a longer estimated distance happens due to multipath reflections. The marked
area of images taken in this posture includes the ground texture with a high probability.
However, these two problems are greatly reduced by the BumpAlert’s need to detect
only the closest object, i.e., the shortest-path reflection. Most reflections from objects
behind the user are also absorbed/blocked by the user’s body which is akin to the property
ofWiFi signals being blocked by the mobile users [113,133]. As shown in Fig. 2.3(b) where
the user is walking away from a wall, the acoustic detector doesn’t detect any prominent
peaks of reflections even if the wall is just 1m behind the user at time 0. This feature helps
the acoustic detector prevent from making wrong estimations when the object is actually
behind the user. However, the detection results will still be affected by reflections from the
side objects, such as walls and pillars. As shown in Fig. 2.3(c), the same experiment of a
user walking toward a wall from 10m away is repeated but in a narrow (5m-wide) aisle.
False detections are made due to side walls (vertical green hollow circles within a 2 – 6m
range), making it difficult for BumpAlert to identify the real obstacle, i.e., the wall in front
of the user.
To improve the detection results further, we introduce a motion filter that eliminates the
detected reflections with 0 relative speed to the user. This filter is inspired by the results
shown in Fig. 2.3, where all detected objects showing a constant distance to the users over
time (vertically aligned circles) are unnecessary for the functionality of BumpAlert since
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Algorithm 2 : Motion Filter
Input: detection distance of the n-th detection: Dn,
previous d detections Dn 1, . . . ,Dn d , depth: d , walking speed: w
Output: results passing motion filter: Dsucc
1: Dsucc f
2: for d 2 Dn do
3: r 0
4: for i from 1 to d do
5: dest  d+ i⇥w⇥ perioddetection
6: for dhistory 2 Dn i do
7: if |dest  dhistory|< winerror then
8: r r+1/d
9: if r > rsucc then
10: Dsucc D[d
11: return Dsucc
it is impossible for the users to bump into those objects without any relative speed to them.
The user’s walking speed is estimated by the phone’s accelerometer as described later. The
high-level goal of this motion filter is to remove detections with relative speeds unmatched
with the user’s walking speed. Thus, given the user’s walking speed, w, and a history of
d previous detection results, Dn 1 ⇠ Dn d , only those reflections from objects moving at
similar walking speeds are classified as the true obstacles toward which the user is walking.
As shown in Algorithm 2, the current detection, d 2 Dn, is projected backward based
on the user’s walking speed, i⇥w⇥ perioddetection, yielding dest . This is compared with
the previously detected position of the object, dhistory, and the probability of the presence
of an object increases if the history matches the projection, i.e., |dest dhistory|< winderror.
Yielding a probability, r, higher than a given ratio, rsucc, is said to pass the motion filter
and identified as a positive detection. With this additional filtering, the reflections caused
by objects without any matching relative speed, such as floor or side walls, can be filtered
out as shown in Fig. 2.3(a). In this figure, detections passing a motion filter (marked as red
solid circles) represent only the signals from target obstacles (i.e., the wall users walking
towards) while the detections caused by human body, floor, and multi-path reflections in-
side the wall are excluded. A similar effect can also be found in Fig. 2.3(c), where most
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(a) Blurred image (b) HSV transformation (c) Backprojection (d) Detection result 
Figure 2.5: Visual detection. Images take by phone rear cameras are smoothed, trans-
ferred to HSV color scheme, back projected, and then filtered out blob detections.
reflections from side walls are also filtered out. However, the noisy detections in a cluttered
environment cannot be completely eliminated by the motion filter. As shown in the same
figure, more than 10 false detections caused by side objects pass our motion filter since
those objects are too close to each other, resulting in a significant number of false positives
which might annoy users. These false positives are reduced/removed by using the visual
detector to ensure the detected object being in front of the user.
2.3.2 Visual Detector
To overcome the inherent limitation of acoustic detection, an additional sensing layer
is added using the phone’s rear camera. This removes the false positives and provides
information of the object’s direction. In BumpAlert, we assume that users will hold their
phones in a typical position as shown in Fig. 2.4, and the rear camera’s line of sight will be
clear to capture objects in front of the user. BumpAlert can send the users texts or generate
vibrations so as to maintain their phone tilt in its operational range. We have conducted a
detailed survey of users’ willingness to maintain their average phone tilt required for the
functionality of BumpAlert. See the details of this users study in Sections 2.5 and 2.6.
There are two main challenges to detect objects in the rear camera view. The first is
to determine the presence of objects and the second is to determine the distance between
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the user and the objects due to the lack of depth perception in the images taken by only a
single camera. BumpAlert does not use any a priori information, such as the shape and
color, to identify the presence of objects. Having no prior knowledge makes BumpAlert
more general, enabling detection of any type of dangerous objects and preventing collision
with them. Detecting objects without any prior knowledge is difficult, though. The goal
of BumpAlert is, however, not to identify every object in the scene but to know if there is
any nearby object in front of the user. Specifically, BumpAlert adopts the back-projection
technique in [48, 121] to identify the objects that are different from the ground/floor. Its
idea is to use the texture of the ground surface where the user is walking on and to compare
it with the rest of the image, looking for textural similarities and dissimilarities. As shown
in Fig. 2.5, a 10⇥10 blurring filter is used first to reduce the noise from the image, and the
image is then transformed into the HSV space. The back-projection algorithm is applied
to determine which parts of the image are not related to the ground/floor texture. The
last step is to apply an erosion filter to remove any residual error from the back-projection
algorithm. After completing these steps, blobs with areas larger than a predefined threshold
are identified as obstacles and the point closest to the bottom of the image is returned as the
closest obstacle.
Some astute readers might observe that the key assumption in the back projection is the
knowledge of ground/floor texture. In case an object is erroneously included in the region
as a reference of ground/floor, the object won’t be seen by our visual detector because the
back projection classifies the object as a part of ground/floor. Identifying the ground/floor
in an arbitrary image is difficult, but does not cause problems to BumpAlert. Images are
only taken when users are walking and using their phones at an assumed position as shown
in Fig. 2.4. Under this assumption, we can ensure that a specific area in the image can
represent the information of the ground/floor with a high probability. In order to determine
this area, we conducted an experiment with 10 participants. They were requested to take
pictures while using their phones at a comfortable position 2m away from a door. The
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Figure 2.6: Height estimation by the acoustic detector. The phone’s height can be esti-
mated by the sound reflections from the ground.
average of all the pictures taken is shown in Fig. 2.4(b), where the dark area indicates the
area consisting of ground/floor. The size of that area we choose is 96 pixels⇥144 pixels
located 32 pixels above the bottom of a 240⇥320 image. The area is chosen above the
bottom of the image since it is possible to include the user’s feet in the bottom area.
After the closest point of objects in the image is identified, a pixel difference from
the detection point to the bottom of the image is defined as p, and the pixel-to-real-world
distance transform is computed as d = pixel to distance(p,hp, tp), where d is the real-
world distance to the detected object, hp and tp represent the height and the tilt of the user’s
phone with respect to the ground. A detailed derivation of this transform based on a camera
projection model can be found in [53]. This computation is possible only if the height and
tilt of the phone are known. As these two parameters are not fixed when people are walking,
a method is needed to estimate them online. The phone’s tilt can be directly acquired from
the accelerometers as tp = cos 1(accz/accmag), where accz is the acceleration orthogonal
to the phone’s surface and accmag is the magnitude of overall acceleration caused by the
user’s motion or the earth gravity. In contrast to derivation of the tilt from the accelerometer
readings, the phone’s height is unknown when the user is walking. BumpAlert utilizes the
results of the acoustic detector to estimate the phone’s height. This design is novel since
existing image-based detections simply assume the height of a camera is known. This
parameter might be easy to acquire in certain scenarios, such as installing the camera at a
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fixed location inside a car, but not in our scenario, since the height of a phone vary with
users depending on their height and ways to hold the phone.
The histogram of objects detected by the acoustic detector with different estimated
distances are plotted in Fig. 2.6. This data were collected for two participants of different
heights. The maximum peak at distance 0 is the receipt of the transmitted signal. Detections
within [10, 60]cm are reflections from the human body. There are also relatively fewer
detections in the region [70, 180]cm. The main reason for this phenomenon is that people
need a space in front to move forward, resulting in a low probability that there is an object in
this range while people are walking. Thus, the highest peaks within this range are actually
the reflections off from the floor. As shown in the figure, this is approximately 120 to
140cm for participant 1 and ranges from 100 to 120cm for participant 2. By tracking the
distance in this range, we can estimate the phone’s height with an error of less than 20cm.
Although the visual detector can determine both the direction and distance of objects in
front of the users, it is not desirable for constant/frequent use for the following reasons:
• computational cost of image processing is much higher than acoustic detection, thus
consuming more battery;
• distance measured is less accurate than acoustic detection due to the changing tilt and
height estimations;
• back projection may be inaccurate for complex floor patterns; and
• falsely identifying pattern transitions on the ground/floor as obstacles.
From our experiments, we found the false positives of visual detection caused by the
following three factors as shown in Fig. 2.7. First, shadows cast on the ground will cause the
color of the ground/floor to be different from its surroundings, hence flagging as a different
texture area. Second, overhanging obstacles cause the estimated distance to be farther
away than the actual position because their bodies are not fully connected to the floor.
Third, changing patterns of the ground/floor also cause false detections and are mistaken as
an obstacle as they are different from the identified ground/floor texture. A representative
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(a) Shadow (b) Overhang (c) Patterns
Figure 2.7: False detection by the visual detector. The visual detector might over/under-
estimate the distance to objects in different scenarios.
error pattern of visual detection can also be found as the purple crosses shown in Fig. 2.3.
For example, there is a burst of false positives between 3 and 5 seconds in Fig. 2.3(b), even
though there weren’t any objects ahead. The detection is also less accurate than the acoustic
detector. As shown in Fig. 2.3(a), the estimation errors of the visual detectors between 5
and 8 seconds are about 10–100cm while the acoustic detector has errors less than 15cm.
BumpAlert overcame the above challenges by combining the acoustic and visual detectors
as described in Section 2.3.4.
2.3.3 Motion Estimator
As mentioned in the previous section, the tilt of a phone’s camera is directly related to
its accelerometer. Similarly, the acoustic detector needs feedback from the phones’ sensors
that provide information about the user’s walking speed to improve the detection accuracy.
Using the accelerometer readings, the steps that a person takes can be detected as there
exist periods of high and low accelerations. Each peak-to-peak cycle indicates if a step
has been taken and the walking speed can be estimated as the product of step frequency
and average step size. In BumpAlert, the step size can be either entered by the user or
set to the default average step size. This coarse estimation of walking speed is adopted
in various applications, such as dead-reckoning systems [137]. The acceleration can also
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Figure 2.8: Fusion algorithm. If necessary, the visual detector can be enabled to check if
the objects found by the acoustic detector do indeed exist.
allow the system to determine if the user is walking or stationary when its variance exceeds
a predefined threshold.
2.3.4 Fusion Algorithm
A combination of the above algorithms is used to improve accuracy and lower the false
detection rate. We also reduce power consumption by deactivating components that would
not improve the detection accuracy. Fig. 2.8 shows the logical flow of when to run which
component based on outputs from other components. First, the detection algorithm need
not be run when the user is stationary. We trigger the the detection algorithm only when the
user is walking, and switch it off when there is no movement. Second, the low-cost acous-
tic detector is triggered before the high-cost visual detector. That is, the visual detector is
triggered to double-check the acoustic detection result only when the latter is not convinc-
ing enough. When the visual detector is enabled, a warning message is issued only when
the both detectors find the same object within a 2–4m range. The acoustic detector is good
at detecting the objects around the user within a certain range but is less effective in deal-
ing with side objects (i.e., in cluttered environments). In contrast, the visual detector is free
from the side object problem since it focuses on the user’s front view. BumpAlert therefore
uses a combination of acoustic and visual detections, especially in cluttered environments.
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(a) Outdoor (b) Aisle
Figure 2.9: Objects identified by the clutter filter. The clutter filter is a special case of
the proposed motion filter for finding objects with 0 relative speed to users. It provides a
hint for the fusion algorithm to trigger the visual detector, when necessary.
To identify cluttered environments, the motion filter in Algorithm 2 is also used to es-
timate the number of stationary objects when we set the relative speed to 0. This new
application of the motion filter with 0 relative speed is called the clutter filter, and its ef-
fectiveness is shown in Fig. 2.9. It can detect those objects that do not have any relative
speed to the user. The outdoor environment does not leave many objects after applying the
clutter filter, while the aisle environment leaves many objects. Thus, the aisle environment
can be identified as cluttered since the number of objects passing the filter exceeds a pre-
defined threshold. Reuse of the motion filter for identifying a cluttered environment is also
a novelty of BumpAlert, which provides a hint to the fusion algorithm for triggering the
visual detector. Existing approaches based on light and geomagnetism changes can only
determine if users are located inside a building or not [135], which is not sufficient since
disabling the visual detector in a lobby area (indoor) is found to provide better results, but
the visual detector is necessary in a cluttered (indoor) aisle.
In the fusion algorithm, different detectors complement each other in different situa-
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tions. In a cluttered aisle, side walls will be falsely classified by the acoustic detector as
obstacles, but are filtered out by the visual detector since such side objects are not captured
by the rear camera. On the other hand, crossing from a cement floor to a grassy area is
falsely classified as obstacles by the visual detector but is filtered out by the acoustic detec-
tor because no reflections are received from the grassy area. By integrating these detectors,
BumpAlert can therefore discover dangerous objects with high accuracy and a low false
positive rate. Note that our current design aims to prevent users from bumping into static
objects, like walls, signboards, or pillars. See Section 2.7 for the discussion of detecting
moving objects.
2.4 Implementation
We implemented BumpAlert as an Android app on the Galaxy S4. As BumpAlert relies
only on the phone’s built-in sensors, it can be easily ported to different platforms, such as
iOS and Windows. For BumpAlert to be computationally efficient, the signal processing,
such as bandpass and matched filters, are implemented in C and interfaced through the Java
Native Interface (JNI), which yielded shorter execution times. The control logics shown in
Fig. 2.8 are implemented in Java due to its low computation requirement. As a result, each
iteration of the acoustic/visual detector can be completed within 25/80ms while its period
is set to 100ms.
We choose the rate to trigger acoustic/visual detectors to be 10Hz and the sensing range
to be 2–4m in order to balance between detection accuracy and processing cost. According
to the results in [41,42], the average human walking speed is about 1.5m/s and the reaction
time to an auditory alert is about 150ms. This reaction time is similar to using a vibration
alert. Thus, a sensing period of 100ms with a distance range of 2–4m is sufficient to alert
the user, and the choice of these parameters works well as shown in Section 2.5.
To run BumpAlertwith other apps simultaneously, we may choose to implement BumpAlert
as a system service. However, in the latest version of the Android API, the camera is not
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Figure 2.10: Test setting. Ground truth markers are used to collect the real distances to the
test targets. The selected test targets are ordered by their size, which is related to detection
accuracy.
allowed to be used in a background service due to privacy issues. Likewise, in BumpAlert,
images are not saved but only processed for object detection. In future, we will imple-
ment BumpAlert as an open-source library so that app developers may easily include our
modules to enable this functionality to protect their users.
2.5 Experimental Evaluation
We have conducted a series of experiments to assess the performance of BumpAlert
in real-world settings. Since the goal of these experiments is to capture and evaluate the
performance of BumpAlert, we manually selected objects of different sizes and asked par-
ticipants to walk toward those objects multiple times under different representative sce-
narios. The benefit of this setting is to collect ground truth and quantize the detection of
BumpAlert accurately. This information is important for us to infer the performance of
BumpAlert in the real world but difficult to obtain if participants are allowed to walk to-
ward random obstacles in a single long route. Moreover, as shown in our experiments, the
performance of BumpAlert depends on the objects and scenarios, so the objects seen in a
long route create a significant bias in the final result. For example, a path consisting of 10
walls and 5 dustbins can get a better result than the one of 5 walls and 10 dustbins because
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wall is an easy target to detect. To avoid this bias, we chose to provide the accuracy of
BumpAlert against each object in different scenarios rather than the aggregated accuracy
in a single long route. The usability of BumpAlert is evaluated further in Section 2.6 via a
users study that collects feedbacks from 21 participants who used BumpAlert for 15min.
In future, we plan to evaluate BumpAlert with more participants over a longer period of
time after its deployment.
In each experiment, 7 participants are instructed to walk towards various objects, such
as walls and signboards in both indoor and outdoor environments. Each of these experi-
ments is repeated 10 times to average the errors due to the differences in each user’s walking
pattern and path. The participants are instructed to press a specified button when they walk
through a marker placed on the ground as shown in Fig. 2.10(a). This serves two purposes.
First, it simulates the users being pre-occupied with a task that they would have to accom-
plish by looking at, or typing on their phones. Second, the ground truth can be collected as
the markers are placed at a 1m interval. In this evaluation, we define a positive detection as
the obstacle detected within a 2–4m range. Any alert when the user is 2–4m away from the
target object is classified as a successful alert and the ratio of these alerts is called the true
positive (TP) rate. On the other hand, any alert occurring when the user is actually 4m or
farther away from the target object is classified as a false alert, and the corresponding rate
is calculated as the false positive (FP) rate. The average delay is defined as the time from a
participant walking through the 4m marker to the time an alert is triggered.
2.5.1 Accuracy in Different Environments
In this experiment, a set of 4 objects shown in Fig. 2.10(b) are used as obstacles in 3
different environments. They are wall, signboard, dustbin and cardboard box, which are
ordered by their relative size. These objects are selected to represent different types of ob-
jects in the real world. The difficulty of detection is due mainly to the size of objects. For
example, we get similar results for the detection of a glass door and a wall. Moreover, since
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Wall Signboard Bin Box
TP FP Delay TP FP Delay TP FP Delay TP FP Delay
(%) (%) (ms) (%) (%) (ms) (%) (%) (ms) (%) (%) (ms)
Out./Acoustic 100 0.6 320 98.3 5.6 516 96.7 2.8 567 91.7 3.5 470
Out./Visual 63.3 9.8 247 85.0 27.6 265 85.0 13.9 251 75.0 19.9 485
Out./Fusion 100 0.5 433 98.3 2.2 610 95.0 1.7 572 90.0 1.8 508
Lob./Acoustic 98.3 1.3 108 93.3 1.2 318 96.7 0.6 278 93.3 1.3 321
Lob./Visual 78.3 11.9 297 61.7 4.5 323 86.7 12.7 496 71.7 7.5 711
Lob./Fusion 98.3 1.3 111 93.3 1.0 367 96.7 0.6 290 93.3 1.3 325
Ais./Acoustic 100 32.1 105 100 28.2 193 100 29.1 203 98.3 28.0 245
Ais./Visual 98.3 28.4 45 100 27.5 598 100 22.2 417 100 26.8 465
Ais./Fusion 91.7 9.8 330 100 6.0 547 95.0 6.1 447 91.7 6.3 566
Table 2.1: Comparison of performance in different environments
these objects can easily be found/moved in both indoor and outdoor environments, the per-
formance degradation caused by different environments can be accurately measured in this
setting. Other objects, such as pillars and cars, are also tested and shown to have similar
characteristics but those results are omitted due to space limitation. The three test environ-
ments we used are an open outdoor area, a building lobby, and a (5m–wide) cluttered aisle.
Each participant repeats each experiment 10 times and the 10Hz raw data of both acous-
tic and visual detectors are logged to evaluate the detection rate of individual experiment
offline by the same detection program. This is to allow for comparison of each individ-
ual component based on the same data set, which consists of more than 12km walking
traces. We conducted experiments in the presence of environmental noises, such as stu-
dents’ chatting, but found those noises didn’t affect BumpAlert’s performance much since
the frequencies of most noises associated with human activities are below 11kHz [116] and
BumpAlert adjusts its detection based on the noise level. The only problem we found is
participant 7’s outdoor trace collected on a very windy day (more than 24mph). In this
case, the signal received at the phone’s microphone was saturated by the wind sound alone,
and hence, we postponed the experiment to the next day.
From the results in Table 2.1, one can see that the acoustic detector outperforms the
visual detector in TP rate because the sensing range and sensitivity of the former is longer
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and better than the latter. The overall TP rate of acoustic detection is higher than 95%
which is sufficient to identify most dangerous objects. The average delay in all cases is
shorter than 650ms for both visual and acoustic detections. This low delay of BumpAlert
provides the users walking at 1.5m/s with more than 2s to react and avoid the obstacles,
which is much longer than the human’s reaction time [41].
The aisle scenario shows a high FP rate for the acoustic detection due to its cluttered
environment. In contrast, the visual detection is not affected by this scenario due to the
directional nature of image taken by the phone’s rear camera. Therefore, the average FP
rate of visual detection in this scenario is even lower than the FP rate of acoustic detection.
We exploit this complementary nature of acoustic and visual detectors by using a fusion
algorithm to ensure a high TP rate in outdoor environments while significantly reducing
the FP rate in indoor environments as shown in Table 2.1. The fusion algorithm also lowers
the FP rate in outdoor environments which are due mainly to a strong wind blowing into
the phone’s microphones. Actually, many false detections in the 5m-wide aisle are not
incorrect since there exist objects, e.g., the water fountain on the side and the emergency
sign at the ceiling, which is in front of users within 2–4m. If the detection range is shrunk
to 1–2m, the FP rate of acoustic detector is reduced from 28% to 5% and it is reduced
further to 2% when a combination of acoustic and visual detection is applied. Note that
there is a trade-off between false detection and detection range. One possible resolution is
to alarm users when they are located in a cluttered environment where the detection range
of BumpAlert is shrunk, and hence they need to pay closer attention to their walking. This
is part of our future work.
As stated in Section 2.3, the key component of the fusion algorithm to work properly
is its ability to estimate the number of stationary objects through the clutter filter. In real-
world experiments, we set the threshold of stationary objects to classify environments as
cluttered as 5 (i.e., turning off the visual detection when there are < 5 stationary objects).
The distribution of stationary objects in different scenarios is plotted in Fig. 2.11. Our
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Figure 2.11: Stationary objects passing the clutter filter. Cluttered areas can be identi-
fied by monitoring the number of stationary objects.
experimental results also validate the effectiveness of the clutter filter in enabling the visual
detector under a proper condition.
Of all the objects considered, the wall is found the easiest to detect due to its large
size, and the box is the hardest in terms of TP ratio and delay. Moreover, the TP rate
of signboard detected by the visual detector is lower than that of other objects, which is
due to the signboard overhanging above the floor as shown in Fig. 2.7(b). Although the
visual detection for the signboard is above 80% in outdoor and aisle environments, their
high TP rates are also accompanied by a high FP rate. This implies that the detector was
guessing most of the time, leading to the high TP and FP rates and not a true representation
of accurately detecting the object.
Many other objects have also been tested but the results are not reported here due to
space limit. One interesting finding is that acoustic detection of a human is harder than a
box even when the human is much larger than the box. This is because the human body
absorbs most sound signal instead of reflecting it. We found that the acoustic detector can
only detect humans within a 1–3m range under the current setting, which is shorter than the
other objects we tested. Nevertheless, BumpAlert can still detect humans with a TP ratio
higher than 82%. Moreover, the chance of bumping into a person is less likely than other
stationary objects because people usually try to avoid distracted walkers. An alternative
solution to this problem is to continuously monitor objects with an additional signal of
different (low) frequency which is easy to be reflected by the human body.
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acoustic acoustic visual visual h¯p t¯p
id TP(%) FP(%) TP(%) FP(%) (m) ( )
p1 97.5 5.4 97.5 36.4 1.3 52
p2 100.0 1.8 100.0 11.1 1.1 54
p3 95.0 2.5 87.5 21.3 1.3 53
p4 100.0 3.2 90.0 17.6 1.1 39
p5 90.0 0.2 12.5 2.7 1.0 31
p6 100.0 1.7 100.0 32.2 1.2 65
p7 100.0 2.6 100.0 17.6 1.2 56
Table 2.2: Individual detection rate of the trace in lobby
Even though the current version of BumpAlert doesn’t handle moving objects, it is
general enough to detect a variety of objects in real time. The issue of detecting moving
objects like humans or cars will be part of our future work, and it might be addressable by
using other complementary approaches such as those in [65, 126].
2.5.2 Accuracy among Different Participants
To study the effects of different participants with different phone-holding positions and
walking patterns, the above results are separated based on individual participants. The
phone tilts/heights and the corresponding detection results are summarized in Table 2.2.
According to our experiments, the tilt of phones, tp, varies from 31  to 65  among different
participants; so does the phone height hp vary from 1 to 1.3m. These parameters for the
same user did not vary much over time.
An interesting finding is that the acoustic detection accuracy is slightly different among
participants. We have repeated several tests with different holding positions and found
that the variation is affected by the way the phone is held and the AGC of the phones’
microphones. For example, when the speakers are being blocked by fingers, the received
signal strength is low due to the obstruction. On the other hand, if the phone is held tightly,
the magnitude of the received signal sent directly from the phone is increased. This signal
may be strong enough to saturate the range of the microphones, and the reflected signals
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are usually weaker due to the lower gain adapted by AGC. However, with the adaptive
threshold mechanism as described in Section 2.3, BumpAlert can accurately estimate the
noise level and detect reflections effectively.
The extreme low visual detection ratio of participant p5 was caused by his way of hold-
ing the phone, 30  with respect to the horizontal plane. The detection results we collected
from participant p5 show that only those images close to (within 1m of) the obstacles can
yield a sufficient area for detection because of the low tilt of the phone, implying that our
visual detection is not applicable to certain postures of holding a phone. We also recruited
two additional participants who hold their phones with a posture similar to participant p5’s
to repeat the above experiments. Our results indicate that the visual detector is unable to
function with tilt lower than 30  for identifying 2m-away objects. However, the high prob-
ability of successful visual detection by the other users also implies that visual detection
works with a broad range of tilts from 40  to 65 . One potential way to address this issue
is to warn the users, when they enable BumpAlert but hold their phones with the tilt less
than 40 . According to the users study in Section 2.6, most users feel comfortable with this
operating range of BumpAlert.
2.5.3 Processing Cost and Energy Consumption
Our final experiment is to evaluate BumpAlert for its real-time performance and re-
source consumption. Under its four different configurations, we ran BumpAlert for an
extended period of time in typical environments. The CPU usage of BumpAlert is logged
via the top command at an interval of 10 seconds. A 1-hour trace is averaged to obtain
CPU usage as well as power consumption. Four different scenarios are tested: idle (with
backlight on), acoustic detection only, visual detection only, and trace. The idle case is
used as a baseline which mainly represents the power consumed by the backlight. In the
case of acoustic or visual detection only, each algorithm is run independently at 10Hz with
backlight on. Since the energy consumption depends on how often BumpAlert turns on/off
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the visual detector, we also include a real-world trace from participant 1 where the visual
detector was enabled only when necessary. This trace is collected when the participant is
walking between his home and work. We chose to display participant 1’s result because his
on-foot travel time is longer than the other participants.
The CPU usages when the app is Idle, in Acoustic only, and Visual only are 3.08%,
8.92% and 17.80%, respectively. One can see that the CPU usage of Visual detector is
approximately twice the value of Acoustic detector. As the high CPU usage, the power
consumption of the visual detector is also observed to be much higher than the acoustic
detector’s. For example, the acoustic detector only consumes one-fourth more energy than
the idle baseline (with backlight on) but the visual detector consumes twice more energy.
In our experiments, most of the energy is consumed by the microphone/speaker/camera
hardware, not by the computation [39]. Thus, the capability of reducing the energy con-
sumption in software is limited. Note that the additional energy consumed by BumpAlert
will be reduced further when users turn on WiFi/4G or play mobile games. In the actual
usage as the trace of participant 1, the S4 battery only has an additional 8% drop after one
hour usage.
2.6 Usability Study
We randomly selected 21 passers-by (10 females and 11 males) in our campus without
prior knowledge of BumpAlert to evaluate its usefulness and practicality. The users were
asked to try out BumpAlert for 15 minutes and fill out a survey form. Users tried a demo
version of BumpAlert as shown in Fig. 2.12(a) at locations shown in Fig. 2.12(c). The
results are summarized in Table 2.3.
The first section of our survey attempts to analyze the prevalence of distracted walking.
Our result indicates that 81% of the participants use their phones while walking and 43%
of them had run into obstacles due to distracted walking. Even though a half of the par-
ticipants did not bump into any obstacle before, 76% of them were afraid of running into
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Outdoor 
Lobby 
Aisle 
Test Area 
(a) Demo app
Outdoor 
Lobby 
Aisle 
Test Area 
(b) Tilt survey app
Outdoor 
Lobby 
Aisle 
Test Area 
(c) Test location
Figure 2.12: Survey settings. The demo version of BumpAlert processes the acoustic/vi-
sual detectors in real time. The separate tilt survey app records phone tilt when participants
walk and provide feedback when the phone tilt is not in the selected range.
Questions Disagree No opinion Agree
I can play my phone around 40  (at
walking for detecting obstacles)
10 0 90
I can play my phone around 50  10 18 72
I can play my phone around 60  80 5 15
Detection accuracy is helpful 14 14 72
Detection range is acceptable 28 0 72
False alarm is bothering 39 32 29
Table 2.3: Survey results (%).
obstacles when they use their phones while walking. The percentage of people colliding
with obstacles increases to 86% if their friends who had bumped into objects are included.
The second section of the survey attempts to know the tilt when the users hold their
phones and check if people are willing to hold phones in a specific tilt range for the benefit
of obstacle detection and warning. A separate Android survey app shown in Fig. 2.12(b)
was used to record and inform the participants of the tilt in holding their phones. They were
first asked to walk with BumpAlert enabled to record tilts when they hold their phones in
the most comfortable position. Then, we selected several different angles that allow the
survey app to monitor the tilt of phones and provide a feedback (via vibration and a red
text) when the user doesn’t hold the phone in the selected angle within a ±10  range.
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The phone tilt has been studied extensively in [111] by continuously recording the tilt
via published Android widgets. However, the users’ state (e.g., walking or sitting) when
the tilt is recorded was not reported there. In our users study which records the phone tilt
when users are walking, most participants hold their phones at approximately 35  relative
to the ground. This result matches the average phone tilt when Google Maps is run as
reported [111]. This tilt distribution is not optimal for BumpAlert as shown in Section 2.5.
However, after having experience in holding phones with different angles and being told
about our purpose, 90% of participants were willing to hold their phones between 40 
and 50 , which is proven good for BumpAlert. Thus, it is reasonable to provide similar
feedback when BumpAlert is enabled but the tilt of phones is not in the operation range.
The third section of the survey asks participants to evaluate the usefulness of BumpAlert
after a 15min trial in three scenarios as shown in Fig. 2.12(c). The three criteria we used are
the detection accuracy, detection range and false-alarm rate. About 72% of the participants
agree that the detection accuracy and range are adequate, allowing them enough time to
react to imminent obstacles. Some participants have commented that they would be able
to avoid obstacles at even a shorter distance, such as 1.5–3m. This feedback was useful
for BumpAlert to reduce the false positive ratio. 29% of the participants did not want to
have any false alarm. We found some of participants react even to the correct detection of
a wall 4m away as a false alarm. Based on the performance of BumpAlert we were able
to satisfy most participants with low false positive rate and good detection ratio.
The last section of the survey addresses the issue of power consumption. Only 14%
of the participants want the power consumption to be below 4% per hour. The power
consumption of BumpAlert varies from user to user, depending on the users’ activities. In
our initial experiment, power consumption is approximately 8% per hour, which meets the
criteria of 86% of people who are willing to use the application.
Even though the study of 21 users is somewhat limited, it did help us understand what
the users need. For example, besides the quantitative results mentioned earlier, during the
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user study, we also noticed that the users’ satisfaction with BumpAlert is strongly depen-
dent on the user interface (UI). For example, in a crowded area, users are more comfortable
when the UI shows a detailed notification like “Crowded area detected. Don’t use your
phone while walking” rather than a message like “BumpAlert is off”. Many of the feed-
backs we received actually made us adjust our design as shown in Section 2.8. Crafting a
proper UI and building a large-scale user study are parts of our future work.
2.7 Limitations and Discussion
Based on our evaluation and users study, BumpAlert has been proven able to prevent
distracted walkers from colliding with various obstacles, ranging from glass doors to small
dustbins. However, there are a few limitations of the current version of BumpAlert, in-
cluding the detection of moving objects, the liability of missed detections, and the audible
sound used by the acoustic detector, as discussed below.
2.7.1 Detection of Moving Objects
In addition to the various static objects we have already tested for the evaluation of
BumpAlert, its current version cannot detect moving objects since they have the unmatched
relative speeds and are thus filtered out by the motion filter. There are several potential
solutions to address this issue. For example, instead of just matching the pedestrian’s
walking speed with the speeds of objects moving toward the user, a more sophisticated
machine learning algorithm might be able to distinguish the detections caused by different
objects, and then track their moving trajectories. However, this type of complex algorithm
might consume more energy/computation resources, and generate additional false detec-
tions. Finding a balance between detection capability and computation cost is part of our
future work.
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OK 
OK 
Coca-cola just  
saved you a bump! Bump avoided  
thanks to Macy's! BumpAlert! R 
BumpAlert! 
R 
Figure 2.13: An example user interface for the business of app developers. BumpAlert
executes in the background with no disturbance to users and the warning with third-party
advertisements is shown only when dangerous obstacles are detected.
2.7.2 Liability of Missed Detections
As mentioned earlier, BumpAlert is unable to warn users of “all” dangerous objects,
and it is also not the purpose of BumpAlert. Some objects might be detected by integrating
BumpAlert with other existing systems while others may not. For example, distracted
pedestrians might fall by stepping through the gap from sidewalks to streets, but BumpAlert
won’t be able to detect this gap since there is nothing in the gap to reflect the audio signals.
This situation can be prevented by incorporating an existing system designed specifically
for recognizing the street gaps [70]. The same principle can also be applied to the detection
of moving vehicles [126]. However, no matter how the system is integrated and designed,
there will always be possible missed detections. That is, all warning systems including
BumpAlert are to enhance, but not to guarantee, distracted walkers’ safety.
We argue that even an expensive system relying on many specialized sensors still expe-
riences miss detections, e.g., the recent tragic accident of the latest Tesla autopilot driving
model [30]. The main goal of BumpAlert is to provide distracted pedestrians additional
safety protection with only minimal resources. So, users should not expect to navigate
based solely on BumpAlert but exploit the BumpAlert-provided warning for their safety.
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Questions Disagree No opinion Agree
I can tolerate 11kHz sound beep (on
the purpose to detect obstacles)
42 10 48
I can tolerate 4kHz sound beep 48 10 42
I can tolerate 441Hz sound beep 42 29 29
I can tolerate 11–22kHz chirp 95 0 5
I can tolerate Music fused beep 39 29 32
Table 2.4: Audible sound survey (%).
Fig. 2.13 shows an example user interface for developing BumpAlert as a freemium which
lowers the users’ expectation of 100% detection rate. App developers still get paid via
advertisements in the alert view when obstacles are detected correctly.
2.7.3 Annoyance Caused By Audible Sound
As mentioned before, BumpAlert relies on a 11kHz beep to sense environments. Al-
though only a short (i.e., 40 samples) sequence of sound is emitted, imperfect speaker
design makes the beginning and end of this sound louder than expected. This audible noise
is due mainly to the hardware limitation of commodity phones.
The authors of [81] have shown that a 22kHz sound can be used to send data at a low
bit-rate with proper signal processing. However, the purpose of BumpAlert is different
from theirs in that the emitted sound should be strong enough to generate reflections from
obstacles rather than sending data in a best-effort manner. Moreover, their results didn’t
account for the limitation of speaker hardware either, since a special speaker (unavailable
in commodity phones) was used in their evaluation. In our experiments with Galaxy S4/5,
inaudible sound of 22kHz is unable to detect objects within 2–4m. This result is also
consistent with their hardware study; the signals captured by certain commodity phones
at 22kHz are 30dB weaker than those in the audible range. The responses to this audible
sound among 21 participants are summarized in Table 2.4.
The participants were asked to answer the questions after trying BumpAlert and based
on the assumption that it can help them avoid collision with obstacles during distracted
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walking. As shown in this table, even with prior knowledge of BumpAlert’s purpose, only
48% of them support the sound emitted by the current version of BumpAlert. Other lower
frequency sounds received even less support. Use of a wide-band chirp, which can further
enhance the accuracy via pulse compression, was rejected by 95% of the participants. An
interesting candidate to hide the audible beep is to fuse the signals into a music. For ex-
ample, an instrumental music is selected and the music signal of 10–12kHz is filtered out
and replaced with our sound signals, and the emitted beeps can thus be played stealthily.
However, even fewer users support this idea since some think playing music while walking
actually gets more attention from other people. But only 10% of the participants chose not
to support any of these sound candidates. Thus, BumpAlert may provide multiple sound
signals for each user to choose based on his preference. Utilizing different sound signals
can also enable multiple users to run BumpAlert simultaneously, where the received sig-
nals from different users can be differentiated by the corresponding filters. BumpAlert can
also use inaudible sounds to detect objects with newer mobile devices that are equipped
with better-fidelity microphones/speakers, thus causing no disturbance to users. Next, we
present this light modification of BumpAlert based on our evaluation results and user feed-
backs.
2.8 BumpAlert+
From the participants’ feedback after using BumpAlert, we found most users favoring
less user interference, such as running the detection in background, no audible noise, and
low false detection over high detection accuracy. For example, they prefer to turn off the
object-detection function in a high false positive (e.g., crowded) area rather than getting
many false and correct detections. Moreover, while most of the participants in our study
liked the benefits of BumpAlert, only 48% of them were happy with the sound signal (of
11kHz). BumpAlert relies on 11kHz beeps to sense environments because it provides the
best sensing capability among the mobile devices we tested. Inaudible sound of 22kHz with
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Figure 2.14: Acoustic detection in BumpAlert+. Bright areas indicate the possible exis-
tence of detected obstacles.
Galaxy S4/5 is unable to detect objects within a 2–4m range, because the signals captured
at 22kHz are significantly weaker than those in the audible range [81]. To preserve the
safety of distracted walkers without annoyance, we design and implement an extended
system called BumpAlert+ which provides reasonable detection accuracy with nearly zero
user annoyance. BumpAlert+ is designed as a background system service which uses only
an inaudible sound to sense environments. In a crowed area, BumpAlert+ will not check
the image taken by rear camera but pop up a warning message asking users to take care
by themselves, and temporarily turns off the detection. The detection range is shrunk to
3m since many participants in our study regarded the detection of objects 3m away as false
detections. Currently, BumpAlert+ can only be executed on Galaxy Note 4 as it provides
the highest sensing capability of inaudible signals among the devices we tested. We believe
that the design of both BumpAlert and BumpAlert+ can be improved and generalized for
devices that will likely emerge in the near future.
The main modification employed in BumpAlert+ is to use 25ms-long 18kHz–24kHz
chirps sampled at 48kHz to sense the environmental reflections. We choose the chirp
signal instead of a pure tone since we need to boost the SNR of received signals in this
inaudible band. To make this sound inaudible to humans, BumpAlert+ also applies sim-
ilar fade-in/out windowing at the beginning and the end of each chirp as shown in [81].
Our experimental results show the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of this particular sound de-
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(a) Glass door 
(f) Aisle entrance 
(b) Trash bin 
(i) Aisle corner 
(c) Parapet wall 
(j) Glass railing 
(d) Phone station 
(k) Round pillar (l) Thin pole 
(e) 2m-wide aisle 
Figure 2.15: Performance of BumpAlert+. Various scenarios have been tested by walk-
ing toward the obstacles from a position 10m away.
sign on Galaxy Note 4 provides sufficient signal strength to detect nearby objects. Porting
BumpAlert+ to other devices with compatible hardware settings is part of our future work.
In BumpAlert+, each chirp sensing period is decreased from 100ms to 50ms since the de-
tection range is set smaller and the audio frequency is higher (so the reflections from far
objects decay more quickly). This chirp signal setting also provides less estimation errors
and finer granularity due to the property known as pulse compression [112].
Based on this new audio setting, the acoustic detector is modified as follows. First, in-
stead of estimating distance by using the highest correlation peak, a one-time calibration is
done by sending 10 repetitions of a wide-band pilot signal before using BumpAlert+. This
calibration process compares the received and the sent pilots, and ends when the micro-
phone/speaker sample offset is tuned to less than 5. After getting the matched filter results
as shown in Section 2.3, a time-varying gain is applied to compensate for the decay of the
signals reflected from far objects. This is accomplished by multiplying a dynamic gain, i.e.,
gain(x) = x1.65 where x is the audio sample offset. An example of this new detection when
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Figure 2.16: Device compatibility. Detect energy ratios are measured as the peak received
acoustic energy when the target is present versus the peak energy in an open area without
obstacles.
the user is walking toward the corner of an aisle is plotted in Fig. 2.14. This figure can
be regarded as a higher-resolution version of Fig. 2.3(c), where the bright areas represent
the likelihood of an object detection. As shown in this figure, we reuse the clutter filter to
remove objects with speed 0 relative to the user (such as the ceiling or side walls) before
applying the motion filter. After removing those objects, we set the threshold to 0.12 in
order to alarm users if the median of motion filtered area exceeds this threshold.
Our measurements show that BumpAlert+ yields comparable results as BumpAlert in
identifying objects for the scenario shown earlier. We also tested many other objects in
both open and crowded areas, and plotted the results in Fig. 2.15. Thin objects like flat
poles are invisible to BumpAlert+ and aisles with width less than 3m are just marked as
consistent warning. These results can be further improved by setting a more aggressive
threshold. For example, setting the threshold to 0.08 can make the round pillar and the
phone station detectable with 98% accuracy with only 4% false positive rate. However,
as mentioned earlier, BumpAlert+ is designed to remove/mitigate users’ annoyance, and
hence the parameter setting is tuned to ensure a low false positive rate with high priority.
This result shows that BumpAlert+ serves this design purpose, providing reasonable de-
tection accuracy with nearly zero user disturbance. A demo video of BumpAlert+ can be
found from [9].
As mentioned earlier, this inaudible optimization is tuned mainly based on Note 4, and
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different devices might have varying results of using the same setting. Fig. 2.16 shows the
device capability of using BumpAlert+ to detect a 1.5m-high parapet wall when it is 2 or
3m away from users. The peak detect energy ratio is used to characterize its capability of
detecting objects. For example, when the wall is 3m away from users, we first calculate
the peak of the reflected signal strength between 2.8m and 3.8m and then divide this value
by the peak detection energy in the same range of a reference data collected without any
obstacle. This metric represents the required strength of the acoustic reflections to be cap-
tured by the device hardware. As shown in Fig. 2.16, Note 4 can receive more than 19dB
peak detect energy ratio from the inaudible reflections when the object is 3m away, while
S4 only captures less than 5dB even when the object is 2m away. Among the devices we
tested, Nexus 6p can provide the best result with BumpAlert+. We also notice that the
detection capability of Samsung Galaxy S-series devices has improved over time, i.e., S8
> S7 > S5 > S4. Based on our testing results, the current setting of BumpAlert+ can be
applied to S8 and Nexus6p easily. Repeating our previous tests on different devices, like
detecting different objects when users are moving, is part of our future work.
2.9 Conclusion
We have explored how to reduce the accident rate of distracted walking by using only
phone sensors. A prototype called BumpAlert has been designed, implemented and eval-
uated as a mobile app to warn distracted pedestrians of imminent collision with obstacles.
Since BumpAlert relies only on built-in sensors of commodity phones, it can be easily
deployed on different platforms. BumpAlert detects obstacles by fusing several sensor
inputs with minimal computation and energy overheads. In the current implementation of
BumpAlert, the accuracy of detecting objects in front of the user is higher than 95% in both
outdoor and indoor environments. This high detection rate of BumpAlert is achievable in a
wide spectrum of real-life environments, ranging from glass doors to small dustbins, since
it does not depend on any a priori knowledge of detected objects. Our users study has
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shown BumpAlert to be acceptable to the general public and a light-weight version called
BumpAlert+ is also proposed based on the users’ feedback on BumpAlert. We expect
BumpAlert and /or BumpAlert+ will reduce accidents caused by distracted walking.
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CHAPTER III
EchoTag
3.1 Introduction
Imagine one day, the silent mode of a phone is automatically activated in order to avoid
disturbing a user’s sleep when the phone is placed near the bed. Likewise, favorite songs are
streamed to speakers whenever the phone is placed near a stereo or a predefined timer/re-
minder is set if the phone is near a medicine cabinet. This kind of applications is known
as context-aware computing or indoor geofencing which provides a natural combination
of function and physical location. However, such a function–location combination is still
not pervasive because smartphones are not yet able to sense locations accurately enough
without assistance of additional sensors or pre-installed infrastructure.
Existing localization systems are unable to provide this type of functionality for two
reasons. First, they usually rely on passively recorded WiFi, FM, or background acoustic
signals, and can only achieve about room- or meter-level accuracy. Nevertheless, the above-
mentioned applications need more accurate location sensing, e.g., both streaming music
and setting silent mode might take place in the same room or even on the same table as
shown in Fig. 3.1. Second, more accurate (i.e., with error of a few cm) location sensing
with light recording or acoustic beacons requires a pre-installed infrastructure. The cost of
such an infrastructure and the ensuing laborious calibrations make its realization expensive
or difficult, especially for personal use.
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(a) Auto silent mode (b) Auto music (c) Auto timer
Figure 3.1: Candidate applications of EchoTag. Silent mode is automatically activated
when the phone is placed on a drawn box, named (echo) tag, near the bed. Favorite songs
are streamed to speakers or a predefined timer is automatically set when the phone is placed
at other nearby tags.
In this paper, we propose a novel location tagging system, called EchoTag, which en-
ables phones to tag and remember indoor locations with finer than 1cm resolution and
without requiring any additional sensors or pre-installed infrastructure. The main idea be-
hind EchoTag is to actively render acoustic signatures by using phone speakers to transmit
sound and phone microphones to sense its reflections. This active sensing provides finer-
grained control of the collected signatures than the commonly-used passive sensing. For
example, EchoTag emits sound signals with different delays at the right channel to enrich
the feature space for sensing nearby locations, and exploits the synchronization between
the sender and the receiver as an anchor to remove interferences/reflections from objects
outside the target area/locations. Moreover, this active sensing relies only on built-in sen-
sors available in commodity phones, thus facilitating its deployment. Note that EchoTag
is not designed to replace any localization system since it can only remember the locations
where it had been placed before, rather than identifying arbitrary indoor locations. How-
ever, this fine-grained location sensing for remembering location tags can enable many
important/useful applications that have not yet been feasible due to large location sensing
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(a) Draw (echo) tags (b) Sense acoustic signatures (c) Select mapped applications (d) Replay recorded tags 
Figure 3.2: Four steps of using EchoTag. The user first draws the contour of target lo-
cations/areas with a pencil, then commands the phone to sense the environment. After
sensing the environment, a combination of applications and functions to be performed at
this location is selected. Finally, the user automatically activates the selected applications/-
functions by simply placing his phone back within the contoured area. The contoured areas
are thus called (echo) tags.
errors or the absence of pre-installed infrastructure.
Fig. 3.2 demonstrates a 4-step process to set up and use EchoTag. The first step is
to place the phone at the target location and draw the contour of the phone with a pen-
cil. This contour is used as a marker for users to remember the target location, which is
called an (echo) tag. (Tags can also be drawn on papers pasted on target locations.) Then,
EchoTag generates and records the surrounding signatures of this target location. The next
step is to select the applications/functions being combined and associated with this tagged
location. Finally, users can easily activate the combined applications/functions by placing
their phones back in the drawn tags. In summary, EchoTag embeds an invisible trigger at
physical locations that the phone remembers what to do automatically.
We have implemented EchoTag as a background service in Android and evaluated the
performance by using Galaxy S5 and other mobile devices. Our experimental evaluation
shows that commodity phones equipped with EchoTag distinguish 11 tags with 98% ac-
curacy even when tags are only 1cm apart from each other and achieves 90% accuracy
based on the trace collected a week ago. Since EchoTag only utilizes existing sensors in
commodity phones, it can be easily implemented and deployed in other mobile platforms.
For example, we also implemented and evaluated EchoTag on iOS (with traces classi-
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fied in Matlab) but omitted the results due to space limitation. Our usability study of 32
participants also shows that more than 90% of participants think the sensing accuracy and
prediction delay of EchoTag are useful in real life. Moreover, about 70% of the participants
agree that the potential applications in Fig. 3.1 can save time and provide convenience in
finding and activating expected functions.
This paper makes the following four contributions:
• The first indoor location tagging achieving 1cm resolution by using commodity phones;
• Demonstration of the ability of active sensing to enrich the feature space and remove
interferences;
• Implementation of EchoTag in Android without any additional sensors and/or pre-
installed infrastructure; and
• Evaluation of EchoTag, showing more than 90% accuracy even a week after locations
were tagged.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 discusses the related
work in indoor location sensing. Section 3.3 provides an overview of EchoTag. Sections
3.4–3.6 describe the design of acoustic signature and classifiers. The implementation de-
tails are provided in Section 3.7, and the performance of EchoTag and its real-world us-
ability are evaluated in Sections 3.8 and 3.9, respectively. We discuss future directions in
Section 3.10 and conclude the paper in Section 3.11.
3.2 Related Work
Indoor localization is a plausible entry to location tagging. The existing localization
systems are summarized in Table 3.1. The most popular methods used for indoor localiza-
tion, such as Radar [38] and Horus [129], sense locations based on WiFi-signal degrada-
tion. Their main attractiveness is the reliance on widely-deployed WiFi, hence requiring a
minimal deployment effort. However, severe multipath fading of WiFi signals makes WiFi-
signature-based localization achieve only room-level accuracy. To overcome the instability
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System Resolution Infrastructure Signature
SurroundSense [37] room-level No Fusion
Batphone [116] room-level No Sound
RoomSense [109] 300cm No Sound
Radar [38] 400cm Existing WiFi
Horus [129] 200cm Existing WiFi
Geo [46] 100cm No Geomagnetism
FM [44] 30cm Existing FM
Luxapose [77] 10cm Additional Light
Cricket [103] 10cm Additional Sound/WiFi
Guoguo [86] 6–25cm Additional Sound
EchoTag 1cm No Sound
Table 3.1: Existing indoor location sensing systems.
of WiFi signatures and increase the accuracy of indoor localization, researchers have also
explored other sources of signatures. For example, the authors of [46] adopted the readings
of geo-magnetism which varies with location due to the disturbance of steel structure of
buildings. FM radio is also adopted to increase the sensing accuracy of WiFi-based lo-
calization [44]. Batphone [116] determines the room locations by sensing the background
acoustic noise. Unfortunately, even with these improvements, localization systems relying
on passive sensing of the environment can only achieve meter-level resolution. Moreover,
passively sensing the environment suffers greatly when the environment changes. For ex-
ample, as shown in [116], the signature of background acoustic noise changes dramatically
when the climate control (HVAC) system was shut off for maintenance, and WiFi RSSI
is known to change significantly when the transmit power control in an Access Point is
enabled [44].
As shown in Table 3.1, a few systems, such as Luxapose [77], Cricket [103] and
Guoguo [86], provide indoor localization with a few cm resolution, thus enabling accurate
location tagging. However, these fine-grained localization systems can only be realized
with the help from a pre-installed infrastructure. For example, Luxapose requires replace-
ment of ceiling lamps by programmed LED and Guoguo & Cricket require customized
WiFi/acoustic beacons around the building. Even if the cost of each additional sensor
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might be affordable, the aggregated cost and the laborious calibration required for this de-
ployment are still too high to be attractive/feasible for real-world deployment. Even with
the pre-installed infrastructure, the localization error is still around 10cm. The localization
error can be reduced further by using antenna or microphone arrays [59, 128], but these
advanced sensors are not available in commodity phones. In contrast, EchoTag achieves
location sensing with 1cm resolution without any pre-installed infrastructure or additional
advanced sensors. Location tagging can also be realized by deploying NFC tags [24],
but EchoTag makes this functionality realizable in all commodity phones — such as HTC
butterfly, the latest Xiaomi 4, and iOS phones1 — that are commonly equipped with mi-
crophones and speakers, but not NFC chips. Note that EchoTag is not designed to replace
any localization system since it can only remember the locations where it had been placed
before, rather than identifying arbitrary indoor locations like [77,86,103]. However, as the
results shown in this paper and the feedbacks from the participants of our usability study,
this fine-grained location sensing for remembering tags can be used to enable many im-
portant/useful applications that have not been feasible before, due to large location sensing
errors or lack of installed infrastructure.
EchoTag senses locations based on acoustic signatures. Acoustic signals have been
studied widely since they are readily available in commodity phones. For example, Sur-
roundSense [37] and Auditeur [96] classify user behaviors based on background noise.
Skinput [63], TapSense [62] and SufaceLink [56] provide new commuter–human inter-
actions based on acoustic reflections from human skin, fingertip, or contacted surface.
UbiK [124] provides a input method with acoustic signatures in response to touching differ-
ent positions on a table. All of these use similar acoustic signatures (e.g., resonances) as in
EchoTag, but EchoTag is the first to use it for accurate indoor location tagging. Additional
novelties of EchoTag include its active generation of acoustic signatures and enrichment of
signatures by emitting sound signals with different delays.
1Apple locks iPhone 6 NFC to Apple Pay:
http://www.cnet.com/news/apple-locks-down-iphone-6-nfc-to-apple-pay/
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Figure 3.3: System overview. Locations are sensed based on acoustic reflections while the
tilt/WiFi readings are used to determine the time to trigger acoustic sensing, thus reducing
the energy consumption of the sensing process.
The closest to EchoTag are Touch & Active [97], Symbolic Object Localization [76],
and RoomSense [109], all of which also actively generate acoustic signals and record their
signatures but for different purposes. Touch & Active [97] uses the same multipath signa-
ture to identify how the user touches an object equipped with piezo speakers and micro-
phones. Commodity phones were mentioned as a potential interface for Touch & Active,
but no evaluation was provided. The authors of [76] use sound absorption by the touched
surface as a feature to identify symbolic locations of a phone — i.e., in a pocket, on a
wood surface or a sofa — which is unable to detect nearby locations on the same surface.
RoomSense [109] also uses the sound reflections from environments to identify different
rooms. However, since only the compressed analytical feature (e.g., Mel Frequency Cep-
stral Coefficient) is used, its sensing resolution is larger than 9m2, thus becoming unable
to distinguish nearby tags. In this paper, we implement a novel accurate location tagging
system based on actively generated acoustic signatures via built-in phone sensors.
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Figure 3.4: An example of acoustic signatures. The received attenuation of a flat fre-
quency sweep is uneven over different frequencies. The result is an average of 100 trials
over 1 minute.
3.3 System Overview
Fig. 3.3 gives an overview of EchoTag which is composed of recording and recognition
phases. In the recording phase, multiple short sequences of sound signals will be emit-
ted from the phone speakers. Each sequence is repeated a few times with different delays
between left and right channels to enrich the received signatures as we will discuss in the
following sections. The reading of built-in inertial sensors is also recorded for further op-
timization. After recording the signature, the selected target application/function and the
collected signatures are processed and saved in the device’s storage. In the recognition
phase, the phone will continuously check if the WiFi SSID and the tilt of the phone match
the collected signatures. If the tilt and WiFi readings are similar to one of the recorded
target locations, then the same acoustic sensing process is executed again to collect signa-
tures. This new collected signature is compared with the previous records in the database
using a support vector machine (SVM). If the results match, the target application/function
will be automatically activated.
3.4 Acoustic Signature
EchoTag differentiates locations based on their acoustic signatures, characterized by
uneven attenuations occurring at different frequencies as shown in Fig. 3.4. Note that
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Figure 3.5: Frequency responses at nearby locations. Responses varies with location
(i.e., the distribution of light and dark vertical lines) thus being used as a feature for accurate
location tagging.
EchoTag does not examine the uneven attenuations in the background noise but those in
the sound emitted from the phone itself. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.4, the recorded
responses of a frequency sweep from 11kHz to 22kHz are not flat but have several signif-
icant degradations at certain frequencies. The characteristics of this signature at different
locations can be observed in Fig. 3.5 where the phone is moved 10cm away from its origi-
nal location. In what follows, we will unearth the causes of this phenomenon and describe
how to exploit this feature for EchoTag’s accurate location tagging.
3.4.1 Causes of Uneven Attenuation
There are three main causes of this uneven attenuation: (a) hardware imperfection, (b)
surface’s absorption of signal, and (c) multipath fading caused by reflection. As shown
in Fig. 3.6, when sound is emitted from speakers, hardware imperfections make the sig-
nal louder at some frequencies and weaker at other frequencies. These imperfections have
been identified and used as a signature to track people’s smartphones for the purpose of
censorship [136]. After the emitted sound reaches the surface touched by the phone, the
surface material absorbs the signal at some frequencies. Different materials have different
absorption properties, thus differentiating the surface on which the phone is placed [76].
Then, when the sound is reflected by the touched surface and the surrounding objects, the
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Figure 3.6: Causes of uneven attenuation. During the recording of emitted sound, hard-
ware imperfection of microphones/speakers, absorption of touched surface materials and
multipath reflections from nearby objects incur different degradations at different frequen-
cies. Only the degradation caused by multipath reflections is a valid signature for sensing
locations even in the same surface.
combination of multiple reflections make received signals constructive at some frequencies
while destructive at other frequencies. This phenomenon is akin to multipath (frequency-
selective) fading in wireless transmissions. For example, if the reflection of an object ar-
rives at microphones t milliseconds later than the reflection from the touched surface, then
the signal component at 103/2t Hz frequency of both reflections will have opposite phases,
thus weakening their combined signal. This multipath property of sound has been shown
and utilized as a way to implement a ubiquitous keyboard interface [124]. When reflec-
tions reach the phone’s microphone, they will also degrade due to imperfect microphone
hardware design.
For the purpose of accurate location tagging, EchoTag relies on the multipath fading of
sound among the properties mentioned above as this is the only valid signature that varies
with location even on the same surface. In what follows, we will introduce the challenges
of extracting this feature and describe how EchoTag meets them.
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3.4.2 Sound Selection
The selection of parameters for the emitted sound is critical for EchoTag to extract
valid multipath signatures. According to the guideline of Android platforms,2 44.1kHz
is the most widely supported sample rate for Android phones, so the highest frequency
that can be sensed is about 22kHz. Studies have shown that humans can hear signals of
frequency up to 20kHz [102]. It is thus desirable to make the emitted sound inaudible
(to avoid annoyance) by sensing 20 to 22kHz. But from our preliminary experiments on
commodity phones, we found that the signal responses in this high-frequency range are not
strong enough to support accurate indoor location tagging due to the imperfect hardware
design that causes significant degradation of signal strength in this high-frequency range.
Based on the experiments in [81], certain phones’ microphones receive signals with 30dB
less strength at 22kHz. This phenomenon is even worse if the degradation of speakers is
accounted for. Thus, we choose the chirp (i.e., frequency sweep) from 11kHz to 22kHz to
sense locations. The frequency response below 11kHz is not used since it contains mostly
background noise of human activities [116]. Even though this selection makes the sensing
of EchoTag audible to humans, the impact of this selection is minimal because EchoTag
triggers acoustic sensing very infrequently, i.e., only when the tilt and the WiFi readings
match its database as shown in Fig. 3.3. Moreover, the annoyance caused by sensing with
audible sounds is mitigated by reducing the sound volume (e.g., to 5% of the maximum
volume) without degrading sensing accuracy. None of the 32 participants in our usability
study considered the EchoTag’s emitted sound annoying and 7 of them didn’t even notice
the existence of emitted sound until they were asked to answer related questions in the
post-use survey.
We must also consider the length of the emitted sound, which is correlated with the
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of received signals. The longer the sound of a frequency sweep,
the more energy at each frequency is collected. However, a long duration of emitted sound
2http://developer.android.com/reference/android/media/AudioRecord.html
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Figure 3.7: Characteristics of reflections. A matched filter is used to identify the reflec-
tions of a 100-sample chirp. Only first 200 samples after the largest peak are kept as a
feature in EchoTag, excluding reflections from objects farther than 86cm away.
introduces a serious problem to the functionality of EchoTag because reflections from far-
away objects are collected during this long duration of sensing. Fig. 3.7 shows the received
signal passed by a matched filter, where the peaks indicate received copies of the emitted
sound. The first and largest peak in this figure represents the sound directly traveled from
the phone’s speakers to its microphones and the subsequent peaks represent the reception
of environmental reflections. As the purpose of EchoTag is to remember a specific location
for future use, it is unnecessary to collect signatures of reflections from far-away objects
since those objects are likely to move/change. For example, the object 1.5m away shown
in Fig. 3.7 might be the reflection from the body of a friend sitting next to the user, and
he might move away when EchoTag is triggered to sense locations. One way to mitigate
this problem is to truncate the signals generated by the reflections from far-away objects.
EchoTag uses 100-sample short signals for sensing and collects only the 200 samples of
received signals after the largest peak passes through the matched filter. That is, the sensing
range of EchoTag is roughly confined to 1m since the sound of speed is 338m/s and the
chosen sample rate is 44.1kHz. The sensing range is actually shown to be shorter than
this calculated value since the signals reflected from nearby objects are inherently stronger
than those from far-away objects. Our results also confirm that this setting can meet most
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Figure 3.8: Selected sound signals at EchoTag. The leading pilot is used for time syn-
chronization between speakers and microphones. The following chirps (repeated 4 times
each) cover the frequency sweep from 11 to 22kHz. (This figure is scaled for visualization.)
real-life scenarios in terms of accurate location tagging. One thing to note is that the entire
frequency sweep is divided into four smaller 100-sample segments rather than one 100-
sample chirp covering the 11–22kHz range. This selection reduces the sample duration
(also the sensing range), but keeps enough energy at each frequency for the purpose of
sensing locations.
The last parameter in selecting the emitted sound is the time to wait for playing the next
chirp after sending a chirp. This parameter is related to the sensing speed of EchoTag. The
larger this parameter, the longer the time EchoTag needs for single location sensing. On the
other hand, a short wait time causes detection errors since the received signals might acci-
dentally include the reflections of the previously emitted chirp. For example, if EchoTag
triggers the next chirp within the 500-th sample shown in Fig. 3.7, the peaks (i.e., reflec-
tions) near the 400-th sample will be added as a noise to the received signals associated
with the sensing of the next chirp. From our earlier field study to identify the surrounding
objects via sound reflections, we found the speakers and microphones on Galaxy S4 and
S5 are able to capture the reflections from objects even 5m away. This phenomenon can
also be found in Fig. 3.7; there is residual energy even after the 1500-th sample. Thus, the
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Figure 3.9: Frequency responses at different volumes. Responses of full volume are sat-
urated by sound directly transmitted from speakers while responses at 1% of the maximum
volume are too weak to pick up valid features.
interval between two chirps in EchoTag is set to 4500 samples, making its signal sensing
time of the entire frequency sweep equal to 4(200+4500)/44100⇠= 0.42 second.
An example of sensing signals is shown in Fig. 3.8, where a 500-sample pilot is added
before the frequency sweep. This pilot is used for synchronization between speakers and
microphones because the operating system delays are not consistent in commodity phones.
The way EchoTag synchronizes a microphone and a speaker is similar to the sample count-
ing process in BeepBeep [100]. In the current version of EchoTag, this pilot is set as a
11,025Hz tone, which can be improved further by pulse compression [81,112], but accord-
ing to our test results, it doesn’t make any noticeable difference. Another 10000 samples
follow the pilot before the chirp signals are played. Note that 4 chirps in the same frequency
range are played consecutively before changing to the next frequency range. This repetition
is used to enrich the acoustic feature space as described in the following sections. Current
setting of EchoTag makes the total sensing time of EchoTag near 2–3 seconds. After test-
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ing EchoTag, most participants of our usability study were satisfied with this latency in
sensing locations. Note that in the training phase of EchoTag, each trace is collected with
4 cycles of the above-mentioned frequency sweep to eliminate transient noises, consuming
about 10 seconds to collect.
3.4.3 Volume Control
The volume of an emitted sound plays a critical role in extracting valid signatures from
multipath fading. As shown in Fig. 3.9, when the volume of emitted sound is full (i.e.,
100%), a large portion of the feature space is saturated by the sound emitted directly from
the phones’ speakers. Moreover, emitting sound in full volume makes the sensing process
more annoying to the users since EchoTag uses audible frequency ranges. On the other
hand, if only 1% of full volume is used to emit sound, the reflections are too weak to be
picked up by phones’ microphones. Based on our preliminary experiments, setting the
phone volume at 5% is found optimal for Galaxy S5. Even though this setting varies from
one phone type to another, calibration is needed only once to find the optimal setting.
3.4.4 Acoustic Signature Enrichment
The goal of EchoTag is to enable accurate location sensing with fine resolution, but
according to our experimental results, one shot of the frequency sweep between 11 and
22kHz can distinguish 1cm apart objects with only 75% accuracy. One way to enrich the
feature space is repeating the emitted sound which can be used to eliminate the interfer-
ence caused by transient background noise. Instead of only repeating the emitted sound,
EchoTag also adds delay of emitted sound in the right channel at each repetition. This
intentional delay at the right channel is designed for two purposes. First, when there are
stereo speakers in the phone, such as HTC M8 and Sony Z3, this intentional delay yields
an effect similar to beamforming in wireless transmission, which helps us focus on the re-
sponse in one specific direction at each repetition. We validated this feature to enrich the
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Figure 3.10: Frequency responses with delay at the right channel. When the emit-
ted sound is intentionally delayed at the right channel, different portions of features are
strengthened, which helps enrich the feature space for sensing locations.
collected signatures by HTC M8’s two front-faced speakers. A similar concept was also
adopted in acoustic imaging [69], but EchoTag doesn’t need calibration among speakers
because the purpose of this delay is used to enrich the feature space rather than pointing to
a pre-defined target direction. Second, the intentional delay also helps strengthen features
at certain frequencies even when there is only one speaker in the phone. The effects of this
delay at the right channel are shown in Fig. 3.10, where different portions of features are
highlighted with different delays. Based on the results in Section 3.8, 4 repetitions with 1
sample delay at the right channel improve EchoTag’s sensing accuracy from 75% to 98%
in sensing 11 tags, each of which is 1cm apart from its neighboring tags. This way to enrich
the acoustic signature space is a unique feature of EchoTag, as it actively emits sound to
sense the environment, rather than passively collecting existing features.
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3.4.5 Modeling of Sensing Resolution
Suppose two (drawn) tags are at distance d from each other, the sensing signal wave-
length is l , and the angle from one of the nearby objects toward these two tags is q . The
difference of the reflection’s travel distance from this object to the two tagged locations
is d = 2d ⇤ cos q . Since the sensing signal wavelength is l , a change, d > l/2, in any
reflection’s travel distance will cause the summation of all acoustic reflections to vary from
constructive to destructive combing (or vice versa), thus resulting in a significant change in
the acoustic signature. So, if q of all nearby objects is not close to 0 (which is also rare in
the real world), tags separated by more than l/4 are to be distinguished by their acoustic
signatures. Based on this model, the current setting of EchoTag is capable of identifying
tags with a 1cm resolution. Our evaluation also validates this property as shown in the
following sections. However, this fine resolution also implies that users should place their
phones close enough to the trained location for collecting valid signatures; this is also the
reason why EchoTag requires “drawn” tags to remind users where to place their phones.
In our usability study, most users didn’t have any difficulty in placing phones back at the
trained locations with this resolution to activate the tagged functionality of EchoTag. The
limitations and future direction of this resolution setting will be discussed further in Sec-
tion 3.10.
3.5 Classifier
Several classifiers, such as k-nearest neighbors (KNN) and support vector machine
(SVM), have been tried for location sensing based on acoustic signatures. Our experi-
mental results show that one-against-all SVM [122] performs best in classifying locations.
For example, in the experiment of sensing eleven 1cm apart tags based on the training data
collected 30min earlier, 98% accuracy can be achieved by SVM while only 65% test data
can be correctly classified via KNN with the Euclidean distance and k = 5. We believe
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this inaccuracy is caused by the small training data size and nonlinear nature of acous-
tics signatures. For example, a 5mm position change might cause more significant feature
changes (in the frequency domain measured by the Euclidean distance) than a 10mm posi-
tion change since the acoustic signatures capture the superposition of all reflections.
In the one-against-all SVM, n classifiers are trained if there are n tags to sense. A loca-
tion is classified as the tag k if the k-th classifier outputs the highest prediction probability
for that tag. In our test with 2-fold cross validation, the linear kernel achieves the optimal
performance. As the results shown in Section 3.8, the difference of prediction probability
between the classifiers trained at the target location and the other locations is greater than
0.5 in most cases, which is adequate for EchoTag to distinguish locations using acoustic
signatures.
3.6 Performance Optimization
Even though activating microphones and speakers is shown to be more economical
than image or WiFi sensing [39], the cost of continuously collecting acoustic signals is still
non-negligible and unnecessary. Our measurements with Monsoon Power Monitor [23]
on Galaxy S5 show that acoustic sensing consumes 800mW. Moreover, due to the con-
straints in existing phone microphones, the signals we used are still audible, especially for
the pieces of frequency sweep close to 10kHz. The strength of acoustic signal is reduced
greatly by lowering the volume, but its continuous use still annoys the users and consumes
energy. We have therefore performed further optimizations by avoiding unnecessary acous-
tic sensing to reduce the power consumption and user annoyance. For example, in terms
of EchoTag’s functionality, it is useless to sense the environment via acoustic signals when
the user keeps the phone in his pocket while walking. This situation can be easily detected
by reading inertial sensors. As shown in Fig. 3.3, EchoTag first checks the status of the
surrounding WiFi to ensure that the phone is located in the same target room. Then, the
inertial sensor data, such as the accelerometer readings, are used to check if the phone is
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placed with the same angle as recorded in the database. If both the WiFi status and the
inertial readings match the recorded data, one shot of acoustic sensing will be activated
to collect the surrounding acoustic signature. The next round of acoustic sensing can be
executed only when EchoTag finds the phones moved and the recorded WiFi beacons and
inertial readings match. Note that WiFi sensing in EchoTag incurs minimal overhead, since
it only needs connected WiFi SSID, which can be directly retrieved from the data already
scanned by Android itself via WifiManager. In the current implementation of EchoTag,
tilt monitoring only consumes additional 73mW in the background and the power usage
of WiFi is negligible since EchoTag uses only the (already) scanned results. We will later
evaluate the false trigger rate of this design.
3.7 Implementation
We implemented EchoTag as an Android background service. Since EchoTag relies
only on sensors commonly available in smartphones, it can be readily implemented on other
platforms like iOS or Windows. Acquisitions of active acoustic signatures, tilts, and WiFi
signals are implemented with Android API while the classifier relying on LIBSVM [43]
is written in C layered by Java Native Interface (JNI). The function to trigger applications,
such as setting silent mode or playing music, is implemented via Android Intent class. A
prototype of EchoTag is also implemented in iOS with classifiers trained in Matlab. In
our current implementation, one round of acoustic sensing (including SVM processing)
takes about 4 seconds. Most participants in our usability study are satisfied with the current
setting.
3.8 Performance Evaluation
We have conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of EchoTag
using Galaxy S5 for two representative scenarios shown in Fig. 3.11. Certain experiments
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Figure 3.11: Experiments scenarios. Red circles represent the target location to draw
(echo) tags.
are also repeated on Galaxy S4/Note3, and iPhone4/5s, but the results are omitted due
to space limitation. The first test environment is a lab/office and the second is a two-
floor home. The red circles in Fig. 3.11 represent the test locations to draw tags. Both
scenarios represent real-world settings since people usually work or live in either of these
two environments. In the lab/office environment, traces were collected while lab members
were chatting and passing through the test locations. During the experiment, an active user
kept on working (changing the laptop position and having lunch) on the same table. There
are two residents living in the home environment, and one of them is unaware of the purpose
of our experiments. The residents behave normally, cooking in the kitchen, watching TV,
and cleaning rooms. Thus, our evaluation results that include the interference due to human
activities should be representative of real-life usage of EchoTag.
In the lab/office environment, three tag systems shown in Fig. 3.12 are used to evaluate
the sensing resolution which is defined as the minimum necessary separation between two
tags. The first system is composed of three tags 10cm apart: A, B, and C, as shown in
Fig. 3.12(a). This setting is used to evaluate the basic resolution to support applications
of EchoTag (e.g., automatically setting phones to silent mode). The second and third sys-
tems include 11 tags which are 1cm (30 ) apart from each other as shown in Fig. 3.12(b)
(Fig. 3.12(c)); this is used to evaluate the maximum sensing resolution of EchoTag. In the
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(a) ABC tags (b) 1cm tags (c) 30  tags
Figure 3.12: Tag systems. The first tag system consists of disjoint (echo) tags while the
second and third tag systems are composed of overlapped tags 1cm or 30  apart.
home environment, 10 locations are selected as shown in Fig. 3.11(b). At each location,
we marked two tags, A and B, similar to the setting in Fig. 3.12(a).
In both scenarios, traces are collected at different sampling frequencies and time spans,
generating three datasets: 1) 30min, 2) 1day, and 3) 1week. In the 30min dataset, traces
are collected every 5 minutes for 30 minutes, which is used to evaluate the baseline per-
formance of EchoTag without considering the environment changes over a long term. The
1day dataset is composed of traces collected every 30 minutes during 10am – 10pm in a
day. The purpose of this dataset is to evaluate the performance changes of EchoTag in a
single day, which is important for certain applications, such as the silent-mode tag near
the bed where the users place their phones every night. The last 1week dataset is collected
over a week, which is used to prove the consistency of active acoustic signatures over a one-
week period. In the lab/office environment, the 1week dataset is sampled during 9:00am –
9:00pm every day while the 1week dataset in the home environment is tested at 11:00pm.
We believe these experiments can validate the effectiveness of EchoTag in real world.
Larger-scale experiments including more users and spanning longer periods are part of our
future plan after deploying EchoTag.
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Figure 3.13: Result of 30min dataset. Confidence is defined as the prediction probability
at the target location minus the largest prediction probability at the other locations.
3.8.1 Accuracy and Resolution
Sensing resolution in EchoTag is defined as the minimum necessary distance/degree
between tags, which is an important metric since it is related to the number of tags that
can exist in the same environment. On the other hand, the sensing accuracy at a loca-
tion is defined as the percentage of correct predictions at that location, whereas the overall
accuracy is defined as the average of accuracy at all locations. In the lab/office environ-
ment of 30min dataset, the average sensing accuracy under all settings is higher than 98%.
Orientation changes can be detected by EchoTag since the microphones/speakers are not
placed in the middle of the phone, and hence the relative position changes when the phone
is rotated. EchoTag can also distinguish 20 tags in a home environment with 95% accu-
racy. The resulting confusion matrix is shown in Fig. 3.13(a). This evaluation based on the
30min dataset validates that EchoTag can achieve a sensing resolution of 1cm and at least
30 . Without using any infrastructure, this sensing resolution is the finest among existing
methods to differentiate locations. Our measurements show that WiFi RSSI or background
acoustic noise can only distinguish the 20 tags at home with 30% accuracy.
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3.8.2 Uniqueness and Confidence of Acoustic Signature
Tomeasure the uniqueness of acoustic signature, we define a metric called confidence as
the prediction probability of the classifier trained at the target location minus the largest pre-
diction probability of classifiers at other locations. A high confidence means high feature
uniqueness among locations since SVM gets less confused among locations. A prediction
is wrong whenever the confidence is less than 0 because SVM will choose another location
with the highest prediction probability as the answer. Fig. 3.13(b) shows the confidence
distribution of 30min dataset in all environments. ABC tags get the highest confidence
since the tags are separated by more than 10cm and only 3 tags are considered. However,
even 20 tags are set at home or tags in office are separated by only 1cm (overlapped), acous-
tic signatures are still distinct enough to differentiate 90% of cases with confidence greater
than 0.5. This example demonstrates that the uniqueness of active acoustic signature is
good enough to support the function of EchoTag.
3.8.3 False Positives
The above-mentioned accuracy represents the true positive rate to differentiate loca-
tions. To prevent EchoTag from falsely classifying locations without tags as tagged ones,
two more traces are recorded on the same surface but 10cm away from each tag. These
traces are used to build an additional No Tag SVM classifier which determines if the sensed
traces belong to one of tagged locations or not. We set 0.5 as the threshold that any sensed
location is classified as No Tag when the prediction probability of this classifier is greater
than 0.5. In the 30min dataset of home environment, the probability to classify random lo-
cations without tags as tagged locations (i.e., false positive rate) is only 3%, and this setting
only causes a 1% false negative rate. We conducted another test by deploying the ABC tags
on three users’ office desks for three days. The users carry their phones as usual but are
asked not to place their phones inside the drawn tags. In this test, merely 22 acoustic sens-
ings are triggered per day and only 5% of them are falsely classified as being placed at tags
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Figure 3.14: Accuracy variation over time/day. Prediction is based on 6 traces collected
during the first hour/day.
with online-updated classifiers. This rate can be reduced further by fusing other signatures
which is part of our future work. We also implemented a manual mode (without any false
trigger) in which users can press the home button to manually activate acoustic sensing.
This manual mode is a reasonable design choice since it is similar to the way Apple Siri or
Google Search is triggered.
3.8.4 Temporal Variation
The purpose of this evaluation is to test how active acoustic signatures change over
time. This is an important metric since EchoTag is designed to be able to remember the
location at least for a certain period of time. To evaluate this, the average accuracy among
tags of 1day and 1week datasets based on the first 6 traces collected in the first hour or day
is shown in Fig. 3.14. As shown in Fig. 3.14(a), the decay of active acoustic signatures
in one day is not significant. In the lab/office environment, the accuracy drops only by
5% in predicting the traces collected 12 hours later. Even one week later, the average
accuracy of EchoTag in the lab/office environment is still higher than 90%. However, as
shown in Fig. 3.14, the average accuracy of traces collected in the home environment drops
by 15% after 12 hours and the traces collected a week later achieve only 56% accuracy.
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Figure 3.15: Performance of online SVM and providing multiple candidates in the
1week home dataset. Online SVM classifiers are updated using the traces collected in
previous days while the traces collected on the same day are excluded.
This phenomenon is caused by a series of environment changes at certain locations. For
example, the accuracy drops mainly at 4 locations: (1) drawer, (4) kitchen, (9) desk, and
(10) near the bed, which suffer environment changes due to human activities like cooking
in the kitchen or taking objects out of drawers. When the above-mentioned objects are
excluded from dataset, EchoTag can sense the remaining 12 tags at 6 locations with 82%
accuracy even a week later. This result suggests where to put tags is critical to EchoTag’s
performance. When we consider the tags in the kitchen as an example, if the tags are not
placed at the original location near the cooker and stove but on one of the shelves, the
acoustic signatures decay as slowly as at other locations. Providing guidelines for where to
put tags is part of our future work.
Sensing accuracy over a long term can be improved further in two ways. The first
is to use online SVM training. We simulated online SVM by retraining the offline SVM
classifiers with the traces collected before the test day (i.e., excluding the same day test
data). The cost of retraining classifiers can be further optimized by online SVM [117]. As
the results shown in Fig. 3.15(a), with online training, the average accuracy for the home
environment in one week can be increased to 91.5% during the last three days. This online
training is possible in real world because we assume users will provide feedback, such as
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Figure 3.16: Test of environmental changes. EchoTag gets less confident when the size
of an added object is larger and its position is closer to the test locations.
selecting the right application/functions when a wrong prediction is made or suspending
wrongly-triggered applications. By monitoring this user reaction after each prediction,
online training data can be collected during the normal use of EchoTag. Moreover, in our
experiments, only 8.5% of error predictions need this user interaction.
Another way to improve the sensing accuracy over a long term is to provide more than
one predicted candidate for users. The candidates in EchoTag are provided based on the
prediction probability for each classifier. As shown in Fig. 3.15(b), when the first three
predicted candidates are provided, the accuracy during the last day based only on the first
day trace is increased to 77%. Moreover, providing 3 candidates with online SVM training
boosts the accuracy of EchoTag to 98% during the last day. Evaluating the overhead of
users’ interactions with online training feedback and multiple candidates is part of our
future work.
3.8.5 Environmental Disturbances
Similar to the signature decay due to significant environmental changes in the kitchen,
we investigate the performance of EchoTag when objects near a tagged location are dif-
ferent from those during the training. Fig. 3.16(a) shows 4 selected objects: 1) dustbin, 2)
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dictionary, 3) mug, and 4) human hands. We add these objects sequentially near the ABC
tags and vary their distance to the C tag. The corresponding prediction confidence is used
to measure the change of EchoTag’s performance. As shown in Fig. 3.16(b), human hands
and small objects like a mug cause little disturbance to EchoTag even when those objects
are only 10cm away from the test locations. Medium-size objects like a thick dictionary
degrade EchoTag’s confidence to 0.38 when it is close to the test locations, but most pre-
dictions still remain correct. Placing large objects like a 15” high dustbin around the test
locations change the acoustic signatures significantly since it generates lots of strong acous-
tic reflections. Most predictions are wrong (i.e., confidence< 0) when the dustbin is placed
10cm away from the test locations. It is also the reason why the accuracy in the kitchen
degrades after the position of a large cooker is changed. However, this large environment
change is less common in real life. For example, users may change their mugs or hands
frequently but less likely to move large objects on their office desk.
When a large environmental change occurs, EchoTag needs to retrain its classifier to
account for this change. One interesting finding from our 1week trace is that the prediction
accuracy in the home environment increased back to 90% after three day classifier online
updates. This demonstrates that with enough training data, EchoTag is able to keep only
invariant features. In future we plan to derive a guideline for setting up tags and providing
online feedback when EchoTag finds more training necessary for certain locations. An-
other interesting finding is that the (dis) appearance of human causes only limited effect
on EchoTag because human body is prone to absorb sound signals rather than reflect them.
During experiments, a human body (the tester) continuously changed his relative position
to the test locations, but no significant performance degradation was observed in spite of
the large human body.
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Figure 3.17: Impact of acoustic feature space. Accuracy is higher than 95% when 5
traces with 4 delayed repetitions are collected.
3.8.6 Acoustic Feature Space
Here we discuss the effect of the feature space selected for sensing locations. We first
examine accuracy with different training data sizes. The training data size is relevant to
the usability of EchoTag since it represents the time required for users to set tags and the
number of features necessary to remember a single location. As shown in Fig. 3.17(a), in
the lab/office scenario, 2–4 traces are able to distinguish rough locations and only 5 traces
can achieve 95% accuracy with 1cm resolution. Considering the tradeoff between training
overhead and sensing accuracy, the current version of EchoTag sets the size of training data
at a single location to 4. In our usability study, these 4 traces at each tag can be collected in
58 seconds on average. We also received a comment from one survey participant that the
training process and delay of EchoTag are acceptable since the entire procedure is similar
to that of setting up Apple TouchID. Based on our informal experiments with 5 participants
on iPhone5s, setting up Apple TouchID required 11–13 training traces with different finger
placements, taking about 1 minute. See Section 3.9 for details of the users’ other reactions
on this training set size.
Next, we study the benefit of our delayed repetitions for sensing locations. The sens-
ing accuracy based on 5 traces with different numbers of delayed repetitions is plotted in
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Figure 3.18: Tolerance test. Additional tags separated by 2(mm/ ) are placed inside the
C tag. Test data at C are collected with errors ranging from -8 to 8(mm/ ) for knowing the
tolerance of EchoTag. Dataset of ABC and 1cm tags are combined, so the accuracy shown
is the prediction among 14 locations.
Fig. 3.17(b). As shown in this figure, without help of delayed repetitions to enrich acous-
tic signatures, the accuracy for the 1cm dataset over a week is only 75% while it can be
boosted to 91% when 4 delayed repetitions are used. This way of enriching the feature
space is only available in active acoustic sensing since we have the full control of emitted/-
collected signals. We also find similar effectiveness of this delayed repetitions on phones
with stereo speakers like HTC M8, but these results are omitted due to space limitation.
The current version of EchoTag uses 4 delayed repetitions.
3.8.7 Tolerance Range
Since the phone might not be placed exactly at the same locations as it had been trained,
it is important to know the maximum tolerance range of EchoTag and if users can handle
the tolerance well. To evaluate the maximum tolerance of EchoTag, additional fine-grained
tags are drawn inside the C tag as shown in Fig. 3.18(a). These fine-grained tags are sep-
arated by 2(mm/ ). Test data of these inside tags are collected with additional errors (i.e.,
between ±8mm/ ), and a prediction is made by the first 4 traces of 30min dataset in the
lab/office environment. In the training phase, ABC and 1cm datasets are combined so the
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Figure 3.19: Impact of background noise. Predefined noises (i.e., music and CNN news)
are played by Macbook Air with different volumes. EchoTag is able to provide effective
prediction even when the noise is played at 75% of the full volume.
prediction is made for sensing 14 locations. The accuracy of the C tag when test data is
collected with additional errors is plotted in Fig. 3.18(b) where the maximum tolerance
range of EchoTag is about ±4mm and ±4 . The reason why accuracy with different de-
gree errors is not centered at 0  might be the measurement errors in collecting the training
data (i.e., the training data is also collected with a few degree errors). This result also
matches our resolution test, where EchoTag can provide 1cm resolution since features of
tags separated by 8mm vary significantly. With the help of drawn tags, this tolerance range
is good enough to allow users to put their phones back at the tags for triggering EchoTag.
Our usability study of 32 participants validates this hypothesis since most of them think it
is easy to place phones on the tags. We will discuss how to enhance the user experience
with this limitation of tolerance range in Section 3.10.
3.8.8 Noise Robustness
The last issue of EchoTag to address is its ability to sense locations in a noisy environ-
ment. Basically, the results discussed thus far were obtained in real-life scenarios where
traces were collected in the presence of noises from TV, people chatting, and air condition
fans. To further test the robustness against noises, we collected traces in a lab/office envi-
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Test location 
Figure 3.20: Usability study environments. The test location is selected near the a cafe
at a student center. Tags are drawn at memo pads since the table is black. Passers by and
students studying in this area are randomly selected to test EchoTag.
ronment when a laptop was placed 30cm away from tags on the same surface. This laptop
is set to either play a song (“I’m yours – Jason Marz”) or a clip of CNN news with different
volumes. The traces of ABC and the 1cm dataset are combined to make prediction for 14
locations. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 3.19. As shown in Fig. 3.19(a),
EchoTag can tolerate the music noise with 75% volume and can perform normally even
with noise from CNN news with 100% volume. In our measurements, the intensity of
noise from the music with 75% volume and CNN news with 100% volume is about 11dB
higher than the office background noise. Even though EchoTag is unable to work accu-
rately (i.e., only 71% among 14 locations) when the music was played with 100% volume,
this is not a typical operation scenario of EchoTag since it incurs 17dB higher noise.
EchoTag is robust to most real-world noises mainly because it relies on signatures ac-
tively generated by itself, rather than passively collected from background. That is, as the
noise profile of CNN news shown in Fig. 3.19(b), most noise from human speaking occurs
in frequencies less than 10kHz while EchoTag uses higher frequencies to sense locations.
This phenomenon is also consistent with the results shown in [116]. The current setting
of EchoTag is already resilient to the noise in our usual environment. Our usability study
done at a noisy location near a cafe also validates the robustness against noise. Incorpo-
rating other sources of signatures that are free from acoustic noise is part of our future
work.
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3.9 Usability Study
In this section, we explore how real users of EchoTag perceive its performance. For
example, we would like to answer a question like “can users easily place phones on drawn
tags?” To evaluate the usability of EchoTag, 32 (9 female and 23 male) participants were
recruited at our university students’ activity center. The test location was the table near a
cafe as shown in Fig. 3.20. Participants are randomly selected from those passing by this
area. All participants didn’t know EchoTag and its developers, but all have experience in
using smart phones (11 Androids, 19 iPhones, and 2 others). Most participants are univer-
sity students of age 20–29 while 6 of them are not. We first introduced the functionality of
EchoTag to users and its three representative applications as shown in Section 3.1. Then,
three tags (i.e., turning on silent mode, setting a 45min timer, and playing music) were de-
ployed at the table. Since the table surface is black and is the university’s property, we drew
the tags on sheets of 5⇥6 paper which were then attached on the table. Our survey results
also validate that drawing tags on attached papers will not affect the accuracy of EchoTag.
After users were informed of the purpose of EchoTag, we asked them to put phones on the
tags and EchoTag is triggered automatically to make its prediction on attached applications.
The participants were asked to first put phones inside the tag for measuring prediction ac-
curacy, and then slightly move the phones away from the tags until a wrong prediction is
made for testing the tolerance range of EchoTag. After trying the functionality of EchoTag
with the tags we trained, the participants were asked to train their own tags. This process
helps users “sense” the amount of effort to set up and use EchoTag, indicating the average
user training time. The participants then filled out the survey forms. Each study lasted
15–20 min.
The main results of this usability study are summarized in Table 3.2. 31 of 32 par-
ticipants think the sensing accuracy of EchoTag is adequate for its intended applications.
During this study, three users experienced a bug in our app. In these cases, we restarted
the whole survey process and asked the participants to try EchoTag again. The average
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Questions Disagree No opinion Agree
Sensing accuracy is useful 1 0 31
Sensing noise is acceptable 0 3 29
Sensing delay is acceptable 1 6 25
Placing phones inside (echo)tags is easy 0 3 29
EchoTag can help me remember turning
on silent mode when going to sleep
2 5 25
EchoTag can help me remember setting
the timer for taking washed clothes
5 3 24
EchoTag can save my time in activating
apps under specific scenarios
1 0 31
Table 3.2: Usability survey results of 32 participants.
accuracy including these three buggy traces were 87%, while the results excluding these
three cases were 92%. One thing to note is that even those three users experienced the low
sensing accuracy during the first trial, still think the overall detection accuracy of EchoTag
is acceptable and useful. Moreover, 25 of the participants think the prediction delay is
acceptable for the purpose of EchoTag. In another question to learn their expectation of
EchoTag, only 2 of users hope to have the sensing delay less than 1 second and 12 users
hope the sensing delay can be shortened to about 2 seconds.
Based on participants’ experience in placing phones on tags, 29 of them think it is
easy to do. Five participants put their phones too far away from the drawn tags during the
first trial, but they were able to place their phones on the tags after they were told of it.
Only one participant made a comment that he expected a larger tolerance range. Actually,
there is an inherent tradeoff between the tolerance range and the training overhead. For
example, a very long training sequence that moves phones at all possible locations near the
drawn tags can increase the tolerance range, but with a significant overhead in the training
phase. In the current version of EchoTag, 4 repetitions are used in the training phase to
collect signatures at a single location. Between two consecutive repetitions, the phones
need to be taken away from, and then placed back on tags for sensing valid signatures. On
average, users need 58 seconds to finish the whole training phase for a tag. 8 participants
expected less than 2 training repetitions at each location, while 17 of participants think the
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4 repetitions setting is reasonable since it is only one-time training. Considering this trade-
off between accuracy, tolerance, and training overhead, the existing setting of EchoTag
satisfies most scenarios and users.
According to the survey related to potential scenarios based on EchoTag, 25 partici-
pants agree the silent mode tag can help them remember setting phones to stay quiet during
sleep, and 24 of them agree the auto-timer scenario can help them take clothes out of a
washing machine. These results indicate that the users see benefits from EchoTag in re-
membering things to do in specific situations since the functionality of EchoTag provides
natural connections between the locations and things-to-do. Moreover, 31 participants also
think the automation of triggered applications can save time in finding and launching de-
sired applications.
3.10 Discussion and Limitations
The purpose of EchoTag is to provide a novel way of accurately tagging locations. With
the realization of this functionality, we believe many advanced applications can be realized.
Most participants in our usability study agree with the scenarios we considered, and they
also provide other possible uses of EchoTag.
3.10.1 Potential Applications
Similar to those applications mentioned so far, participants also suggest use of an auto-
set timer during cooking or auto-set silent mode in an office environment. These applica-
tions can be classified into two categories based on the resulting benefits: 1) helping users
remember things, and 2) saving time for users in finding and launching desired applica-
tions. For example, applications like auto-set silent mode do not save a significant amount
of time since pressing a phone’s power button can also set up silent mode manually. How-
ever, this function turns out to receive most support from the participants because it is easy
to forget setting silent mode before going to bed everyday. Instead of doing it manually,
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Figure 3.21: Extension of tolerance range. The tolerance range can be extended by
sensing tags with lower-frequency signals. Building ‘NoTag’ classifiers can also prevent
EchoTag from incorrect classification of misplacements.
a natural combination of a location (i.e., a tag near bed) and target applications/functions
(i.e., silent mode) helps users remember them more easily. Other suggested applications
like automatically turning off lights or activating a special app for monitoring the sleep
behavior are also in this category. On the other hand, the applications like automatically
playing favorite songs (movies) on speakers (TV) help users find the expected application-
s/functions with less time due to the hint of tagged locations. For example, we received
a feedback saying that EchoTag can be used to set up Google Map and activate the car
mode when a tag is placed inside the car (e.g., an iPhone stand). Actually, this task can be
easily remembered whenever the user gets into his car, but it is time-consuming to find and
enable these applications. In this scenario, the natural combination of locations and appli-
cations can help users filter out unnecessary information and save their time in triggering
the desired applications.
3.10.2 Limitation of Tolerance Range
As shown in Section 3.8, the merit of EchoTag’s fine resolution comes with the limi-
tation that the tolerance range of current setting is about 0.4cm. Even though most partic-
ipants in our user study were able to place phones at the tagged locations accurately after
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they were instructed on how to use EchoTag, this fine resolution and its limited tolerance
range may not be needed for certain applications and cause unintended prediction errors
when the phone is not placed correctly. To meet such applications needs, one can take the
following two approaches.
First, we can enlarge the tolerance range of EchoTag (while decreasing its sensing
resolution). Based on the mathematical model in Section 3.4.5, we can lower the sensing
frequency to extend the tolerance range. For example, setting the highest sensing frequency
to 6kHz can increase the tolerance range from 0.4cm to about 1.4cm. This increase of tol-
erance range is plotted in Fig. 3.21(a), showing that lower-frequency signals are better in
identifying tags with large placement errors. However, lowering sensing frequency will
increase the audibility of sensing signal and decrease the feature space. For example, sens-
ing with 1⇠4kHz lowers overall accuracy because the collected signature is not enough
to be distinguished from others. Studying the tradeoff between tolerance range and other
concerns is part of our future work.
Second, instead of trying hard to classify misplacements as trained tags, EchoTag can
simply opt to report “There is no tag” once the location is out of the tag’s tolerance range.
We choose to use the same ‘NoTag SVM’ classifier as introduced in Section 3.8.3, which is
built from traces in the same surface but at least 0.4cm away from the tags. That is, EchoTag
identified locations as “There is no tag” if the trace gets the prediction probability of NoTag
classifier which is greater than 0.3 and also larger than the prediction probability of other
classifiers. With this method, if the user places his phone outside of the operation range of
EchoTag, the message of “There is no tag” (rather than identifying a wrong tag and then
triggering a wrong function) will tell the user he needs to place the phone more precisely
to activate the tagged function. The result of the same experiment of identifying C tag with
traces collected 0.4cm away from the trained location is shown in Fig. 3.21(b). Without the
help of ‘NoTag’ classifier, 50% of those misplaced traces around the C tag were classified
as wrong tags, i.e., as A and B. However, with enough NoTag training traces, EchoTag can
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identify the misplacements with a high probability, thus not triggering functions attached
to wrong tags. Note that NoTag SVM with 6 training traces in this experiment only causes
1% false negatives when the trace is collected at the right location (within the tolerance
range), which also matches the result reported in Section 3.8.3.
3.11 Conclusion
We have proposed and implemented EchoTag, a novel indoor location tagging based
only on built-in sensors available in commodity phones. EchoTag is designed to be able
to remember indoor locations with 1cm resolution, enabling the realization of many new
applications. The main idea of EchoTag is to actively sense the environments via acoustic
signatures. With the help of active sensing, a fine-grained control of collected signatures
can be achieved for either enriching the feature space or removing environmental interfer-
ences. Our evaluation in different environments validates the capability of EchoTag to meet
the users’ need. In future, we would like collect larger datasets after deploying EchoTag.
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CHAPTER IV
ForcePhone
4.1 Introduction
As smartphones become an essential part of our daily activities, human–phone interac-
tions have become a norm. To enhance the input capability on the severely limited space
of a phone’s touch screen, researchers and practitioners have been seeking various ways to
expand the input dimensions. For example, augmenting a force-sensitive, deformable, or
squeezable input is shown to enrich the input vocabulary significantly, especially for the
one-hand operations [55, 90, 106]. However, most of those extended input interfaces have
not yet been fully developed nor deployed in commodity phones for two reasons. First,
they usually require additional hardware, such as capacitive or contact piezoelectric sen-
sors [56, 98, 99], which are usually unavailable in commodity phones, and the requirement
of additional cost and space make them less attractive to phone users and manufactur-
ers [32]. Second, systems based only on built-in sensors usually impose unnatural/incon-
venient usage restrictions because it is challenging to recognize those interactions without
additional sensors. For example, users are required to touch the microphone reception
hole or block the camera flash light source for sensing a touch interaction [68, 87], both
of which limit the usability of this additional sensing. Other systems require continuous
vibration of the phone with a vibration motor, causing significant annoyance to users [67].
To the best of our knowledge, the only few commodity phones supporting a force-sensitive
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Figure 4.1: Structure-borne propagation and the applied force. When no force is ap-
plied to the phone, the frame and internal components of the phone can vibrate freely, and
hence the played inaudible sound can easily propagate through the phone’s body.
touch screen are the iPhone 6s and iPhone7, enabled by their proprietary sensors [5]. Un-
like these systems, we propose a new, inexpensive solution, called ForcePhone, which
provides a force-sensitive input interface to commodity phones without any addition/mod-
ification of hardware. Moreover, ForcePhone provides this force-sensing capability to the
touch screen as well as the phone’s body, called a squeezable interface.
ForcePhone estimates the user-applied force by utilizing the structure-borne sound
propagation, i.e., the sound transmitted through subtle vibrations of the device body. In
most designs, such as headphones or pipe-work, this type of propagation is usually consid-
ered as a mechanical noise, but ForcePhone uses it in a novel way to estimate the force
applied to commodity phones. As shown in Fig. 4.1, when the phone is left free to vibrate
(e.g., the user is not touching/squeezing the phone), the sound sent from the phone’s speak-
ers can easily travel through its body to its microphone. However, when force is applied to
the phone, it restricts the phone body’s vibration with the sound, thus degrading the sound
traveling through this structure-borne pathway. ForcePhone estimates the amount of force
applied to the phone by monitoring the degree of this degradation.
As mentioned earlier, it is challenging to provide extended input interfaces with only
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Figure 4.2: Demo apps of ForcePhone. Users can reach an option page when a button is
pressed hard and can also surf the previous webpage by squeezing the phone.
limited built-in phone sensors. For example, in ForcePhone, the recorded audio includes
not only the sound signal transmitted through the phone’s body but also that through air,
and other reflections. To achieve reliable force estimation, ForcePhone exploits the feature
of active acoustic sensing to get a proper reference point for fetching the signal traveling
through the phone’s body. ForcePhone also utilizes the information of other sensing ma-
terials to enhance sensing accuracy and reduce the false detection rate. For example, the
location and the start time of a touch are inferred from the touch screen, and the phone’s
movement is inferred from accelerometer readings, which are then used to filter out un-
expected audio signal changes caused by environment and human noises. By integrating
readings of these sensors, ForcePhone can achieve high force-sensing accuracy while lim-
iting the false positive rate.
To date, ForcePhone has been implemented on Android and iOS phones to provide a
force-sensitive and squeezable interface. We have realized several apps based on ForcePhone.
Fig. 4.2 presents two examples of those apps which have been shown useful: (1) the hard-
pressed option, which is similar to the 3D Touch on iPhone 6s where varying options are
given to users when applying different amounts of force to buttons, and (2) the squeez-
able back of a phone, which allows users to surf the previous webpage by just squeez-
ing the phone. Note ForcePhone is not limited to these two use-cases, and can extend
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human–mobile interactions in many ways. For example, it has been shown useful to
zoom in/out maps by squeezing phones or type upper-case letters by applying force to
keyboards [55, 90, 106]. Other potential apps of ForcePhone are discussed in Section 4.7.
In our experiments, the estimated force is shown greater than 0.9 correlation to the real
applied force with 54g errors in stationary environments. The participants in our controlled
experiments were able to use ForcePhone for applying force at 2 different levels with a
higher than 97% accuracy and squeezing the phone body correctly with a greater than 90%
accuracy. After trying our demo apps of ForcePhone most participants think our current
design comparable to state-of-the-art proprietary sensors in accomplishing simple tasks,
such as hard-pressing of a button. A demo video of ForcePhone can be found from [14].
This paper makes the following four main contributions:
• Design of force-sensitive and squeezable interfaces via structure-borne sound propa-
gation;
• Implementation of ForcePhone on both iOS and Android phones;
• Demonstration and evaluation of two popular apps; and
• Achieving a higher than 90% accuracy of using the demo apps in most scenarios.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses the related work
on expressive input interfaces. Section 4.3 describes the principle of structure-borne prop-
agation, and Section 4.4 details the design of ForcePhone based on this principle. The
implementation and evaluation of ForcePhone are presented in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, re-
spectively. Limitations and potential use-cases are discussed in Section 4.7, and the paper
concludes with Section 4.8.
4.2 Related Work
Expanding the dimension of touch inputs has been a major research topic for many
years owing to the limited-size touch screens of mobile phones. Users are shown to be able
to easily and effectively control force-sensitive, deformable, or squeezable input interfaces
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System Interaction Methods Hardware Working Areas
Apple 3D Touch [5] Force Force sensors Additional Touch screen
Camera and Flash [87] Force Camera flash Existing Camera lens
Touch&Active [97, 98] Force Sound Additional Sensors attached objects
PseudoButton [68] Force Sound Existing Microphone reception hole
Expressive Touch [99] Tapping material Sound Existing Touch screen
ForceTap [64] Instantaneous force Accelerometer Existing Phone screen+body
VibPress [67] Force+Squeeze Vibration motor Existing Vibrated phone body
Acoustruments [79] Force+Squeeze Sound Additional Hardware attached objects
ForcePhone Force+Squeeze Sound Existing Phone screen+body
Table 4.1: Existing touch interfaces to enrich input dimensions.
as they are akin to many natural interfaces, such as applying force to a water knob [55, 90,
106]. A force-sensitive interface can be implemented by adding capacity sensors [106],
adding contact piezoelectric sensors [98], checking the flash light source blocked by a
human hand [87], monitoring the reduction of sound volume by covering the microphone
reception hole [68], and estimating the damped motor vibration with accelerometers [67].
These systems either require additional sensors or impose stringent usage restrictions, such
as blocking the flash light source by hand or continuously vibrating the phone.
There have also been systems that extend the user’s input by recognizing the materials
of tapping or the instantaneous tapping force. For example, TapSense [62] classifies the
touch sound to recognize if the user touches the screen by a finger tip or a fist. ForceTap [64]
utilizes the accelerometer to learn how hard the user taps or shakes the device. It is also
possible to extend the touch surface by other accessible objects. SurfaceLink [56] allows
users to perform gestures on a table where the phone is placed, while SkinInput [63] uses
the human body as an extension of input interface. Here we focus on how to provide a force-
sensitive and squeezable input interface by utilizing the structure-borne sound propagation.
Table 4.1 shows a comparative summary of ForcePhone and other related work. Note that
instantaneous tapping force is different from the force sensing introduced in this paper; the
former only represents the instantaneous force sensed at the time of the user contacting the
touch screen, while the latter continuously monitors the force applied to the phone after the
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user touches the phone. Our system is parallel to these instantaneous-tapping-force systems
and can be integrated with others to enrich the user experience further.
Sound has been a widely-used sensing method as it only requires microphones and
speakers on commodity phones. For example, knowing the surrounding sounds and reflec-
tions can provide accurate indoor localization [88, 118] or tracking human living/sleeping
behaviors [93, 96]. ForcePhone is also sound-based but designed for providing force-
sensitive and squeezable interactions. The closest to ForcePhone are Touch & Active [97]
and PseudoButton [68]. Touch & Active attaches external contact piezoelectric micro-
phones and speakers to objects to learn how the user is touching the object, which is
achieved by fingerprinting the object’s resonants. A follow-on study [98] showed that the
same fingerprinting technique can also be used to infer the force applied to objects, which
aimed mainly to ease product prototyping. Using the built-in speakers and microphones
on commodity phones was mentioned as a potential interface for Touch & Active, but no
further details were provided. Moreover, ForcePhone directly models and interprets the
signal changes caused by the applied force, rather than classifying the resonants by using
machine learning. The latter usually requires a significantly more effort for periodic train-
ing and retraining. On the other hand, PseudoButton utilizes similar sound degradation to
estimate the applied force. However, it focuses on the sound degradation of airborne prop-
agation, so it can only estimate the force changes at the microphone reception hole, e.g.,
the recorded volume decreases when the user completely blocks the microphone reception
hole. In contrast, ForcePhone utilizes the structure-borne sound propagation, which can
provide this force-sensitive touch around the entire body of each phone.
4.3 Structure-Borne Propagation
Sound is a mechanical wave broadcasted by compressions and rarefactions. The most
common material for sound to propagate is the air, which is known as airborne propaga-
tion. Besides the air path, as shown in Fig. 4.3, when the sound is generated and received by
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Figure 4.3: Structure-borne propagation in a phone. The sound received at a phone
is a combination of structure- and air-borne propagations as well as the environments’
reflections (echo). ForcePhone uses 20 samples before the strongest correlation peak as
an indicator for a structure-borne propagation.
the same device, its body becomes another pathway for the sound to travel, which is called
structure-borne propagation. Since the structure-borne propagation is usually unrelated
to the intended application, it is generally considered as a noise [49, 84, 134]. However,
ForcePhone utilizes it in a novel way to estimate the force applied to the phone by moni-
toring the degradation of structure-borne propagated sound.
As shown in Fig. 4.4, we model a vibrating phone as a forced, damped mass–spring
system, where the phone vibrates up and down with the force Fv, which is caused by the
sound played at the phone speaker. When there is no external force applied, the phone
can vibrate freely with amplitude A0, which is captured by the system’s effective spring
constant, K0, and also the damping coefficient. Moreover, since the phone is considered as
a rigid body, the equilibrium is located at A0 above the table. Based on Hooke’s law [66],
when an external force Fh is applied to the screen, the system equilibrium moves downward
by Fh/K0. However, since the phone (a rigid body) is impossible to move downward “into”
the table, the applied force also makes the system spring constant increase to K so as to
meet this equilibrium change and rigid body constraint. In such a case, if the vibration
energy is constant, the potential energy for both systems will be identical, thus leading to:
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Figure 4.4: Phone vibration model. Phone vibration is modeled as a forced and damped
mass–spring system where the phone vibrates with amplitude A0 due to the force Fv from
the phone speaker. The vibration amplitude is decreased to A and the effective system
spring coefficient is increased to K due to the applied force Fh.
1
2
K0A20 =
1
2
KA2 =
Fh
A0 AA
2 (4.1)
which defines the relation between the applied force and the reduced vibration amplitude.
Note that this basic model is designed only for an illustrative purpose as it doesn’t consider
the horizontal vibration and the increased friction caused by the applied force. Moreover,
since the hand and the table also slightly vibrate with the phone, the system’s damping
coefficient and effective mass will change accordingly, which are not accounted for, ei-
ther. However, according to our vibration measurements, this simplified model suffices to
describe the principle of ForcePhone’s operation.
We used the Polytec OFV-303 laser vibrometer [26] to measure the nm-level vibration
of a phone, capturing the change of structure-borne propagation caused by touching the
phone with hand. Compared to capturing the structure-borne propagation via microphones
(which ForcePhone is using as described in the next section), this vibration measurement
helps neglect the noises caused by the air-propagated sound and the imperfect microphone
hardware. Fig. 4.5 shows our experimental setting where the phone is placed on a metal
surface under the laser vibrometer. The laser’s focus has been calibrated before the test
to ensure that the laser beam will be reflected properly by the phone surface. The latest
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Figure 4.5: Vibration measurement setting. Vibration is measured by Polytec OFV-303
laser vibrometer when force is applied.
Apple iPhone 6s is used for these measurements owing to its capability of estimating the
applied force. Thumb is used to apply force at the middle of the phone and the iPhone 3D
Touch reading (ranging from 0 to 1) is used as a reference of the applied force. From our
preliminary test, we found that the Apple 3D Touch sensors can only read the applied force
up to about 380g. Hence, we also repeat the same measurements with the Interlink force
sensor [16] which can measure force up to 10kg. Its current change caused by the applied
force is recorded by the Monsoon power monitor [23].
Fig. 4.6 shows the results of phone vibration while applying different amounts of force.
As shown in Fig. 4.6(a), when the Apple 3D Touch reaches its maximum sensitivity, the
amplitude of phone vibration decreases about 5%. If more force is applied further (marked
as > 1), near 50% of the vibration amplitude is damped by hand. Fig. 4.6(b) shows the
results of measuring the force with external force sensors. The vibration amplitude also
decreases about 5% when a 380g force is applied to the phone. Our system model is shown
to be able to capture the main trend of vibration amplitude when the initial system spring
constant K0 = 2.7(kg/nm) is assumed. The most important property observed in this exper-
iment is the high correlation between the applied force and the decreased vibration ampli-
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Figure 4.6: Phone vibration damped by force. The correlation between the damped
vibration and the applied force enables ForcePhone’s force-sensitive and squeezable inter-
faces.
tude. Based on this property, ForcePhone can provide useful force-sensitive applications
as introduced in the following sections.
As mentioned earlier, our model is not perfect. For example, as shown in Fig. 4.6(b),
when the force is applied to the bottom of the phone, it incurs less vibration change since the
measured location (i.e., the top of the phone) has less restriction when the phone’s bottom is
pressed. A similar phenomenon also occurs when different speakers are used to play sound.
Thus, it is necessary for ForcePhone to make one-time calibration for unifying different
estimations when force is applied at different locations on the screen. The calibration needs
to be tuned to the phone models as they have varying vibration patterns depending on the
phone material. For example, the vibration of Galaxy Note 4 is found to be 50% larger
than the vibration of iPhone 6s, and more sensitive to the applied force since its plastic
body is easier to compress. We also found, for some phone models, such as iPhone 6s, this
vibration decays too fast when sound is played by the bottom speaker and received by the
top microphone, making the force estimation less accurate. In such a case, we used the top
speaker to get an adequate signal to noise ratio (SNR) of collected sound even though the
collected sound will include a part of airborne propagation components.
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Figure 4.7: System overview. Force applied to the phone damps the inaudible sound sent
from the phone’s speaker to its microphone. Accelerometer and gyroscope readings are
used to avoid other audio signal noises caused by movements.
4.4 System Design
As shown in Fig. 4.7, ForcePhone actively plays an inaudible sound with the phone
speaker, and then picks up this sound with the phone microphone. The touch screen input
(such as the location or the start time of a touch) and the data from the other motion sensors
are also recorded. These sensor data are then used to improve the force estimation and
reduce the number of false detections. When force is applied to the touch screen or the other
parts of the phone body, the action analyzer triggers the pre-designed feedback/behavior
based on the monitored (inaudible) sounds and user motions.
4.4.1 Sound Selection
The design of sound is critical to the system performance. While there are many other
possible options, the current design of ForcePhone uses a 1200-sample linear chirp from
18kHz to 24kHz. A hamming window is multiplied to the first and last of 300 samples
to eliminate the audible noise caused by spectral leakage [61]. The main frequency range
of sound signals used to sense is about 20kHz–22kHz while the remaining signals close
to 18kHz and 24kHz are played with minimal volume which are “stuffed” only to avoid
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signal loss due to the windowing. ForcePhone samples this chirp at 48kHz and replays it
every 50ms. This sound is designed to achieve (i) minimal user annoyance, (ii) high SNR,
and (iii) adequate force sensing delay.
According to the field study in [102], humans are shown to have a limited ability to hear
sound above 20kHz. Since most modern smartphones only support the sampling rate up to
48kHz, the highest sound frequency to use is 24kHz. This setting is likely to be expanded
in the near future; for example, Android 6.0 has announced a plan to support a higher
sample rate. Our experiments have shown that playing a high frequency chirp directly
is still audible to humans because an abrupt increase/decrease of energy in time domain
incurs frequency leakages. To avoid this problem, ForcePhone uses a similar windowing
process as in [81] to reduce the noise burst at the beginning and end of signals. This
windowing process adds an envelope to the sent signal that controls the signal amplitude
to 0 in the beginning and then gradually restores the signal amplitude to the normal range
(the same principle is also applied to the end of the signal). This design choice will cause
SNR degradation when we estimate the audio correlation of received/sent signals, but it is
practically important to avoid any audible sound. Note that the chirp starts at 18kHz but
is still inaudible because the beginning of the chirp is played only at the minimal volume
(windowing). None of the participants in our user study noticed/heard the sound used in
ForcePhone.
Ideally, less stop time between chirps will provide a smaller sensing delay, but the chirps
in ForcePhone are designed to be played every 50ms. This parameter setting is chosen to
prevent the inclusion of audio signals reflected by environments as an unexpected/unwanted
noise. For example, as shown in Fig. 4.3(b), after the sound transmitted via airborne prop-
agation (i.e., the highest correlation peak) is received, there are multiple following local
peaks which indicate the reception of sound reflected by the environment. From our ex-
periments, the received reflections are found to degrade 20dB after 25ms, which is small
enough to let ForcePhone play and receive the next round of chirp correctly with only
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Figure 4.8: Example of transmitted inaudible sound. The pilots are used to synchronize
the phone’s microphone and speaker. The subsequent chirps stop for 25ms before playing
the next chirp to avoid unexpected noises from environmental reflections. (This figure is
rescaled for easy visualization)
minimal noise due to environmental reflections. Thus, it is necessary for ForcePhone to
have a 25ms (i.e., 1200-sample) stop time after playing each chirp.
ForcePhone uses the signal correlation (also known as the matched filter) to estimate
the reception of the played sound. The SNR of this correlation in the chirp is proportional
to the signal length and sweeping frequency [112]. We selected the sweeping frequency
as above in order to not annoy users and cope with the hardware limitation while setting
the signal length to 25ms. Even though a longer chirp can achieve a higher SNR, it also
increases the sensing delay because ForcePhone needs to wait for the completion of the
sound being played. To strike a balance between SNR and the sensing delay, ForcePhone
sets the chirp length to 25ms, which makes the total delay in sensing each chirp equal to
50ms (i.e., 20 force estimations can be made every second). This setting is found to provide
enough SNR for estimation of the applied force and an adequate sensing delay which meets
most users’ needs.
Besides the design of sound signal, there is another parameter that affects the received
SNR: the phone’s speaker volume. In the current setting, the audio volume is set to 50%
of the maximum to avoid some audible noise due to the imperfect speaker hardware and
deal with the coexistence of multiple phones that run ForcePhone. An example of the
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sent sound is shown in Fig. 4.8. One thing to note is that there are 10 additional chirps
sweeping from 24kHz to 10kHz played before the above-mentioned chirps, which are used
as the pilot signal for synchronizing the timing of the phone’s microphones and speakers. If
the synchronization fails, ForcePhone will stop the sensing process and replay the pilot to
achieve correct time synchronization. Detailed performance measurements are presented
and discussed in Section 4.6.
4.4.2 Estimation of Applied Force
ForcePhone utilizes the structure-borne sound propagation to estimate the applied
force. As mentioned in Section 4.3, when force is applied to the phone body, the hand
in contact with the phone body damps/degrades the structure-borne sound propagation.
Besides the structure-borne propagation, there are other factors that affect the received
sound strength. For example, the airborne propagation might be blocked by hand, and the
overall sound signal strength may be enhanced by reflections from the environment or the
internal resonant. In ForcePhone, these noises are identified and removed by timestamp-
ing the received audio signal. For example, the reflection from an object 10cm away will
be received 28 samples later than the airborne propagation since it travels a 10cm longer
distance. Moreover, sound usually travels 100x faster in a solid phone [74]. Thus, the
structure-borne propagation will be received 21 samples ahead of the airborne propaga-
tion when the microphone and the speaker are 15cm apart. Based on these observations,
ForcePhone uses the signal which is 20 samples ahead of the airborne propagation as the
indicator of the structure-borne propagation, thus removing the most undesirable noise.
Note that the reference of airborne propagation is assumed to be the strongest audio cor-
relation because the sound energy decays faster through the solid phone body and absorbed
more on the reflection objects than air. Ideally, the temporal -3dB width of audio correlation
are 7 samples for our chirp selection, so it would be possible to find a clear peak ahead of the
airborne propagation, indicating the reception of structure-borne propagation. However, as
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Figure 4.9: Responses of different amounts of applied force. Motion sensors only cap-
ture the initial response of a touch, but the sound response can monitor the subsequent
applied force.
shown in Fig. 4.3(b), there is no such clear peak found before airborne propagation, and the
temporal -3dB width of audio correlation is about 40 samples in this measurement. This
phenomenon is caused by the adoption of windowing, which suppresses the frequency-
domain signal leakage but incurs the time-domain signal leakage. This 20-sample-ahead
sampling heuristic will thus include both air- and structure-borne propagations. To get a
reliable estimation of the applied force, ForcePhone utilizes the sound strength when the
touch begins as a reference to estimate the subsequent change caused by the force applied
later. In the rest of this paper, we will denote the sound correction at time t as signal s(t)
and the signal at the beginning of a touch as sstart . The subsequent force at time t is es-
timated based on a metric called the signal changing ratio, r(t) = |(s(t)  sstart)/sstart |.
The applied force f (t) at time t is then determined by a linear regression model with r(t).
Fig. 4.9 shows a real-world example of applying force to an iPhone 6s placed on a wooden
table. We simply visualize the estimated force as
p
r(t)+ 8r(t); the intuition behind this
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Figure 4.10: Touch calibration. The extent of signal changes caused by the applied force
varies with the touch location. Thus, a one-time touch calibration is made at the 13 marked
locations to compensate the estimated force at different locations.
setting will be discussed later. In this measurement, there are 3 different types of touch,
each with a different applied force: (1) light touch, (2) hard touch, and (3) touch with a
gradually increasing force. The ground truth of the applied force can be read from the
Apple 3D Touch sensors [5]. As shown in the figure, motion sensors can only detect the
slight movement at the start/end of a touch but are unable to determine the applied force.
Our heuristic based on r(t) captures most of the force characteristics even when the applied
force exceeds the maximum sensing range of Apple 3D Touch.
Note the calibration between f (t) and r(t) varies with the location of force applied on
the phone as described in Section 4.3. Thus, a preparatory experiment is needed for each
phone model before ForcePhone is activated. However, this calibration is just a one-time
requirement, which is different from other sound-fingerprinting systems that need laborious
training each time before using the application.
Our current implementation of ForcePhone is calibrated by using external force sen-
sors. The calibration is done by applying different amounts of force (up to 1.5kg) at 13
selected locations as shown in Fig 4.10(a). The remaining parts of touch screen are cali-
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Figure 4.11: Response of movement and squeeze. Sound correlation changes when the
environment changes, such as moving the phone from the pocket to hands, but it becomes
stable quickly when people hold phones in their hands.
brated by interpolating the estimated force at those 13 locations. Fig. 4.10(b) shows exam-
ples of average signal change ratio, r(t), when a 500g force is applied to the 13 calibrated
locations and the estimated r(t) over the remaining parts of the phone. As shown in this
figure, r(t) varies with location due to different distances from/to the speaker/microphone
and also with the structure of the phone. In general, touching near the speaker used to play
sounds generates more pronounced signal changes while touching locations far away from
the speaker causes less pronounced changes. Note that our current calibration is done when
the phone is placed on a static surface, thus ignoring the airborne signal changes due to the
movement of the phone during the touch. However, as we will discuss later, the added
estimation noise due to the phone movement can be tolerated with proper app design since
users are also unaware of the actual amount of force being applied to the phone unless
the response from the phone is sensed. Most participants of our usability study felt com-
fortable with the current setting. Improving this calibration process with more advanced
sensors and algorithms is part of our future work.
4.4.3 Squeeze Detection
It is challenging to detect the squeeze of phone body. Fig. 4.11 shows an example of
the observed signal change when a phone is taken out of the pocket with hand, used while
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Figure 4.12: Squeeze detection example. Received signal is first normalized by the start
and the end of signal amplitudes. Peak is identified when the corrected signal passing the
high threshold and the signal above the low threshold is considered as part of the peak.
walking, and then squeezed twice. As shown in this figure, even though the signal response
of a squeeze is clearly observable, it is also possible to include lots of noise due to the
phone’s movements. To avoid this noise from large phone movements, we have built a
motion detector based on both accelerometer and gyroscope readings, which turns off our
squeeze detection when there is a large phone movement and the signal is noisy. We thus
set a threshold to turn off the detection during large phone movements (such as taking the
phone out of pocket and transferring it to a hand) but keep the squeeze function on during
slow/small phone movements, such as walking and using the phone in hand.
Even though the movement noise is removed by the motion detector, determining if
the user squeezes the phone is still harder than estimating the force applied to the touch
screen. Due to the lack of touch screen input, we don’t know when the squeeze starts.
Moreover, the location of squeeze is inaccessible, thus making it difficult to perform a
proper calibration. To solve these issues, our squeezable back function is made to respond
only to a predefined squeeze behavior, such as double squeezes applied to the phone’s left
and right body frame as shown in Fig. 4.2, and the entire squeeze process is assumed to
complete in 1.5 seconds.
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Fig. 4.12(a) shows an example of this predefined squeeze response, where the ap-
plied squeezes cause two significant signal drops at time 10 and 20. Besides the signal
response to the squeeze operation, there are three characteristics of human squeezing be-
havior, which are critical to our design of squeeze detection. First, the the applied force
might decrease slightly before a squeeze, probably because the users need to relax their
hands before squeezing their phone. After the squeeze, the applied force may also decrease
around the expected force peak. We call this phenomenon over-squeeze, and think it is
caused by the fact that users actually release part of their fingers/palms from the phone
body when they try to apply more force with the other part(s) of the hand. At the end of
squeeze, the applied force may not return to its initial condition either, because the users
may change their position of holding the phone during the squeeze.
Squeezes are also detected based on the signal change ratio r(t). ForcePhone contin-
uously checks each 30-sample received signal to see if the predefined squeeze pattern has
occurred. As the hand position is likely to change during a squeeze, it is less accurate to
estimate the applied force based only on sstart . For example, the larger drop of the second
squeeze shown in Fig. 4.12(a) might be caused by a hand position change rather than a
larger squeezing force. To account for this phenomenon, we heuristically set the reference
signal based on both the start and end of this 30-sample signal. This new reference signal
varies over time and is defined as s(t)re f erence = ((tend   t)sstart +(t   tstart)send)/(tend  
tstart). The signal change ratio r(t) is calculated based on s(t)re f erence using the same pro-
cess as described earlier. Basically, this method estimates r(t) by weighting the reference
signal proportional to the difference between t and tstart , tend . Fig. 4.12(b) shows the result
of this correction. After estimating r(t), ForcePhone sets two thresholds to identify the
force peaks caused by squeezes. A peak occurs when r(t) > thrhigh. The following sam-
ples where r(t)> thrlow are defined as parts of this identified peak. This setting is designed
to avoid false identification due to the over squeeze and squeeze preparation. Thus, thrhigh
is set larger than the assumed squeeze preparation force change, and thrlow is set smaller
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Figure 4.13: Implementation overview. ForcePhone has been implemented as a stan-
dalone app on Android via Java Native Interface (JNI). Our iOS implementation requires
the force estimation done at a remote server.
than the over squeeze force change. A valid squeeze is identified when the number of de-
tected peaks, the peak widths, and the peak-to-valley ratios fit a predefined criterion. The
performance of our current setting will be evaluated in Section 4.6.
4.5 Implementation
We have implemented ForcePhone on both Android and iOS devices. As shown in
Fig. 4.13, our Android implementation runs as a standalone app; the force estimation is
implemented as a library in native code (C++) which we integrate into the app via Java
Native Interface (JNI). On the other hand, the current iOS implementation requires the
force estimation to be done at a remote server using Matlab. Both implementations provide
real-time force estimations. The delay between recording each chirp and receiving a force
estimation is 15ms and 61ms at our local and remote implementations, respectively. We
are currently porting the force estimation library implemented in C++ to iOS.
One implementation challenge is that ForcePhone needs accurate time synchronization
between the phone speaker and microphone to extract valid structure-borne propagations.
However, both iOS and Android platforms don’t meet this real-time requirement since
both take 20–100ms to run the play/record audio command. To overcome this difficulty,
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ForcePhone adds 10 pilot sequences ahead of the used chirps. In this synchronization,
ForcePhone checks if the received signal contains the identical sent pilots, such as having
the same stop time among pilots. In our experiments, more than 95% of the received pilots
have less than 5-sample jitters in their stop time, and 15% of trials on Android experience
a special 960-sample delay before the 4-th pilots. The criterion for ForcePhone to finish
this synchronization test is the existence of these 10 pilots, and 50% of received pilots have
the exact same stop time, and the last three pilots have less than 5-sample jitters. Once the
pilots are identified correctly, the timing of the last pilot is used as a reference to extract the
structure-borne propagation from the subsequent chirps as described earlier.
4.6 Evaluation
We first measure system performance, such as force estimation accuracy, overhead, and
robustness to noise. We then measure the user’s benefit of using ForcePhone, such as the
probability of an assigned request being honored or whether the users think it useful.
4.6.1 Accuracy of Force Estimation
We evaluate the accuracy of force estimation by using the mean square errors and cor-
relation coefficients where the former represents the ability to estimate exact force while
the later indicates the capability to learn how force is changed. Fig. 4.14 shows an example
of 12 different touches when the iPhone 6s is held in left hand and the center of the touch
screen is pressed with left thumb. The applied force is estimated by the internal Apple 3D
Touch sensors, external force sensors, and ForcePhone. Since Apple 3D Touch can only
provide normalized results and no documented interpretation of the sensed values is avail-
able, we built our own post-hoc translation based on an external force scale. We found the
sensed value is linear in the applied force, and the maximum value is reached when 380g
is applied.
As shown in Fig. 4.14, the proprietary sensors used in Apple 3D Touch captures the
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Figure 4.14: Accuracy of force estimation. 12 touch events with different amounts of
applied force are plotted. The force estimated by ForcePhone provides high correlation
with the ground truth estimated by using our external force sensors.
force change below its maximum (380g in this case) with high accuracy. Even though
ForcePhone estimates the force under 380g with less accuracy, it captures most force-
change characteristics as shown in Fig. 4.14. Meanwhile, ForcePhone can estimate the
force above 380g without using any additional sensors.
The mean square error of this in-hand example is 205g and the correlation coefficient
to the force estimated by external sensors is 0.87. Compared to the maximum sensed force
up to 1.5kg, this error is tolerable for most force-sensitive apps as shown later. When the
phone is stationary on a wooden table, the mean square error falls to 54g and the correla-
tion coefficient increases to 0.91. Note that the error in estimating the exact value of the
applied force could change if the force is applied in a different way than our calibration
(as we don’t consider the damping coefficient change in our current model as introduced in
Section 4.3.) For example, there might be an estimation drift, so applying a varying force
from 500g to 1000g might be estimated wrongly as changing from 400g to 900g plus the
previously-mentioned errors. However, this feature doesn’t hurt the experience of using
ForcePhone because users are not aware of the exact value of the force applied to a phone
unless this value is shown in the user interface [106]. With a proper user interface design,
even though the estimated force is 100g less than the real force applied to the phone, users
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can easily learn to adjust the applied force for getting a correct response. Actually, even
the proprietary sensors used for 3D Touch have about 100g errors between the corners of
touch screen, and it is suggested not to be used for estimating exact force [3]. In our current
setting, when the force is applied to the middle area of the phone, the estimated force (in
g) is calculated as f (t) = 15+ 230
p
(r(t))+ 2800r(t) in iPhone 6s and f (t) = 1900r(t)
on Galaxy Note 4. As shown in our usability study, this setting is adequate for building
useful force-sensitive and squeezable apps. Calibration while considering how users touch
the phone is part of our future work, which could be accomplished by other grip detection
systems like GripSense [57].
4.6.2 Noise and Interference
The estimation of force based on sound propagation becomes erroneous if there is a
strong audio noise with a similar structure as the chirps used in ForcePhone. For example,
the mean square error of ForcePhone can increase from 50g to more than 500g when the
same chirps are played by nearby computers’s speakers. Even tough this is the natural
limitation of any audio-based application, it is not the case in most real-life scenarios. In
our measurements, ForcePhone is shown to be resistant to: (1) real-life background audio
noise such as music being played in the testing room, (2) inter-device interference from
ForcePhone running on another nearby device, and (3) self-interference from the audio
played on the same device. To study the performance degradation caused only by the
audio noise, rather than the force instability of human hands or other movement noises,
we kept the test phone stationary on a wooden table and no force is applied. The standard
deviation of force estimations is recorded and reported. This estimated force variation also
represents errors when there is a force applied to the phone if the received noise is modeled
as an additive noise.
Particularly, we use an Apple MAC Air or an iPhone 6s placed on the same surface
as test devices. Multiple sets of noises were played, but no significant differences were
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Figure 4.15: Resistance to background noise. Music (i.e., noise) played by a laptop
20cm away from the device under test has limited effect on the sound correlation even if
the noise level is increased to 20dB higher than the used chirps.
observed, so we only report the results of music-playing noise, i.e., rock music “Jump –
Van Halen” or gaming background music “Spot On”. Since we place both the test device
and the noise source on the same table, the results account for the vibration coupling and
the noise transmitted through the surface.
We found ForcePhone to be resistant to most external real-life noises. As shown in
Fig. 4.15, even when the rock music is played at full-volume by a laptop 20cm away from
the test device, the sound correlation of the used chirps doesn’t change much. This is
because most human (singing or chatting) noises have limited signals in the 18kHz – 24kHz
range. Moreover, this natural noise usually has only a limited correlation to our 1200-
sample chirps. In this measurement, the increased estimation errors are less than 10g,
which does not affect most of ForcePhone’s functionality, even when the noise level is
20dB higher than the used chirps.
Compared to the uncorrelated noises, ForcePhone is more sensitive to the noise that
has a similar structure as the chirp it uses. Solutions of this issue are critical in allowing
multiple phones to run ForcePhone in the same environment. To measure this, we had
another device playing the same chirps used by ForcePhone, but with random stop time
between consecutive chirps. This is designed to learn the average performance when two
devices run ForcePhone simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 4.16(a), the average estimated
error increases to 110g when the correlated noise is played at full-volume by another de-
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Figure 4.16: Resistance to inter-device and self interferences. The variation of sound
correlation for each second is used to indicate the error when another device is running
ForcePhone or a music is played on the same device.
vice. This trend is mitigated when the noise volume is reduced. Since ForcePhone only
requires the designed chirps to be played at 50% of full-volume, multiple devices can run
ForcePhone if they are at least 10cm apart from each other.
In the last scenario, we evaluate whether other audio signals can be played on the same
device when ForcePhone is running. This capability is critical to the user experience, es-
pecially when using ForcePhone for a game control. We play a game background music
from the same device when ForcePhone is running, and record the increased estimation
error. As shown in Fig. 4.16(b), when the music is played by the same speaker at 50%
of full-volume, ForcePhone experiences about 46g of additional estimation error, which
does not affect the core functionality of ForcePhone. Moreover, when the played music
is processed further by using a 15kHz low-pass filter, the imposed error decreased further
to 37g. Note that the current design of ForcePhone allows game music to be played at
most 50% of full-volume, as the other 50% is dedicated for ForcePhone’s functionality.
This limitation can be addressed when the phone development kit supports streaming mu-
sic/chirps to different speakers (devices usually have 2 or more speakers, but only one of
them can be used at a time).
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Setting Idle Backlight ForcePhone Website Game
Power (mean) 33 856 1160 2564 3692
Table 4.2: Power consumption (mW). The additional power consumption by
ForcePhone is about 304mW, which is small relative to that of normal phone usage.
4.6.3 Power Consumption
We measure the power consumption of ForcePhone with the Monsoon Power Moni-
tor [23] on Galaxy Note 4. For the baseline measurements, we turn off the phone’s radios
and estimate the force through our JNI/C++ local implementation. We ran each scenario for
20 seconds in 6 different states: 1) idle, with the screen off, 2) backlight, with the screen
displaying a white background, 3) ForcePhone, with the screen on, 4) website surfing,
when networking is enabled, and 5) video game, “Puzzle&Dragon”. These measurement
results are summarized in Table 4.2.
Activating the naive implementation of ForcePhone consumes an additional power of
304mW compared to the case when nothing is executed and background is on. More than
90% of this power consumption comes from using the hardware of speaker, microphone,
and accelerometer — this is consistent with the results in [39]. The computation cost of
ForcePhone is minimal since it builds a model to estimate the applied force rather than
fingerprinting the sound changes. Note that the ratio of ForcePhone’s power consumption
is dependent on its usage. For example, though ForcePhone incurs 26% power overhead
(compared to the blacklight case) when it is used to select app options at home screen,
users won’t press this option for a long time and ForcePhone can be turned off once the
selection is done. If the proposed squeezable back function is used for web surfing, acti-
vating ForcePhone incurs only an 11% power-consumption overhead, which reduces the
life of Note 4’s 12 Wh battery by about 30min. The percentage overhead is reduced fur-
ther if ForcePhone is used for game control or when microphones or speakers have been
activated for other purposes.
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the ball by force 
(b) Experiment Controller (a) Experiment App 
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Figure 4.17: User interface for experiments. Users are requested to move a ball to the
marked red box by applying different amounts of force to the blue button and squeeze the
phone twice for surfing the previous web page. Action requests are sent, and the results are
recorded by the controller.
4.6.4 Usability Test
We recruited 6 participants (4 males and 2 females) to test the usability of ForcePhone
by asking them to perform a set of tasks as shown in Fig. 4.17(a). Since these 6 participants
are students who are aware of this project, we only tested their ability to complete the
assigned tasks. (The results of the other users’ opinions on ForcePhone will be provided
in the next subsection.) In the first task, users are asked to move a ball by applying force
and stop it at a randomly-selected red box; the highest box is reached by applying a 500g
force and the ball located at the bottom of boxes (0g) when the task starts. This experiment
follows a similar design principle as that in [106] to test if the user can effectively control
the force at different levels. Experiments start from stopping the ball at one of the two
big boxes (i.e., only two levels) to one of the five small boxes. We asked users to perform
these tasks at different positions, such as controlling the phone while it is on a table, while
holding it in hand, or while walking and using it simultaneously. A remote controller sends
requests and records the accuracy and delay of users’ reaction as shown in Fig. 4.17(b).
Fig. 4.18 shows the accuracy (the success rate of moving the ball into the selected box)
and the delay between the user touching the blue button and finishing the task. The plots
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Figure 4.18: Result of controlling a ball with ForcePhone. Results are averaged over 6
participants. Delay is estimated as the time between the user presses/releases the button.
show that most participants can effectively control ball movement with ForcePhone when
there are only 2 – 3 boxes. This result supports our hard-pressed option app since the users
can easily control the applied force at two levels with higher than 97% accuracy. When
more than 3 boxes (levels) are provided, users can still achieve higher than 90% accuracy
when the phone is stationary on the table. This is consistent with our earlier evaluation of
estimation accuracy. Although different touch positions might incur additional errors, the
high correlation between the force estimated by ForcePhone and the real force is sufficient
for users to control the phone effectively. It is worth noting that moving the ball toward the
top/bottom boxes is easier than the box in the middle; moving the ball to the bottom or top
box has 13% higher accuracy than moving the ball into the middle box. A similar property
was also reported in [106].
On average, users require only 0.7 second to stop the ball at the correct position when
there are two boxes. This delay increases to 2 seconds when the users attempt moving
the ball among 5 boxes while walking. Interestingly, controlling the ball when the phone
is stationary is considered the easiest task, but the participants use a slightly less time to
complete the 2-box task while walking. We conjecture this phenomenon is caused by the
order of tests we perform, where the walking test is executed after testing the phone–table
and in-hand cases. This property implies that performance can be improved further once
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Figure 4.19: Results of squeeze detection. The accuracy of the last three participants is
increased to more than 90% when the detection criterion is adjusted after this test.
the users become familiar with ForcePhone. The average accuracy of repeating the same
task on the Galaxy Note 4 is increased by 3%. We think this minimal improvement is due to
the users’ familiarity with this task rather than the force estimation accuracy. In summary,
users can effectively use ForcePhone to control different levels of applied force for various
scenarios.
In the second experiment, we asked the participants to squeeze the phone’s body. Once
ForcePhone detects the squeeze, the testing app switches to the previous UI page with a
different background and indicates the page number as shown in Fig. 4.17(a). Due to the
lack of ground truth (no touch event exists), we asked the users to click the no response
button once the user observes the applied squeeze not detected. We count the number of
times the squeeze is detected without any instruction from the remote controller as a false
positive.
Fig. 4.19 shows the accuracy and delay for each user. Participant 1 has the highest
accuracy and the lowest delay because the detection setting is tuned according to his own
preliminary test and since he practiced this task more than the other users. The average
accuracy when the phone is held in hand is 90%. The accuracy drops to 82% when the
participants use their phones while walking. Due to the lack of timing information on when
the user applies and stops the squeeze, we only record the delay between the instruction and
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the squeeze feedback (either success or fail). As shown in Fig. 4.19(b), the average delay
of each squeeze is about 2 seconds. Users experience low accuracy usually experience a
long delay since they have to wait and then click the “no response” button if the squeeze
is not detected. From the measurements of our previous moving-ball test, we found users
usually need 0.8 second to react to the displayed instruction, and hence the delay of squeeze
detection is expected no longer than 1.5 seconds.
It is possible to detect a squeeze in users’ pocket, which can be used to turn off alarms
or notifications when the phone is in pocket. However, our measurement shows that its
performance depends not only on how the phone is squeezed but also on the clothing ma-
terial. Tight jeans (e.g., worn by p1 to p3) generally have a better detection accuracy than
loose pants. During this controlled experiment, only 4 false detections are observed. Users’
feedback on the false positive rate will be presented in the next section.
Based on more than 600 squeeze profiles collected from the 6 participants, we tuned our
final squeeze detection setting as follows. We set the high and low thresholds of squeeze
detection to 310g and 175g, respectively. We identify signals as a peak only when the peak
width lies between 2 and 8 samples and the peak-to-valley ratio is greater than 2.5. By
applying these new criteria to the collected traces, the overall detection accuracies for the
last three participants increase to higher than 90% for both in-hand and walking scenarios.
We used the same setting in our subsequent application tests for other participants.
4.6.5 Users Study of Proposed Apps
For a users study of ForcePhone-based apps, we randomly chose 21 participants (7
females and 14 males) among a large student population at the University of Michigan.
All of recruited participants own smartphones; only 3 of them have the latest iPhone 6s
and knew how to use 3D Touch prior to this test. In contrast to our previous usability
test, these participants were unaware of ForcePhone and our research group (so they have
no initial bias). We first ask the participants to use the built-in hard-pressed option of
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Questions Strongly disagree/Disagree
No
opinion
Strongly agree
/Agree
Hard-pressed option is helpful 0 0 21
Hard-pressing(3D Touch) is responsive 1 1 19
Hard-pressing is responsive 0 1 20
Ball-moving game is interesting 0 3 18
Moving ball is responsive 2 4 15
Squeezable back is helpful 1 2 18
Squeezing is responsive 2 1 18
False detection is acceptable 4 7 10
Table 4.3: Application study results. Survey questions are given after users try the hard-
pressed option, ball-moving game, and squeezable back applications for 10 to 15mins.
iPhone 6s and then try the same function implemented by ForcePhone on Galaxy Note
4. We built a fake UI (as shown in Fig. 4.2(a)) to make them feel if they were triggering
the real option on Android. We set the testing threshold for enabling options to 340g,
which is similar to the iPhone’s. We chose not to make a blind test by using our iPhone
implementation because the current iOS disables the vibration service when audio is being
recorded. According to our preliminary test, vibrating the phone when the hard-pressed
option is being activated is critical to the user experience. After trying the hard-pressed
option, the users were instructed to play a simple game with the moving-ball test app. This
allows us to record the users’ feedback on using ForcePhone as a continuous UI input.
While playing the game, users have to move the ball into the red box, and the number of
boxes was increased when the users completed the task. Last, we asked the participants to
test our squeezable back app that automatically navigates the previous UI page when they
squeeze the phone twice. The threshold is set based on the results of our previous usability
study. It took about 15 minutes on average, to complete the entire test.
After testing our app, a survey form was filled out by the participants, and the results are
summarized in Table 4.3. The question mark by “3D Touch” in Table 4.3 refers to the hard-
pressed option implemented by Apple 3D Touch, while the others refer to ForcePhone.
Most users are positive of the proposed apps and think them helpful. For the hard-press
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option, most users think ForcePhone has a comparable performance to Apple 3D Touch.
One of them said ForcePhone is better than 3D Touch because the vibration in Android is
much clearer (stronger) than iPhone’s, which is not related to the force detection. Only 3
users think iPhone’s performance is better, but still acknowledge ForcePhone is responsive
enough for the hard-pressed option app. This indicates that ForcePhone can handle simple
tasks with a comparable performance as adding proprietary sensors. Moreover, most users
feel the squeezable back app is helpful, which is a unique capability of ForcePhone.
Most users regard that controlling the ball based on the applied force is relatively diffi-
cult, but still were able to control the ball. Two users think our test setting is too sensitive,
making it difficult to move the ball. We also discovered some errors caused by applying a
large initial force and releasing the button immediately, which was not the intended case for
ForcePhone. After the users are instructed to move the ball by gradually applying force,
they are able to control the ball with ForcePhone. The squeezable back app received a
similar rating as the ball-moving game. In our other survey, 16 users indicated difficulty in
clicking the app back button when operating the phone with one hand which supports the
design of our squeezable back app. Most users think our current parameter setting tuned
by previous 6 participants is responsive and acceptable. A half of users experienced false
detections when they moved the phone from one hand to the other. During the test, none of
users heard the sound used in ForcePhone, so no user annoyance. The test locations were
close to a cafe crowded with students, but ForcePhone was robust to human noises. Most
common comments from the users are “cool idea” and “useful’. We plan to have extensive
and large-scale tests before releasing ForcePhone to public.
4.7 Discussion
ForcePhone has been shown to be able to expand user input interfaces by using only
built-in sensors. Several demonstrative apps have been developed and tested, but there
are many other use-cases of ForcePhone. Discussed below are the limitations of current
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Figure 4.20: Potential usage of ForcePhone.
ForcePhone and some of possible directions of our future work.
4.7.1 Limitations
As our evaluation results show, ForcePhone’s force estimation includes noise from
object contacts and human movements, calling for an app design to eliminate this noise. An
extreme example that breaks ForcePhone’s functionality is to activate the force estimation
by placing the phone on a table then quickly moving and holding it in hand. However,
this limitation of ForcePhone can be avoided by a proper app design. For example, the
hard-pressed option app only needs force measurements within a short period of time (e.g.,
2 seconds) and is inactivated if the phone is being moved. Apps like drawing lines with
different line styles/thickness by applying different amounts of force is not suitable for
the current ForcePhone as it is more probable for the user to (unintentionally) change
the environment during the line drawing. But selection of thickness by applying different
amounts of force is possible since it is akin to our ball-moving test. In our measurement, to
achieve accurate and long-lasting force sensing, ForcePhone needs the phone to be fixed
at a certain location. For example, Fig. 4.20(a) demonstrates the above-mentioned force-
sensitive drawing app by attaching the phone on a stand.
In our squeezable back app, missed detections occur when the detection is intentionally
turned off upon identification of extensive movements, such as sudden turns or stops. This
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is a safety mechanism for ForcePhone to avoid false detections, but the users are not
aware of this. One way to avoid this misunderstanding and improve the user experience is
to provide a feedback when the squeeze detection is temporarily turned off. For example,
the background of website or the title bar can be dimmed slightly when the squeezable back
app is deactivated. Studying the users’ reaction to this new UI design is part of our future
work.
While the touch location near the speaker/microphone used to play/record sounds is
found more sensitive to the applied force (i.e., making more pronounced signal changes),
the middle area of touch screen usually provides more reliable force estimation. For ex-
ample, when more than 1.2kg force is applied to the top area of iPhone 6s, the received
signals jump quickly and the relation between f (t) and r(t) breaks down. We suspect this
phenomenon is due to the pressuring of phone’s microphone and other internal compo-
nents. So, we suggest to limit the estimated force to 500g for consistent performance, even
though certain locations can sense the force up to 3kg. This phenomenon also causes the
estimated signal strength s(t) at certain locations to rise when the force is applied. Most of
these situations caused by pressing the phone can be compensated by our calibration of r(t)
and the estimation constraints caused by this problem will likely be addressed in the near
future since commodity phones start to increase the number and fidelity of speakers/mi-
crophones. For example, when multiple speaker–microphone pairs are used to sense force
interactively, the locations yielding erroneous estimations for a single microphone–speaker
pair can be corrected by the other microphones and speakers. We should also note that, as
shown in our measurements, these minor issues incur minimal annoyance to users when
ForcePhone is properly applied.
4.7.2 Potential Applications
The participants of our usability study suggested many potential uses of ForcePhone
after trying the proposed apps. Of them, two most promising and interesting uses are
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mobile health apps and force-sensitive wearable devices.
Mobile phones or wearables are good candidate platforms for mobile health apps since
people carry them all time. For example, systems of notifying/requesting users to walk or
excise are now built in most commodity phones [4, 28]. Researchers have also shown the
benefits of drinking more water via mobile apps [45]. ForcePhone can provide a new func-
tion/capability of these systems because it can determine how hard a user squeezes/touches
the phone. As shown in Fig. 4.20(b), this functionality can be used as a replacement of
force-finger-trainer that is helpful for the people with disability and those who use hands
and fingers excessively for their work, e.g., computer programmers.
ForcePhone can also be implemented in wearable devices that have even less space
for user inputs than smartphones. Unfortunately, current wearable devices usually have
less sensing capabilities than smartphones, especially for the microphone sensitivity and
sample rate. For example, Samsung Gear S (watch) can only support an audio sample rate
up to 32kHz, which is inadequate for the current design of ForcePhone. Apple Watch
hardware is found to be the best to implement ForcePhone, but its current API does not
yet support data reading from the audio queue and process audio data in real time. In
future, we expect the sensing capability of wearables to improve so that ForcePhone can
be implemented and used for numerous apps.
4.8 Conclusion
We have proposed ForcePhone, an inexpensive solution that adds a force-sensitive
interface to commodity phones without additional hardware. ForcePhone has been im-
plemented on iOS and Android, and several apps based on its functionality have been
developed and tested. Our evaluation has shown ForcePhone to provide comparable per-
formance as augmented proprietary force sensors and to be robust to most real-life noises.
The proposed apps are easy to use with higher than 90% accuracy and minimal overheads.
In future, we plan to test ForcePhone on a wide range of devices and scenarios.
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CHAPTER V
LibAcousticSensing
5.1 Introduction
Over the past decade, acoustic sensing has drawn significant attention thanks to its
ubiquitous sensing capability. For example, it can be easily installed on numerous ex-
isting platforms, such as laptops, smartphones, wearables, or even IoT devices, because
most of them are already equipped with microphones and speakers. Acoustic sensing is
also versatile; it can provide context-aware computations [37, 76, 83, 88, 96, 109, 118], ex-
tend human–computer interfaces [47, 58, 62, 79, 94, 119, 124], and create nearly zero-cost
inter-device interactions [36, 56, 81, 92, 115, 131, 132]. Even though these applications are
designed to be ubiquitous, most of them are implemented only on a single platform like
Android or iOS, and tested with just one or two types of devices.
Different platforms/devices, in general, have significantly different sensing capabilities
due to their varying hardware and operating systems (OSes). As a result, cross-platform
implementation and deployment of acoustic sensing apps require a significant amount of
time/effort.
We introduce below the three major challenges in building such cross-platform support.
Fragmented programming language support Porting the same signal processing algo-
rithms and applications to different programming languages and platforms, such as Java
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on Android and Objective-C/SWIFT on iOS, are difficult, time-consuming, and error-
prone [51]. Moreover, any modification of the algorithms causes changes of code on mul-
tiple platforms, entailing significant development and maintenance costs.
Platform-dependent settings Each platform has a specific set of settings, so develop-
ers must acquire detailed knowledge to set the correct values on multiple platforms. For
example, adding a recorder flag in Android (AudioSource.VOICE RECOGNITION) might
significantly change the acoustic sensing behavior by disabling the automatic gain control
(AGC). A similar tweak exists in iOS’s AVAudioSession. These settings can be easily
overlooked by the developers unfamiliar with platform SDK.
Device hardware tuning Since real-time acoustic sensing has stringent timing and sig-
nal requirements, it is essential to tune the algorithms to different device hardware. For
example, some microphones might even receive 20dB less signal strength at 22kHz than
others [81]. It is also worth noting that, due to the varying installation location of the micro-
phone/speaker on a device, a fixed-volume sound might saturate the microphone on certain
devices while it might be too weak to be picked up on other devices.
We propose LibAcousticSensing (LibAS)1 to meet these challenges by facilitating
the rapid development/deployment of acoustic sensing apps on different platforms. LibAS
is designed based on our study of more than 20 existing acoustic sensing apps. Specifi-
cally, large amounts of time and effort have been spent repeatedly to address the common
platform issues that are often irrelevant to each app’s sensing purpose. For example, sev-
eral researchers [82, 100, 118, 132] mentioned the problem caused by non-real-time OS
delay and then solved this issue by syncing the played/recorded sound through their own
ad-hoc solutions. This repeated effort can be avoided or significantly reduced by providing
a proper abstraction that handles the common platform issues systematically.
Fig. 5.1 shows the concept of LibAS which divides a normal acoustic sensing app into
1LibAS is open-sourced at: https://github.com/yctung/LibAcousticSensing
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Figure 5.1: Concept of LibAS. LibAS reduces the cross-platform development effort for
acoustic sensing apps by hiding laborious platform-dependent programming details.
two parts: (1) essential sensing algorithms and (2) platform control components. This
separation is based on an observation that the design of sent signals (e.g., tones, chirps,
or phase-modulated sounds) and the analysis of received signals (e.g., Doppler detection,
fingerprinting, or demodulation) are usually aligned with the specific app’s goal. Besides
these two app-dependent components, handling audio ring buffers and audio multiplexing
are mostly duplicated across apps and are closely related to the specific platform. Given
such characteristics of acoustic sensing apps, separating the essential sensing algorithms
from the other components can provide a cross-platform abstraction that hides the platform-
dependent details from the app developers. To date, LibAS’s platform control API has been
implemented to support iOS, Android, Tizen, and Linux/Windows.
With LibAS, app developers are only required to choose signals to sense and then build
a callback function for handling each repetition of the sensing signals being received. The
developers can either build the callback function by using LibAS’s server-client remote
mode with Matlab, or choose the standalone mode with C (both are cross-platform sup-
ported). The former provides rapid prototyping environments (the received signals can
be monitored and visualized via the built-in utility functions and GUI), while the latter
provides a fast computation interface and can be shipped in a standalone app. We expect
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developers to use the remote mode first to design and validate their sensing algorithms, and
then transform their algorithms to the standalone mode, when necessary. Building acous-
tic sensing apps in this remote-to-standalone way not only reduces the development effort
(compared to programming directly in the platform languages without any visualization
support) but also makes the essential components platform-agnostic. This is akin to sev-
eral well-known cross-platform UI libraries [11, 25, 27], but we are the first to apply it to
acoustic sensing apps.
Evaluation results show that our library significantly reduces the cross-platform de-
velopment effort of acoustic sensing apps. Specifically, LibAS has been used to build
three demonstrative acoustic sensing apps. These apps cover the three major categories of
acoustic sensing, i.e., sonar-like sensing, inter-device interaction, and sound fingerprint-
ing. Our implementations show LibAS’s adaptability to meet all the unique requirements
of these categories, such as real-time response, capability of controlling multiple devices,
and connecting to a third-party machine learning library. With LibAS, app implementa-
tions require only about 100 lines of code to build (excluding the code for user interface).
LibAS reduces up to 90% of the lines of code in the projects for which we acquired the
source code. Three developers who used LibAS to build projects reported significant re-
ductions of their development time, especially in case of building the first prototype, e.g.,
from weeks to a few days. As reported by these developers, LibAS’s utility functions ease
the cross-platform/device tuning by visualizing several critical sensing metrics in real time.
Only minimal overheads are imposed by LibAS, e.g., 30ms and 5ms latencies in the remote
mode and standalone mode, respectively.
This paper makes the following four contributions:
• Design of the first library to ease the cross-platform development of acoustic sensing
apps [Section 5.3];
• Implementation of three existing apps from different categories using LibAS [Section
5.4 / Section 5.5];
• Evaluation of the overhead of LibAS and its capability to handle the effects of het-
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Sonar-like sensing
System Purpose Testbed
FingerIO [94] Gesture sensing Galaxy S4 & wearables
SoundWave [58] Gesture sensing MAC Air & 3 laptops
AudioGest [110] Gesture sensing Galaxy S4/Tab & Mac
LLAP [127] Gesture sensing Galaxy S5
vTrack [47] Drawing & Keystroke sensing Galaxy Note4 & S2
ApneaApp [93] Sleep apnea detection 4 Android devices
BumpAlert [120] Obstacle detection 6 Android devices
Inter-device interactions
PseudoRanging [81] Location sensing Special mic and amp
Spartacus [115] Movement sensing Galaxy Nexus
AAMouse [130] Movement sensing Google Nexus 4 & Dell laptop
SwordFight [132] Device distance sensing Nexus One & Focus
BeepBeep [100] Device distance sensing HP iPAQ & Dopod 838
DopEnc [131] Life logging 6 Android devices
Dhwani [92] Device communication Galaxy S2 & HP mini
Sound fingerprinting
EchoTag [118] Location sensing 4 Android & 1 iPhone
RoomSense [109] Location sensing Galaxy S2
CondioSense [83] Location sensing 4 Android devices
Acoustruments [79] User interface augmenting iPhone 5c
Symbolic Location [76] Contacted surface sensing Nokia 5500 Sport
Touch & Activate [97] Touch sensing Arduino
SweepSense [80] Configuration sensing Mac & earbuds
Table 5.1: Acoustic sensing apps. Most ubiquitous acoustic sensing apps are only imple-
mented and tested on few devices and platforms. We categorize these apps into three types
and will demonstrate how to build sensing apps of each type with LibAS.
erogeneous hardware/platform support [Section 5.6]; and
• User study of three developers who used LibAS in their real-world projects [Section
5.7].
5.2 Related Work
Acoustic sensing is expected to become ubiquitous as it can be integrated into exist-
ing computational platforms, such as laptops, mobile phones, wearables, and IoT devices.
Sensing via acoustic signals can be either passive or active. Passive acoustic sensing only
utilizes the device microphone to record the environmental sounds, user speeches, or the
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sound of nearby events to provide context-aware computations [37,62,63,88,109,116,124].
On the other hand, active acoustic sensing uses both the speaker and the microphone to send
a specially-designed sound and then monitor/evaluate how this sound is received/modified
by the targeting events. Active acoustic sensing can provide virtual touch interfaces [47,
79, 97, 130], determine the relative movements between devices [81, 100, 115, 131, 132],
remember the tagged locations [76, 109, 118], or recognize the users’ status or their inter-
actions with devices [58,93,94,119]. LibAS is designed mainly for active acoustic sensing
but it can also be used for passive acoustic sensing. Existing active acoustic sensing apps
are summarized in Table 5.1. Although these apps are usually claimed to be ubiquitous,
most of them are actually implemented and tested only on one or two types of devices.
This lack of cross-platform support hampers the deployment of acoustic sensing apps.
LibAS is designed to solve this problem by providing a high-level abstraction that hides
device/platform-dependent development details from the acoustic sensing algorithms.
LibAS also provides utility functions to help tune the performance of acoustic sensing
on devices. Existing studies reported several tuning issues caused by high speaker/mi-
crophone gain variations [81], lack of device microphone controls [124], speaker ringing
effects [92], significant physical separation of microphones from speakers [119], random
speaker jitters [132], and adaptation of microphone automatic gain control (AGC) [118].
These issues have usually been addressed in an ad-hoc way by each developer, and there
are few systematic ways to analyze them. LibAS provides an easily accessible GUI to se-
lect microphones/speakers available to sense, determine if the AGC can be disabled, and
then determine the gains of signals received between different pairs of microphones and
speakers. We also plan to add a crowdsourcing feature that helps collect these types of
device information when developers are testing them with LibAS, so that future developers
will have a better insight before actually building their own acoustic apps.
There already exist several libraries/frameworks targeting the acoustic sensing apps,
but all of them have very different goals from LibAS. For example, Dsp.Ear [54] is a
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Figure 5.2: System overview. LibAS provides a universal interface/wrapper to communi-
cate with the callback components. Thus, the platform control API can be easily imported
to support different devices/platforms while keeping the developer’s essential sensing al-
gorithm consistent.
system-wide support to accelerate the acoustic sensing computation by utilizing phone’s
GPU while DeepEar [78] is a library for constructing a convolution neural network (CNN)
based on acoustic sensing signals. Auditeur [96] and SoundSense [88] focus on providing
a scalable/cloud-based service to collect acoustic features. CAreDroid [50] is an Android-
only framework to provide an efficient sensing (including acoustic signals) interface for
context-aware computations. The closest to LibAS is Code In The Air (CITA) [71, 107],
which also provides a cross-platform abstraction for smartphone sensors (including micro-
phones). However, CITA focuses on only tasking apps, such as sending a message to users’
wives when they leave office, and has limited real-time support for active acoustic sensing.
Note that most of these libraries/frameworks are also parallel to LibAS, so can be inte-
grated in LibAS, if necessary. In terms of the cross-platform development, LibAS is more
closely related to the well-known PhoneGap [25], ReactNative [27], and Cocoa2d-x [11]
frameworks where developers can build cross-platform mobile app/game UI by JavaScript
or C++.
5.3 System Design
Fig. 5.2 provides an overview of LibAS. As shown in this figure, among the four compo-
nents of an app developed by LibAS, only the leftmost component includes the developer’s
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code that realizes the essential sensing algorithm of apps. The platform control API is
the only platform-dependent component which needs to be imported based on the target
platforms (e.g., LibAS.aar for Android or LibAS.framework for iOS). The main interface
of LibAS exposed to developers is the class called AcousticSensingController which
can be initialized to either a “remote mode” or a “standalone mode”. In what follows,
we will describe how to use LibAS in these two modes, how LibAS can be cross-platform
supported, and the development flow of using LibAS.
5.3.1 Remote Mode
In the remote mode, the phone/watch becomes a slave sensing device controlled by a
remote Matlab script called Main.m. This Matlab script creates a LibAS sensing server
which will send the sensing sounds to devices, sync the developer’s sensing configurations,
and use the assigned callback function, Callback.m, to handle the recorded signals. The
recorded signals will first be pre-processed by LibAS, truncated into small pieces (i.e., the
segment of each sensing signal repetition), and each segment will be sent to the callback
function. The callback function is responsible for calculating the sensing result based on
the app’s purpose. A conceptual callback function of a sonar-like sensing app can be:
dists= peak detect(matched f ilter(received signal))
Note the sensing results, e.g., dists in this example, will be automatically streamed back
to the device for providing a phone/watch UI update (e.g., dumping the result as texts) in
real time. A complete code example of using LibAS to implement real apps is provided in
the next section.
Our remote mode design aims to help developers focus on building the essential sensing
algorithm in a comfortable programming environment, i.e., Matlab. Note that our current
Matlab implementation is only a design choice; it is possible to build the same function-
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ality in other languages (e.g., Python). We choose to implement the remote mode with
Matlab because it provides several useful built-in signal processing and visualization tools.
Many existing acoustic sensing projects also use Matlab to process/validate their acoustic
algorithms [37, 37, 76, 82, 89, 93, 115, 118–120,130].
5.3.2 Standalone Mode
In contrast to the remote mode, the standalone mode allows sensing apps to be executed
without connecting to a remote server. To achieve this, the developers are required to
export their sensing configurations in the Main.m to binary/json files (with a single LibAS
function call) and then transform the Callback.m function to C. In our current setting, this
Matlab-to-C transformation can be either done manually by the developers or automatically
completed by the Matlab Coder API [22,31]. The transformation should be straightforward
since LibAS’s abstraction lets the callback only focus on “how to output a value based
on each repetition of the received sensing signals”. The C-based callback has the same
function signature as our Matlab remote callback so it can be easily connected to the same
LibAS platform control API. Specifically, when developers already have a workable sensing
app with the remote mode, the standalone can be enabled by passing the C-based callback
function as an initialization parameter to AcousticSensingController. The app will
then seamlessly become a standalone app while all other functions work the same as in the
remote mode.
Note that the standalone mode not only can execute the app without network access but
also usually provide a better performance, such as a shorter response latency. However, it
is challenging to develop/debug the sensing callback directly in the low-level language like
C due to the lack of proper signal processing and visualization support. For example, if the
developers incorrectly implement the previously-mentioned matched filter with wrong pa-
rameters, the detections might seem correct (still able to detect something) while the detec-
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Figure 5.3: Expected development flow. Developers can first use the published LibAS
DevApp (cross-platform supported) to realize their idea without even installing platform
development kits, like XCode or AndroidStudio.
tion performance is severely degraded. To solve this problem, we provide a MexWrapper2
that can easily connect/test the C callback even in the remote mode (i.e., the recorded audio
will be streamed remotely to the Matlab server but the received signal will be processed
by the C-based callback, as shown in Fig. 5.2). This “hybrid” mode helps visualize and
debug the C callback. For example, the matched filter with wrong parameters can be easily
identified by plotting the detected peak profiles in Matlab.
5.3.3 Expected Development Flow
Fig. 5.3 shows a typical development flow of using LibAS. New developers may first
install our remote Matlab package and the pre-built DevApp (like an example developing
app). This DevApp helps developers connect phones/watches to their sensing servers, with
a simple UI as shown in Fig. 5.2, thus eliminating the need to install and learn platform
development kits at this stage. After deciding which signals to use and how to process
them in the callback function, the developers can start testing their sensing algorithms on
real devices from different platforms and then modify the algorithm to meet their goals.
Developers can, in the end, choose to install a platform development kit for building
the UI that they like to have and import LibAS as a library for their own apps. Note that the
2MEX [8] is an interface to call native C functions in Matlab
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same sensing algorithm implemented in Matlab can be used for both ways, i.e., executing
DevApp directly or including LibAS as an external library. Most of our current developers
choose our remote mode to build their demo apps thanks to the simplicity and the strong
visualization support in Matlab.
Once developers have validated their algorithms in the remote mode, they can (op-
tionally) finalize the app to the standalone mode. As described earlier, developers can
finish this transformation easily with the Matlab Coder API [22, 31], test with our Matlab
MEXWrapper, and then ask the app to connect to the standalone callback function. When-
ever developers notice a problem with their designed sensing algorithms, they can easily
switch back to the remote Matlab mode for ease of the subsequent development.
5.3.4 Cross-platform Support
Some astute readers might have already noticed that LibAS can provide the cross-
platform support because our platform control API connects to developers’ sensing al-
gorithms via several universal interfaces/wrappers (marked by the double tilde symbols in
Fig. 5.2). For example, in the remote mode, different devices/platforms talk to the remote
server via a standard socket. In the standalone mode, devices can understand the C-based
callback either directly (like iOS and Tizen) or through native interfaces, like JNI/NDK
(Android and Java). In summary, nearly all mobile platforms can understand/interface C
and standard sockets, thus enabling LibAS to support the development of cross-platform
acoustic sensing apps.
We are not the first to support cross-platform frameworks with this concept. For ex-
ample, a well-known game library, Cocos2d-x [11], also helps build cross-platform games
in C. Our remote mode model is also similar to several popular cross-platform UI frame-
works like PhoneGap [25] and ReactNative [27] that load app UI/content from a remote/lo-
cal JavaScript server. However, we are the first to apply this concept to acoustic sensing
apps. With its cross-platform support, LibAS enables acoustic sensing apps to be ported to
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various existing and emerging devices.
5.4 Implementation
LibAS implements the platform control API in Java, Objective-C, and C separately,
and exports them as external libraries on different platforms, such as .aar for Android,
.framework for iOS, .jar for Linux/Windows, and .h/.c for Tizen. These implementations
follow a unified protocol to play/record acoustic signals and talk to the remote Matlab
sensing server. Implementing this framework to offload the sensed data to aMatlab, process
it, and then return the result to the device is challenging for the following two reasons.
First, it requires the domain knowledge of controlling audio and network interfaces
on different platforms. For example, Android SDK can support recording and playing
audio signals simultaneously by just writing or reading bytes from AudioRecord and to
AudioTrack classes in separate threads. However, iOS requires developers to know how
to allocate and handle low-level audio ring buffers in the CoreAudio framework to record
audio in real time (i.e., fetching the audio buffer for real-time processing whenever it is
available rather than getting the entire buffer only when the recording ends). Tizen needs
its native programming interface of audio-in/out classes to record and play audios based
on a callback. Also, different platforms usually need their own ways to control which mi-
crophone/speaker to use and how to send/record the signal properly. These development
overheads can be the roadblock to the realization of existing acoustic sensing apps on dif-
ferent platforms.
Second, building a Matlab server to control the sensing devices via sockets is not trivial.
Even thoughMatlab has already been used to process and visualize acoustic signals in many
projects [37, 76, 115, 118, 119, 130], the lack of well-established socket support makes it
challenging to realize our remote mode, especially when multiple devices are connected.
For example, during the development of LibAS, we discovered and reported two issues
with Matlab’s socket library regarding randomly dropped packets and UI thread blocking.
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Similar issues are also noticed by our current users. As a result, they chose to either export
the audio signals as files or processing signals directly in Java before using LibAS. To
address these issues that might have been caused by Matlab’s single-thread nature, LibAS
builds its own external Java socket interface. This Java socket interface is then imported to
Matlab to support reading/writing multiple sockets simultaneously in separate threads. The
performance of our current design is shown in Section 5.6.
5.5 Demonstrative Applications
We have implemented three different types of acoustic sensing apps with LibAS. These
apps are chosen to cover the three major acoustic sensing categories: (1) sonar-like sensing
(2) inter-device interaction, and (3) sound fingerprinting. Table 5.1 shows how existing
projects belong to these three categories. The purpose of these implementations is to show
how LibAS can be used to build real acoustic sensing apps and how LibAS can reduce the
development efforts.
The first demo app is a sonar sensing on phones, which sends high-frequency chirps
and estimates the distance to nearby objects based on the delay of received/reflected chirps.
Technically, the development pattern of such a sonar-like sensing is akin to many exist-
ing approaches which send a sound and analyze the reflected echoes in real time (even
though the signals might be processed differently). The second demo app is an inter-device
movement sensing based on the Doppler effect [108]. This app can be regarded as a gener-
alization of multiple existing inter-device interacting apps. We will use this app to show the
advanced features of LibAS, such as how to control multiple devices simultaneously. The
last demo app is a graphic user interface (GUI) which can easily classify different targeted
activities based on acoustic signatures. The functionality of this app can cover several ex-
isting projects to know the location/status of phones by comparing the acoustic signatures.
We will utilize this app to demonstrate Matlab’s GUI support and capabilities in connecting
to other 3rd-party libraries to quickly validate acoustic fingerprinting apps.
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SERVER PORT = 50005;
JavaSensingServer.closeAll();
% 0. sensing configurations
FS = 48000; PERIOD = 2400; CHIRP LEN = 1200;
FREQ MIN = 18000; FREQ MAX = 24000;
FADING RATIO = 0.5; REPEAT CNT = 36000;
% 1. build sensing signals
time = (0:CHIRP LEN 1)./FS;
signal = chirp(time, FREQ MIN, time(end), FREQ MAX);
signal = ApplyFadingInStartAndEndOfSignal(signal, FADING RATIO); % for
inaudibility
as = AudioSource('demo', signal, FS, REPEAT CNT);
% 2. parse settings for the callback
global PS; PS = struct();
PS.FS = FS; PS.SOUND SPEED = 340; PS.thres = 0.5;
PS.matchedFilter = signal(CHIRP LEN: 1:1);
% 3. create sensing server with callback
ss = SensingServer(SERVER PORT, @SonarCallback, SensingServer.
DEVICE AUDIO MODE PLAY AND RECORD, as);
Code 5.1: SonarMain.m. The remote main script defines the sensing settings and creates
a sensing server.
5.5.1 Demo App: Sonar Sensing
The first app we developed with LibAS is a basic sonar system that continuously sends
inaudible chirps to estimate the distance to nearby objects. The distance can be measured
by calculating the delay of reflected echoes with the corresponding matched filter [112] (for
the linear chirp case, the optimal matched filter is the reverse of sent chirps). We chose this
app to illustrate the basic steps of using LibAS for the simplicity of the necessary signal
processing. It can be easily extended to many other existing projects which also sense the
environments/objects based on the real-time processing of the reflected sounds.
Code 5.1 (main script) and Code 5.2 (callback function) show how this sonar app is im-
plemented in our remote Matlab mode. As mentioned earlier, the main script and callback
are the only two required functions which developers need to implement for their sensing
algorithms. As the main script shown in Code 5.1, we first create the desired chirp signals
ranging from 18kHz to 24kHz and then pass this created chirp signal along with the desired
SonarCallback function to the SensingServer class. A few other constants necessary
for the callback to parse the received signal — e.g., the signal to correlate as the matched
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function [ret] = SonarCallback(action, data, user, context)
global PS; % parse settings
USER CODE RANGE = 1;
% 1. init callback parameters
if action == context.CALLBACK INIT
PS.detectRange = 5; % meter
% 2. process the senisng data
elseif action == context.CALLBACK DATA
cons = conv(data, PS.matchedFilter);
peaks = cons(cons > PS.thres);
dists = 0.5 * (peaks(2:end)   peaks(1)) * PS.SOUND SPEED / PS.FS;
dists = dists(dists < PS.detectRange);
ret = SenisngResult(dists, 'floatArray');
% 3. user specificied events (optional)
elseif action == context.CALLBACK USER && user.code ==
USER CODE RANGE,
PS.detectRange = user.intVal;
end
end
Code 5.2: SonarCallback.m. The remote callback focuses on processing each repetition
of the sensing signals received.
filter in this example — can be assigned to a global variable called PS.
As the remote callback function shown in Code 5.2, the received data argument can be-
long to 3 different types of action. When the server is created, an action called CALLBACK INIT
will be taken to initialize necessary constants/variables. In this example, we assign the
value of detectRange and it can later be updated in the app’s UI. The most important part
of the callback function occurs when the received data belongs to the action CALLBACK DATA.
In this case, the received data will be a synchronized audio clip which has the same size
and offset as the sent signal. For example, it will be the 25ms chirp sent by the app plus
many reflections following. The synchronization (e.g., knowing where the sent signals in
the received audio start) is processed by LibAS and hidden from the developers. So, de-
velopers can just focus on how to process each repetition of sent signals received. This is
found to be a general behavior of acoustic sensing apps [93, 94, 110, 118–120], where the
apps usually focus on the processing of each repetition of the sent signal. Some system
may need the reference of previously-received signals which can be done by buffering or
using the context input argument. Details of these advanced functions can be found in
LibAS’s Github repository [17].
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Since the recorded signal has already been synchronized and segmented by LibAS, the
processing of each recorded chirp is straightforward. As shown in Code 5.2, a matched
filter, i.e., conv(), can be directly applied to the received signal, and then the peaks (i.e.,
the indication of echoes) are identified by passing a predefined threshold. The distance to
nearby objects can be estimated by multiplying half of the peak delays (after removing the
convolution offset) to the sound of speed, and then divide by the sample rate. The objects
within the detect range will be added to a return object and then be sent back to the device
for updating the app UI. Moreover, the simplicity of callback in LibAS makes its transfor-
mation straightforward for the C-based standalone mode (it can even be automated with
the Matlab Coder API [22, 31]). Note that we intentionally make the detect range modifi-
able in this example to show the extensibility of LibAS. In this example, this value can be
adjusted in the app by calling the sendUserEvent(code, val) function in our platform
control API. An example of sending this user-defined data can be found in the DevApp UI
as shown in Fig. 5.2. This extensibility is important for developers to customize their own
sensing behavior with LibAS. For example, one of our current developers uses this function
to send movement data (based on accelerometers) and then improve the acoustic sensing
performance by integrating the updated movement data. More details of user experience of
LibAS can be found in Section 5.7.
5.5.2 Demo App: Inter-Device Movement Sensing
The second demo app implemented with LibAS is the inter-device movement sensing
app based on the Doppler effect. Specifically, the frequency shift due to the Doppler effect
can be used to estimate the velocity and distance of movements between devices. Sensing
the movement by Doppler shifts has been used to provide a virtual input interface to IoT
devices [130], create a new gesture control between smartphones [115], and detect if two
users are walking toward each other [131]. Our demo app implemented with LibAS can be
viewed as a generalization of these movement sensing apps.
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Figure 5.4: Movement sensing by Doppler shifts. The integrated area of velocity indi-
cates the movement shift. A demo video can be found at https://goo.gl/AiJba9 [19]
Based on Doppler’s theory [108], the relationship between the changed movement
speed and the shifted central frequency can be expressed as: f 0c  fc = v fc/c, where the
fc is the central frequency of sent signals, f 0c is the shifted central frequency, v is the rel-
ative velocity between devices, and c is the speed of sound. Note this Doppler detection
is usually coupled with a downsampling and overlapped sampling to further improve the
sensing resolution and response latency [115, 130, 131]. For example, we set the down-
sampling factor to 8 with an 87% overlapping ratio. This setting can provide a movement
sensing resolution of 2cm/s instead of 17cm/s when sensing via a 20kHz tone.
Most of our current implementation of this demo app follows a similar pattern as in our
previous demo app. Some minor changes include using different signals (i.e., narrow-band
tones) and passing different parsing parameters to the callback (i.e., downsampling fac-
tors). The largest difference is to initialize multiple SensingServer classes for controlling
multiple devices to sense simultaneously. For example, in this example, we have a trans-
mitting/receiving server that connects two devices where one is responsible for sending the
tone sound while the other is responsible for receiving and processing it. In LibAS, devel-
opers can easily configure multiple devices getting connected and then trigger the sensing
among devices together. We omit the description of how to process the callback function of
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the receiving device since it is nearly identical to the previous demo app except for applying
FFT to the data argument instead of the matched filter.
Fig. 5.4 shows the result of moving a Zenwatch 3 from 70cm away toward a Nexus 6P
and then moving it back to the original location. In this example, integrating the estimated
velocity can estimate the moving distance as 64cm, which is about 6cm different from the
ground truth. Similarly to the previous demo app, this implementation needs only about
100 lines of code to write and it can be easily executed on devices from different platforms,
thus showing the simplicity of creating acoustic sensing between devices with LibAS. Note
that this example can also be extended to other apps that need inter-device sensing, such as
aerial acoustic communication or localization [81, 82, 92, 125]. A video of this demo app
can be found at https://goo.gl/AiJba9 [19].
5.5.3 Demo App: GUI for Activity Fingerprinting
The last demo app we have implemented is a graphic user interface (GUI) that can
classify various activities based on acoustic signatures. This demo app is based on the
property that different activities, like placing the phone at different locations, will result in
different frequency-selective fading because the reflected acoustic signals are different from
one location to another. This acoustic signature has been utilized in many sensing apps. For
example, it can be used to distinguish rooms [109], remember the tagged locations [118],
recognize the touched surface [76], and sense how the phone is touched [97]. Using the
GUI of this demo app implemented with LibAS, similar fingerprinting apps can be realized
without even writing a single line of code.
The GUI of this demo app built upon LibAS is shown in Fig. 5.5. After the device’s
DevApp connected to the Matlab server, developers can click the new button to create the
target activity to sense. For example, we have used this GUI to implement a novel app
of sensing hand gestures (i.e., a palm or a fist) with smartwatches. After these targets are
created using the GUI, we ask users to place the hand on each target gesture and click
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Figure 5.5: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for fingerprinting acoustic signatures.
Developers can easily classify different user-defined actions based on acoustic signatures.
A demo video of this GUI support can be found at https://goo.gl/DqFFcA [18].
the record button, which triggers the callback function to save the audio fingerprint of
that target activity. The collected fingerprint is shown automatically in the GUI when the
recorded data is streamed by LibAS, so that developers may easily see if it is possible
to get reliable acoustic signatures for each target activity. SVM classifiers can be built
by clicking the train button and the corresponding training parameters can be adjusted
in the right side of the control panel. Once the predict button is clicked, the result of
classification will be updated as the red text shown in the GUI in real time. This simple
GUI for fingerprinting apps is shown to be able to identify the above-mentioned gestures
by Zenwatch 3 with a higher than 98% accuracy. A demo video of this GUI can be found
at https://goo.gl/DqFFcA [18].
This demo app shows how the GUI-support of Matlab and the capability of integrating
3rd-party libraries, i.e., LibSVM [43], can help develop acoustic sensing apps using LibAS.
We have also used this GUI to realize other fingerprinting apps, such as EchoTag [118],
and obtained reasonably good results in a very short time without any coding. This GUI
can be easily adapted to passive acoustic fingerprinting apps, such as Batphone [116] and
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others [37,88], which use the sound of environments as acoustic signatures, rather than the
sensing signals sent by the device.
5.6 Evaluation
We will first evaluate the overhead of our current LibAS implementation, such as the
response latency and the preprocessing cost. Then, we will show the adaptability of us-
ing LibAS to build cross-platform acoustic sensing apps. Specifically, we will show how
the platform/device heterogeneity can affect our demo apps and how these issues can be
identified/mitigated by using LibAS.
5.6.1 Overhead
As the system described earlier, LibAS is a thin layer between the developers’ sensing
algorithms and the sensing devices. In the standalone mode, the performance overhead of
LibAS is nearly negligible since every component is built natively. In the remote mode,
there can be an additional overhead caused by the network connection.
5.6.1.1 Response latency
LibAS provides a convenient utility function to measure the response latency of the de-
velopers’ sensing configurations. We define the response latency of LibAS as the time that
sensing devices record a complete repetition of sensing signals to the time that the sensing
results based on this repetition are processed and returned from callbacks. Fig. 5.6(a) shows
this latency profiles under different configurations. We first show a dummy case where the
callback doesn’t process anything, but returns a constant (dummy) sensing result instantly.
This dummy case is used to characterize the baseline overhead that is caused by LibAS’s
implementation. As shown in the figure, we repeated the latency measurements under four
different configurations, which include (i) 2-hop (the sensing server and the device are
connected to the same 802.11n WiFi router), (ii) 1-hop (the sensing device is connected
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Figure 5.6: Overheads. The minimal overhead incurred by LibAS can support most real-
time acoustic sensing apps.
directly to the server), (iii) 0-hop (the sensing device is connected to a server residing in
the same machine), and (iv) standalone (the processing is executed natively and locally). In
this experiment, we always use a 2013 MacBook Air, i.e., 1.3 GHz CPU & 8GB RAM, as
the sensing server and an Android Nexus 6P as the sensing device (except the 0-hop case
where the sensing device is the MacBook itself). The results from our implementations on
iOS and Tizen follow a similar pattern but are thus omitted due to the space limit.
As shown in Fig. 5.6(a), without considering the processing cost of the sensing algo-
rithm (i.e., a dummy case), the remote mode of LibAS can achieve an average response
latency less than 40ms in a common 2-hop setting. This latency can be reduced further to
30ms by turning either the laptop or phone into a hotspot and connect them directly. Note
that this 1-hop (hotspot) setting is particularly helpful to use LibAS when WiFi is not avail-
able, e.g., testing our sonar demo app in an outdoor environment. When both the sensing
devices and the server are located on the same machine (i.e., zero networking overhead), the
response latency can be reduced further to 10ms. By closely anatomizing the delay, 6ms
comes from the way our Java socket interface is hooked to Matlab while only the other
4ms is caused by our pre-processing. According to our preliminarily test, implementing
the same remote function directly on Matlab’s asynchronous socket API incurs a >250ms
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overhead under the same configuration, thus making it nearly impossible to provide a real-
time response. Even though our standalone mode can push the response latency to less than
5ms, this 0-hop setting is useful for developers to build/test their sensing algorithms with
the strong Matlab support while keeping the latency overhead at a level similar to the na-
tive calls. Generally, the low latency overhead of LibAS can meet the requirement of many
real-time acoustic sensing apps, such as our sonar demo app that needs the processing to be
completed in 50ms (i.e., before sending the next 2400-sample signals sampled in 48kHz).
It is important to note that, by considering the callback processing delay of the devel-
oper’s sensing algorithms, the remote mode might sometimes get an even better overall
performance than the standalone mode. For example, if we intentionally repeat the same
sonar processing 5 times in the demo app callback, i.e., the 5x sonar case in Fig 5.6(a),
the standalone mode will miss the 50ms deadline while the remote mode will not. This
phenomenon is caused by the fact that a remote server (laptop) usually has more computa-
tion resource than the sensing device (phone/watch). This fact is widely used in offloading
several computation-hungry processing, e.g., video decoding, to a cloud server [105] and
might be necessary to build sophisticated acoustic sensing apps in future. LibAS already
supports both modes and can automatically collect/report the performance overheads, so
developers can easily choose whatever mode fits best to their purpose. As we will discuss
in Section 5.7, the minimal latency overhead of LibAS meets the real-time requirements of
our current users.
5.6.1.2 Preamble detection overhead
Preamble detection is an important feature provided by LibAS as it helps identify when
the start of sent signals is recorded and then truncate the received audio signals into correct
segments with the same size/offset of the sent signals. Our preamble detection is based on
a similar design to existing approaches [82,118,119]. Specifically, the preamble is a series
of chirps (must be different from the sensing signals) that can be efficiently identified by
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a corresponding matched filter [112]. The performance of preamble detection depends on
the length/bandwidth of preamble signals, the detection criteria, and also on the hardware
capability. Theoretically, a long and wide-band preamble usually has a high detection rate,
but also incurs a long initial sensing delay (i.e., the delay before playing the sensing signals)
and more audible noise. We currently use 10 repetitions of a 15kHz–22kHz chirp plus a
4800 sample padding as the default preamble for LibAS. Each chirp is 500 samples long
and separated from the next chirp by 500 samples. We set the criteria to pass the detection
when all 10 chirps are detected correctly (i.e., jitter between detected peaks is less than 5).
This ad-hoc setting is chosen based on our experience that can support most devices from
different platforms for reliable detection of the start of signals.
We have conducted experiments of our current preamble detections on more than 20
devices. For the acoustic sensing apps that sense the signal sent by itself, such as our sonar
demo app, LibAS can easily achieve higher than a 98% detection probability when 20% of
volume is used to play the preamble. On the other hand, for apps that sense the signal sent
from another device, like our inter-device demo app, LibAS can successfully detect a device
1m (5m) away with a higher than 90% (80%) probability. Our current design can reliably
detect the preamble sent from a device 10m away when the retransmission of preamble is
allowed. As shown in Fig 5.6(b), this performance might vary from device to device due to
their hardware differences. This is the reason for our choice of a wideband 15kHz–22kHz
preamble, which incurs fewer hardware artifacts and frequency-selective fading as shown
in the following sections.
Note that this current preamble setting might not be perfectly aligned with every sensing
app. For example, apps based on frequency-domain response rather than time-domain
information, might be more tolerant of the segment errors. In such a case, developers might
want to loosen the detection criteria to sense devices within a longer range or reduce the
chirp bandwidth to make the preamble inaudible. The preamble parameters can be easily set
by AudioSource.setPreamble() function, and it can be efficiently tested through LibAS.
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Figure 5.7: Automatic gain control detections (AGC). LibAS detects if AGC is enabled
by sending a signal with linearly increased volumes.
We expect a better preamble design to emerge once more developers start building apps
with LibAS. One of our current active developers using LibAS has modified our setting to a
customized short and inaudible preamble since he only targets high-end smartphones with
reliable microphone/speaker hardware while another developer added a longer padding
period after the preamble to avoid overlapping it with the sensing signals when more than
3 devices are connected.
5.6.2 Adaptability
Adaptivity is an important performance indicator of LibAS since it is designed to sup-
port various applications, platforms, and devices. Our demo apps have shown that LibAS’s
design is general enough to support several categories of acoustic sensing algorithms. Some
other real-world use-experience of LibAS by our current developers will also be presented
in the next subsection. Here we will focus on how LibAS can adapt the platform/device
heterogeneity to improve the sensing performance and help developers make the correct
sensing configurations.
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5.6.2.1 Platform heterogeneity
One of the key software features of mobile OSes that might significantly affect the
performance of acoustic sensing apps is the automatic gain control (AGC). AGC is reason-
able for voice recording because it can avoid saturating the limited dynamic range of the
installed microphone. However, AGC is usually not desirable for acoustic sensing apps.
Taking our fingerprinting demo app as an example, AGC can alter the acoustic signatures
when the ambient noise increases, thus reducing the prediction accuracy. AGC will also
confuse the sonar demo app because the change of time-domain response might be domi-
nated by AGC rather than the object reflections.
Fig. 5.7 shows LibAS’s utility function to identify AGC by sending a 2kHz tone over 4
seconds with a linearly increased speaker volume (from 0% to 100%). If the AGC is not
enabled, the amplitude of received signals should increase linearly over time (in the same
way as how the signal is sent). A few examples with AGC enabled can be found from
Fig. 5.7(a), where the amplitude of received signals does not increase linearly and it stops
increasing after the speaker volume reaches certain ranges.
In iOS, this AGC can be turned off by setting kAudioSessionMode Measurement,
but based on our experiments, the official Android AGC API always fails to disable the
microphone AGC (e.g., not functional or indicating the API not implemented by the man-
ufacturer). By using LibAS to loop several audio settings automatically, the response is
found to vary based on the programming AudioSource flag set to the microphone, e.g.,
MIC, CAMCORDER, or VOICE RECOGNITION. As shown in the example of Fig. 5.7(b), setting
the flag to VOICE RECOGNITION in Nexus 6P can disable AGC and make the response linear
in the speaker volume. Based on our experiments, setting the flag to VOICE RECOGNITION
can actually turn off AGC for most Android devices we have tested except for Zenwatch
3. Our DevApp has a clear UI, helping developers to select these hidden platform options,
check the effects of each option, and adapt their sensing configurations accordingly (e.g.,
using the sound volume in the linear range even when the AGC cannot be disabled).
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Figure 5.8: Frequency responses of various devices. The sensed frequency responses
vary not only with devices but also with the microphone/speaker used to sense.
5.6.2.2 Device heterogeneity
The microphones and speakers in commodity phones are usually not designed for
acoustic sensing, especially for inaudible sensing signals. Fig. 5.8 shows the frequency
response of several Android and iOS devices. These results are based on experiments of
sending and receiving 5 repetitions of a 4-second frequency sweep from 0Hz to 24kHz by
the same device. This experiment was conducted in a typical room environment and the
phone was held in the air by hands, which resembles the most common scenario of using
smartphones. A similar experiment was done previously [81], but only the microphone
gains were reported.
As shown in Fig. 5.8, sensing signals at certain frequencies could inherently have a
20dB higher signal strength than at other frequencies. For apps that need to detect fre-
quency shifts due to Doppler effects, it would be more beneficial to sense in the range with
flat frequency responses. Otherwise, acoustic sensing apps would prefer sensing at frequen-
cies with stronger responses. Among the device we tested, Nexus 6P and iPhone 5c are the
best to have consistent responses over different frequencies. We also noticed that iPhones
generally have a lower speaker/microphone gain than Android devices, which could be due
to the different hardware configuration in iOS. The strong peak of iPhone 5c on 2250Hz (as
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shown in Fig. 5.8(b)) is usually known as the microphone resonant frequency. Most acous-
tic sensing apps should avoid sensing at this resonant frequency because the responses
might be dominated by this effect, rather than by the target activity to sense.
This hardware heterogeneity calls for a careful design of sensing signals and algorithms.
For example, according to our experimental results, the same sensing algorithm in our sonar
demo app allows Nexus 6P, Galaxy S7, Galaxy Note4 to sense a glass door 3m way reliably
(with more than 15dB SNR) based on a18kHz–22kHz inaudible sound. However, iPhone
6s, Galaxy S4, and Gear S3 are unable to achieve a similar performance unless using an
audible sound. With LibAS, such device heterogeneity can be easily observed and adapted
with our real-time visualization support.
5.7 User Experience
To evaluate the applicability of LibAS, we collected and analyzed feedback from three
users (including experienced and novice developers) who were using LibAS for their projects.
The first user (EngineerA) is an engineer at a major smartphone manufacturer, which
sells more than 200M smartphones per year. He wanted to build a demo app for an ex-
isting sound-based force sensing project called ForcePhone [119]. The other two users are
CS PhD students at different universities (StudentB and StudentC). They both wanted
to build new acoustic sensing apps. StudentB is familiar with Android/Python, while
StudentC has only relevant experience in processing WiFi signals with Matlab. StudentB
had a proof-of-concept app before adapting this project to LibAS, and StudentC started
her project from scratch with LibAS.
EngineerA was the first user of LibAS and collaborated with us. Since LibAS was
not mature at that time, we provided him numerous technical supports and also added
new functions based on his need. An issue that EngineerA faced was the hanging of
LibAS installation, i.e., when adding our customized socket interface. This issue was later
identified as a path problem and solved in our new update. StudentB is the second user of
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LibAS. At the time StudentB used LibAS, we had already published DevApp online and
documented our API. StudentB knew us but never worked on the same project. StudentB
mostly worked independently to adapt his project to LibAS. StudentC is our third user
and had no knowledge of our team or LibAS. She contacted us after seeing some of our
publications on acoustic sensing apps. At the time StudentC started using LibAS, our
installation guide and examples had already been documented and made available, so she
can successfully install LibAS by herself and used our demo apps. Our study shows that
LibAS not only significantly reduced the development efforts in real-world projects for
experienced users but also lowers the bar for developing acoustic sensing applications for
novice users.
5.7.1 Why LibAS?
Before using LibAS, EngineerA already had the Android source from the ForcePhone
project team, but he found it challenging to modify the sensing behaviors directly in this
source. For example, EngineerA had no idea why/how the program failed to work after his
modifications on the sensing signals since all the processing was embedded in the native
Java/C code. EngineerA wanted to build his system using LibAS because he needed full
control of the ForcePhone project to meet his demo need.
StudentB’s goal was to develop a smartwatch localization based on sounds (called
T-Watch). Specifically, the app could estimate smartwatches’ locations by triangulating
the arrival time of signals recorded in paired smartphones. He already had a proof-of-
concept system before using LibAS. Specifically, he developed an app on Android that
played/recorded sounds simultaneously and saved the recorded sounds to a binary trace
file. He loaded this file to a laptop via USB cable and then processed his sensing algorithm
offline in Python. StudentB started using LibAS because he noticed that porting his proof-
of-concept Python code to a real-time demo would be time-consuming and error-prone.
StudentC was developing an acoustic sensing app similar to our sonar demo app, but
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based on an advanced FMCW sonar technique [75]. She had tried to build a standalone app
on Android/iOS to process the FMCWdirectly but got stuck on several issues. For example,
she was wondering why her own app could not record the high-frequency responses and
why the played high-frequency chirp was audible. In fact, these were frequently asked by
new acoustic sensing developers. She wanted to use LibAS because our demo apps could
serve as a reference design to build her own project.
5.7.2 Benefits of Using LibAS
The biggest common benefit reported by all three users was the visualization provided
by LibAS’s remote mode. They commented that such a visualization helped them “see”
and understand how the received response changed (e.g., a higher/lower SNR) when the
sensing settings were modified. Specifically, using this visualization, EngineerA tuned the
system performance and investigated how the environmental noise affected his demo app;
StudentB identified and solved several unseen issues such as the signal degradation caused
by different wearing positions of smartwatches; and StudentC learned the sonar sensing
capability on real devices and also noticed the potential issues caused by reflections from
ceilings/floors.
LibAS’s abstraction was another benefit these three users mentioned multiple times.
They all reported that this abstraction helped them focus on developing the core sensing
algorithm, so they could build/transform their projects quickly. Note that our abstraction
is designed with the consideration of future extensibility. For example, in StudentB’s
project, the sensing algorithm needed to know if users were clicking a surface based on
accelerometer data, and these “additional” data could be easily sent by the extensible user-
defined data interface of LibAS, as described in Section 5.5.
The cross-platform support might not be the primary incentive for these three develop-
ers to use LibAS, but it turned out to be an unexpected handy feature the users enjoyed.
For example, StudentB was targeting only Android phones and smartwatches, but he later
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ForcePhone (no UI) T-Watch (offline) BumpAlert (no camera)
Java 3913 Java 4080 Java 1734
Matlab 1992 Python 1998 Python 765
C/C++ 2273 C/C++ 115 C/C++ 353
w/ LibAS w/ LibAS Sonar demo app
Matlab 490 Matlab 1390 Matlab 279
Java 446
C/C++ 153
Reduction 86% Reduction 78% Reduction 90%
Table 5.2: Estimated code reductions. The significant reduction of code demonstrates
the capability of LibAS to save development time/effort.
discovered that one strong use-case for his project was to provide a touch interface on
laptops by directly using the laptop microphones. If his app had been built natively on
Android, it would be another challenging task to transform the app to Linux/Windows, but
this was not a problem with LibAS. By using LibAS, he easily achieved this by installing
DevApp (including the platform control API) on his laptop. He also used this function to
test his project on a newly-purchased Tizen smartwatch. The same benefit was also seen
by StudentC, when she installed DevApp on her personal iPhone and conducted a few
experiments with it. We expect the cross-platform support to become a more attractive fea-
ture when users notice the effort of cross-platform development is significantly reduced by
using LibAS.
5.7.3 Estimated Code Reduction
We analyze the code reduction of these three use-cases to estimate the potential saving
of effort when using LibAS. Note that this estimation is not perfectly accurate since the
apps developed with LibAS by our users are not completely identical to the original/refer-
ence implementations. For example, the ForcePhone source code includes some demo/test
activities, but they are not necessary for EngineerA. There are also no real-time process-
ing components in StudentB’s original offline Python code since he built the real-time
demo app only with LibAS. We have tried our best to estimate the (approximate) code
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reduction fairly by ensuring the code w/ or w/o LibAS implements the same functional-
ity. Specifically, we remove all components from the original/reference system that are not
used in our users’ implementations with LibAS (such as the demo/test activities). We use
our sonar demo app and an existing sensing app called BumpAlert [120] as the reference
for StudentC’s case since StudentC has not yet finished her project. The trend of code
reduction should be similar if she keeps building her system upon our sonar demo app.
Table 5.2 shows the lines of code estimated with the open-sourced cloc tool [35], where
all three use-cases are shown to have more than 78% reduction of code. Most of the reduc-
tion comes from the abstraction of hiding platform-dependent code. EngineerA is the only
one who includes LibAS’s platform control API in his own app while others use our pre-
built DevApp. Even in this case, his app’s Java implementation is still significantly shorter
than the original design (490 lines instead of 3913) since most audio/network/processing-
related components are covered by LibAS. Note that this reduction should be even more
prominent if we consider StudentB’s and StudentC’s use of LibAS on Linux/Win, Tizen,
and iOS devices.
After taking a close look at StudentB’s original implementation, we notice that 1745
lines of code are used to handle the audio recording and 370 lines of code are used for
communicating the recorded trace. These lines of code are reduced to 62 and 22 lines with
LibAS, respectively. The code for the UI is nearly identical for both implementations (w/
or w/o LibAS), but there is a large reduction of code on processing the received signals.
He told us this reduction exists because he sometimes needed to duplicate his Python pro-
cessing on Android to check some performance metrics before going to the offline parser.
This problem does not exist when LibAS is used since it allows the designed algorithm to
be executed on different platforms. Even though our estimation is not general, it is still an
interesting indicator of how LibAS can save developers’ efforts in building acoustic sensing
apps on different platforms.
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5.8 Discussion
LibAS is a cross-platform library to ease the development of mobile acoustic sensing
apps. However, when developers want to release their production apps, they might still
need to implement the customized UI on multiple platforms by using the specific platform
development kits. One way to solve this problem is to package LibAS as a native plug-in
for existing cross-platform UI libraries, such as PhoneGap [25] or ReactNative [27]. Some
other features that we are considering to add, include the support of Apple’s Watch OS4 and
Tizen TV, more demo examples, and a crowdsourcing platform to share developers’ sensing
configurations. Also, there is potential for LibAS to support “non-sensing” apps, such as
real-time sound masking or authentication based on acoustic signal processing [52, 72].
LibAS has been open-sourced for months. We expect the open-source community to try
and refine the idea of LibAS. For example, based on EngineerA’s suggestion, we added a
save/replay function that allowed developers to keep their sensed signals in a file and then
replay it with their assigned callback. This function is useful since developers might want
to try different parameters/algorithms based on the same experiment data. StudentB has
become an active contributor, and helped build several useful UI features on our DevApp.
We expect to see more changes like these, so LibAS may help acoustic sensing apps truly
ubiquitous.
5.9 Conclusion
We have presented LibAS, a cross-platform framework to ease the development of
acoustic sensing apps. Developing acoustic sensing apps with LibAS is shown to reduce
lines of code by up to 90% and provide cross-platform capabilities with minimal overheads.
LibAS has been open-sourced and currently supports Android, iOS, Tizen, and Linux/Win-
dows. Three developers have already used LibAS to build their own apps and they all agree
that it saves their effort significantly in developing acoustic sensing apps.
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CHAPTER VI
Conclusion and Future Works
In this thesis, we proposed and implemented three novel acoustic sensing applications,
BumpAlert, EchoTag, and ForcePhone. These apps rely only on acoustic signals and
built-in hardware, so they are compatible with most existing mobile devices and likely to
remain that way in the future. From our experience of designing these three apps, we
learned that building acoustic sensing apps usually requires a significant amount of specific
domain knowledge and faces challenges unseen in traditional apps. Thus, to facilitate
the development of acoustic sensing apps, we proposed a cross-platform framework called
LibAS. LibAS provides a proper abstraction that separates the core sensing algorithms from
platform hardware controls, thus allowing developers to prototype/test their design quickly
without even installing the platform development kits. Since apps built by LibAS are cross-
platform supported, they can be installed/executed on multiple popular mobile platforms,
such as Android, iOS, or Tizen, without modifying their code. The simplicity/efficiency
of developing acoustic sensing apps with LibAS can help non-experts with various design
backgrounds to develop new acoustic sensing apps.
6.1 Acoustic Sensing Applications
Since audio is a natural interface for humans to interact with devices, microphones and
speakers have become the standard/common built-in sensors on nearly all mobile/wear-
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able/IoT devices. Acoustic sensing apps reuse these built-in microphones/speakers to pro-
vide advanced sensing functions. For example, BumpAlert has shown that acoustic sensing
in mobile devices can detect objects more than 4 meters away, and EchoTag has shown that
the sensing resolution can distinguish locations even at a cm-level. ForcePhone further
utilizes the sounds traveling through the smartphone body to provide a force-sensing inter-
face.
Even though the hardware of built-in microphones/speakers cannot achieve the same
sensing capability as specially-designed sensors (like SONAR or LIDAR), their hard-
ware limitations can usually be mitigated by the proper software design. For example,
BumpAlert removes the unnecessary reflections from the floor and ceiling by matching the
users’ walking speeds to acoustic reflections. EchoTag utilizes the drawn outline of phones
to compensate for a small placement tolerance. ForcePhone provides an animation clue to
indicate the level of estimated force, so users can easily adjust their behavior even when the
estimation drifts. The broad sensing range and fine sensing resolution shown in this thesis
can also be used in many other sensing functions. Users might be able to communicate or
interact with others using the acoustic signals, life-log or monitor the environments based
on acoustic signatures, or even determine the holding posture or the user’s identity based on
the damped acoustic sensing signals. Several similar concepts have been implemented in
recent years [79,83,110,125,127,131], while there still remain many unexplored functions
that can be supported by acoustic signals.
6.2 Acoustic Sensing Frameworks
Acoustic sensing apps are shown to be able to provide several distinct benefits, but their
development requires special domain knowledge to address new challenges unseen in tra-
ditional apps. For example, handling low-level audio ring buffers might not be straightfor-
ward for normal app developers, and it becomes more troublesome when building sensing
algorithms on different platforms. For example, setting an Android programming flag, like
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AudioSource.VOICE RECOGNITION, can dramatically change the sensing performance.
Moreover, different devices usually require substantial fine-tuning, but there is currently no
way for developers to debug signals easily on different platforms. Many necessary utility
functions, like visualizing the sensing signals or setting proper microphone configurations,
are also not supported in the state-of-the-art Integrated Development Environments (IDEs),
such as Android Studio or XCode.
LibAS is a cross-platform framework to solve these unmet needs for developing active
acoustic sensing apps. LibAS defines a novel abstraction that separates the core sensing
algorithms from the platform-dependent controls. This abstraction is designed based on
our experience in developing acoustic sensing apps, and has been shown to support many
other acoustic sensing apps. LibAS has been implemented on several major platforms, such
as Android, iOS, Tizen, and Windows/Linux. This cross-platform feature lets developers
easily build and test their own acoustic sensing apps on different devices. Note that the
cross-platform framework is particularly important for making acoustic sensing apps truly
ubiquitous.
LibAS has been open-sourced and the accompanying DevApp has been published for
more than three months. More than three active users have built their own projects with
LibAS. According to their experiences, LibAS is shown to be able to significantly reduce
the development effort. By analyzing their code with other similar projects, we observed a
reduction of about 80% of lines of code by using LibAS. Some users also provide feedback
and their expectations for LibAS, like a replay feature to test different sensing configura-
tions on the same recording. Many of their suggestions have been reflected in the current
LibAS and others are part of our future work. We expect that the open-source community
can help polish LibAS and make it accessible in building many more acoustic sensing apps.
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6.3 Limitations and Future Work
Even though we would like to install acoustic sensing apps on all devices/platforms
with microphones and speakers, it is still not the case in the real world. For example,
during the period when we were trying to implement EchoTag on smartwatches, Apple
WatchOS 2 didn’t support real-time audio recording, Samsung Gear 2 could only record
sounds up to 8kHz, and the first generation of Android wear devices didn’t have speakers
installed. However, as discussed earlier, such a real-time audio support is critical for many
apps (not only acoustic sensing), so manufacturers are expected to implement this function
in the near future. Today’s smartwatches, such as Apple Watch Apple 3 (WatchOS 4),
Samsung Gear S3 (Tizen 3.0), and ASUS ZenWatch 4 (Android Wear 2.0), all have such
support available. Our applications and frameworks already support many of them, and we
are continuously working to support other new platforms. With this trend, it is not difficult
to see that more devices that can execute acoustic sensing apps will soon be available and
become ubiquitous.
Besides the device/platform limitations, acoustic sensing apps usually need a calibra-
tion to compensate for the hardware heterogeneity among different devices. This is an
inherent requirement for all cross-device supported applications (just like how apps usually
need to dynamically adapt the UI based on screen sizes). We have already built LibAS to
automatically calibrate some audio properties (like AGC or frequency-selective fading) for
acoustic sensing developers, but it is still uncertain if that includes all the calibration that
we need for most acoustic sensing apps. An extensive study of hardware heterogeneity is
an important prerequisite for future research on acoustic sensing. Specifically, it will be
helpful to summarize “critical“ properties and collect them by crowdsourcing all existing
devices. With this information, acoustic sensing app developers can easily set proper cri-
teria of these critical audio properties, e.g., can sense 15dB via ultrasound band, for their
applications. Then, devices which cannot meet this set of requirements will be filtered out
automatically when the owners are searching for acoustic apps to install.
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Another important issue of acoustic sensing apps is their energy consumption. For ex-
ample, based on our tests, triggering acoustic sensing on smartphones usually consumes
300mW to 500mW. This result is also consistent with the other energy studies [39]. Since
most of the energy is consumed by the speaker/microphones hardware, the signal process-
ing optimization cannot help much to remove it. However, as we have shown, this problem
can be mitigated by a proper app design. The key idea is to trigger the acoustic sensing only
when necessary. For example, we only enable the acoustic sensing when the accelerometer
data seems to be a walking pattern on BumpAlert, the phone tilt/WiFi matches a saved
fingerprint on EchoTag, or the touch event is given by the touch screen for ForcePhone.
These are akin to how voice assistants (such as Apple Siri or Google Now) enable the mi-
crophone recording when certain conditions are met (e.g., the screen has been turned on
or the home button is long-pressed). By using these methods, energy consumption can be
significantly reduced based on users’ usage pattern. Care must be taken for such design
considerations in any future acoustic sensing apps.
6.4 Conclusion
In this thesis, we have shown sensing through acoustic signals can be a practical tool
for future sensing mechanisms because it is compatible with many existing/future devices.
We have proposed and implemented three different acoustic sensing apps on Android and
iOS. We have also built an open-source framework to facilitate the development of acoustic
sensing apps. Using this tool, we believe many future acoustic sensing apps can be built
with minimal development and deployment costs.
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